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OMEGA!

OMEGA and SAND.
Close study of SM 1:204-5 will give us a great deal of Light 
as to what the "OMEGA" is. They will build on "HUMAN POWER!"= 
which is:"WORTHLESS!" Storm (GC 6O8)=and Tempest will sweep 
away their FOUNDATION of: "SAND!_" All this i n SM 1:205- 
Hoehn Research Library Publication # 539. Feb.22,]982.(Scar
let Cover)="SDA=WCC DEATH-SHIP"= has the finest "SAND" re- 
f?£?0£?s_eyer_out_[nto_PHnt^_(Some_JeftA)_

The Conclave of Adventist Ministers = BURNS IDE=STANDISH=RUE= 
MILLER=GROTHEER= while hammering at the Bug-a=Boo of "FORD"= 
what Stand, if any = do they take about "ANTICHRIST" and 
£be_'_!9?jEGA?"__Do they see any "ABOMINATIONS" around?

This BLUE-GREEN COVER = Publication # 548. April 12,1982 = 
"MIDNIGHT HOUR AWAKEN ING"=has the finest "ANTJ^HM ST" and 
JOyCommandment "ARK'^references ever_Compi1ed .
RICHARDS as his last Fling = wants them to start a "NEW 
ORGANIZATION"(see SM l:204)=as FROOM-WILSON=MAXWELL gave 
us "BOOKS=OF=A=NEW=ORDER! (Same.) The "OMEGA" is HERE! 
[NOW turri to inside Badk-Cover p.69)= -1-

THE OMEGA.
What with the WILSON imprimatur on the Lawyer WALT0N"0MEGA." 
And with REA's "THE_WH_I TE_]J E"= and with the (SDA?)=Doctor1 s 
DIAGNOSIS that EGW was suffering from "EN LEfBC-TYPE'^spel Is 
and fits = ANYTHING now in a Rush = to DENY the relevance 
of the predicted "0MEGA"= and the whole World standing by 
to "SHAME" anyone_who goes by the_Third_AngeJ1s_Message_=_ 
All the Queers now coming out of the Wood=Work = 
600 to 900 Adventists at a Time to come to the "FORUMS" 
prepared by the RICH LAWYERS and their Co-horts "FORWARD 
MARCHING"=to the Rear! Adventists heard at these and also 
BRINSMEAD MEETINGS = "HAR! HAR!"=ing and GUFFAWING = hav- 
i09_a_§a JJ J_at_ these_"ANTJyWJH JT J'_MeetJngs_=_

PERHAPS IT IS TIME = 
to look and see = what she DID say about the "OMEGAJ" That 
an "OMEGA" was to "C0ME_!"=they tried to Hide under volumi
nous Rhetoric and Double-talk. The "COVER-UP JOB"=included
(1) The Idea that the "ALPHA" took place in 1903 = when 

JONES and WAGGONER signed over to "LIVING TEMPLE" and 
KELLOGG. Which they are forced to admit. Even tho' they 
themselves PREFER the ARGUMENTS found in "LIVING TEMPLE."

(2) When she said this would GROW and INCREASE until the
Lord would descend from Heaven with a Shout! Their COVER
UP is to try, as did DANIELLS in the SEMINARY COURSES = 
this was all HUSHED! eons ago. We now have NOTHING to 
FEAR. It has all been taken care of.

(3) The Third approach is to try to Sell the Idea that some
how we have ESCAPED = and it is something so FAR in the 
FUTURE=talk about:"FUTURiSM!"= Jesuit Style.



PUBLICATI0N_#_548x__2MIDBIGHI_HQUR_AHAKEfjING^!!

EW 45="...The reformations that were shown me were not 
reformations from error to truth;
----------------------[This part missing]------------------  
";but from bad to worse; for those who professed a change 
of heart, had only wrapt about them a religious garb, 
which covered up the iniquity of a wicked heart. Some 
appeared to have been really converted, so as to deceive 
God's people; but if their hearts could be seen, they 
would appear as black as ever."

Vtu> Thda = ^W^e"nMWNIGHT'H(?URr,'Z6 a SHAKING. 
BcU cvW Z6 a "SHAKING?" U that not a SEPARATION? 
And ts not tha "SHAKlNG"=£on cM Etanntty? Soma ana

"My accompanying angel bade me look.......... "EW 45.

Not only is the B(5XED-IN part missing from your EW~45 = 
but when you come to the End of that Paragraph - with 
£be_words2_"rri^gr_their_saivatign_is_gast±2_^Y_45i_

And there are actually some people around who THINK that 
she APPROVED all this! Thus this people have been HOAXED! 
And entire ORGANIZATIONS have been raised up=trying to 
go by what they see in EW 36 to 45- Not aware of the 2 
Portions that were AMPUTATEDe And the WORST PART OF ALL 
is = you can SHOW this to them = you can PROVE it = and 
they just COULDN1T=CARE=LESS! Oh! This is just much ADO 
about NOTHING! -2-

NOW TRY = to understand the SEALING. Not only that=but 
if you check the 6 BIG "R+H ARTICLE BOOKS"= RH Al :9 = 
you will find not only did they cut this Testimony in 
HALF=put the LAST part FIRST = and the FIRST part LAST = 
but they took the FIRST KEY-PARAGRAPH and threw it OUT! 
As a USELESS APPENDIX = and sent it to the DUMP!

But in EW 45 the whole thing grinds to a Halt! But in 
the ORIGINAL "PRESENT TRUTH"=August, 1849 -(P-22) = 11 goes 

to_what_you_wjj]_now_f£nd_|n_EW_36_to_4|±__ ___

ApnUL 12, 1982. Hoahn Rasaanch Ltbnany, Box 1210.,
Gnand_Fonhsr _ BC_Canada. _l/OH_[HO._________ __ ___

14 it ^on Battan = on ^on Wons a? Sn. Whtta ApaahA o£ 
a "REFORMATION" = finom "BAP" to "WORSE." That was ap
parently so CONTRARY to human REASON = that they took 
it OUT = of EW 45. Why call it a "REFORMAT10N"=if what 
it came from = was "BAD" enough = but what they go INT0= 
is even "WORSE." I will set this up so you can cut it 
out=and_fjx_£t_|n_your_EW_451_
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THE ORIGINAL WRITINGS ALONE = as in the Days of EZRA=when 
"EZRA...was SURPRISED to find NONE of the Sons of LEVI." 
=vjere present to REBUILD the CITY and the TEMPLE and = 

"Thy SANCTUARY that is DESOLATE!" PK 556 to 612. RH A5: 
326-394.

Perhaps it is "NOTH ING"=as far as they are concerned=but 
SLOW but SURE = it has invaded Adventism on the Highest 
levels. When BACHAND took the HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY PAPERS 
and turned them over to R.A.ANDERSON in the SEMINARY=this 
SEED of INQUIRY grew into a ground Swell=to stand us in 
good stead = for this Day. From a Whisper to a Demand=it 
grew till more_and_more WANTED_THE_ORjG|NAL_WRJ_TjNGS_._

LOST WRITINGS.
It was NOT ENOUGH just to find the LOST-WRITINGS. Who today- 
appreciates these LOST WRITINGS? It was necessary for EZRA 
to: "READ in the Book in the Law of God distinctly, and gave 
the SENSE, and caused them to UNDERSTAND the READING." PK 
662. And in the REBUILDING = to "REMOVE THE RUBBISH!" PK 
641-3. "MUCH RUBBISH!"="HEAPS_OF RUBBISH!_" (Same.)  
Th7s“"REMNANT"=a"FEEBLE~PEOPLE"=~hadto "REPAIRtheWASTE 
CITIES(the former DESOLATIONS)... and thou shalt be called, 
The REPAIRER of the BREACH, The RESTORER of PATHS to dwell 
in...a people who, in a Time of GENERAL DEPARTURE from TRUTH 
and RIGHTEOUSNESS, are seeking to RESTORE the PRINCIPLES 
that are the FOUNDATION." PK 677-8. RH A5-.387.

IF LEFT ALONE
in their native Purity=these WORDS have deep Meaning. The 
Adventist Church=busy BUILDING in 1982=are building on the 
"SAND!"=no ROCK FOUNDATION. SM 1:204-8. B2:54-9. In their 
"0MEGA!"= and the "PATH" to dwell in is found in "MY FIRST
VISION." -3-

Constantly this is likened to the "LAST GREAT CONFLICT^.. 
Upon this BATTLE we are now entering...the Religion of the 
Bible and the Religions of FABLE and TRADITION...INFIDELITY." 
PK 625. RH A5:398. NEHEMIAH=ZERUBBABEL—EZRA^led out to call 
the "REMNANT"=PK 677. RH A5:387- A4:42.
"THIS REFORM MOVEMENT...was brought about... through the dis
covery of a portion of Holy Scriptures that for many years 
had been STRANGELY MISPLACED AND LOST." PK 392. RH A6:507.

HEALTH RESEARCH began printing the ORIGINAL BOOKS for us= 
a $30,000.oo LAWSUIT stopped him=but the Work was taken 
up by others, until the CONFERENCE were FORCED to Re-print 
many of them = to save Face. Today a veritable FLOOD of 
ORIGINAL BOOKS is available. This would never have happen
ed = had we not started it.



The SEALING starts on: "A STRAIGHT and NARROW PATH, cast 
up high above the World. On this PATH the Advent people 
were traveling to the City, which was at the farther END 
of the PATH. They had a BRIGHT LIGHT set up behind them 
at the BEGINNING of the PATH,(the BEGINNING of the SEAL
ING) which an Angel told me was the MIDNIGHT CRY."EW 14.

WHAT IS THE PATH TO DWELL IN?
Long before the "ADVENTIST CHURCH'" of 1860= those clas
sified as "ADVENT PE0PLE"=were led by a BAPTIST=Wm.Mi1- 
ler="ADVENT PEOPLE" are simply those who believe in the 
Second Coming of Christ. This has NOTHING to do with 
"ORGANIZATION." These are the people who go DIRECT to 
Heaven without going through the Grave. These are the 
144,000 PHILADELPHIANS of Rev.3:7"13. 14:1.

THE MIDNIGHT CRY.
We wondered why GROTHEER and other ADVENTIST MINISTERS 
denied the "MIDNIGHT CRY"=because if they ever once 
ADMIT a "MIDNIGHT CRY"=they would HAVE to admit the 
"MIDNIGHT DARKNESS!" So they deny BOTH. NO SEPARATION= 
as they_call for_"UNITY!"_

This is a SPECIAL Message, given at-a SPECIAL Time, by 
a SPECIAL people.And THIS is what brings on the "SHAK- 
!NG22_Tj:179_and_T62265217._PK_6772_

They are represented as on a "PATH"=on their way to the 
Heavenly Jerusalem. "Their DESTINATION is inscribed = 
"GOD, NEW JERUSALEM." TM 446.

THE SHAKING.
IF there is a "MIDNIGHT HOUR" = IF there is a "MIDNIGHT 
CRY" = IF there is a "SHAKING=SIFTING=SEPARATI0N"= and 
IF you find the "LATTER RAIN" = the "LOUD CRY"= at the 
BOTTOM of EW 271 and IF the SEALING of the "PEOPLE OF 
GOD" is found BEFORE that and at the TOP OF THAT PAGE = 
(Also T1:179-187)=then the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE 
LAODICEANS" and the "MIDNIGHT CRY" that SEPARATES WISE 
from FOOLISH = it must be the SAME THING! And so we find 
it as we check SM 1:196. RH A3:239,209,443. A4:467. A6:- 
34. SG 2:226,300. LS 336,425. GC 562. T6:77,400--!.. TM 
399- T1-.321. T3:271-2. SM 2:66-7,118. PK 136,187. ST 1: 
471. TM 89. "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" and "MIDNIGHT CRY" are 
ONE! (But catch any "BEFORMER"=to_repeat_THAT{)______

REFORM
the Kind of "REFORM" that we have seen on the Pacific 
Coast = find the Path too Hard, too Steep = to give the 
MIDNIGHT CRY = "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" Besides = FROOM 
and WILSON wouldn't ALLOW it. What Message do they 
give to COUNTERACT any Call for SEPARATION? It is the 
SAME MESSAGE as is found in BABYLON! "UNITY!" -4-
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ELIJAH
The Last Message is to be given with the Spirit of ELIJAH.
GC 606-8. He did not call for the Baal-Priests to LEAVE!
He said: "LET=NOT=ONE=ESCAPE!"

Yes, it is SIMPLE to be LOST. Just do not go IN to the 
ARK. Just do not go OUT of Sodom and Gomorrah. Just stay 
IN the UNHOLY CITY. Very simple. "Satan was trying his 
every Art to HOLD them WHERE=THEY=WERE, until the SEAL
ING was PAST, until the COVERING was drawn over God's peo
ple, and they LEFT without a SHELTER from the BURNING 
WRATH of God, in the 7 Last Plagues." EW 44. -5-

MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE.
"Those who receive the pure Mark of Truth...are those = 
"that Sigh and that Cry for ALL the ABOMINATIONS that be 
done" in the Church. Their LOVE for purity and the Honor 
and Glory of God is such...that they are represented as 
being in AGONY, even SIGHING and CRYING. (For COTTRELL^ - 
NICHOLS=FIGHUR=who see no "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!")= 
"READ the 9th. chapter of EZEKIEL. But the GENERAL SLAUGH
TER of ALL those who do not thus SEE...and BEGIN at My 
Sanctuary J^_T3^267_RH_A2^49±_T5^505L_GC_609£656^_

''LOVE and UNITY!1'
CARL MclNHRE of "CHRISTIAN BEACON'^the Chief Organ in 
the World <to keep Track of BILLY GRAHAM = DONALD GREY 
BARNHOUSE = and SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS = writes Feb.28, 
1974 = p.4 = "Having abandoned the command of SEPARA
TION, which LOVE OBEYS...one of the major thrusts of the 
DISOBEDIENT in this field has been "LOVE."__ One of its
chief Spokesmen wts DR. DONALD GREY BARNHOUSE...He DENOUNCED 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
SEPARATION and ACCUSED those who left of lacking LOVE."

11 i.ng_on_those_who_LEAyE_=_to_do_so_w£th_"TEARS  j") __

How much nicer to Preach that "GOD=DOES=NOT=DESTROY!" 
£he_BU ND=the_DEAF=and_ the_DUMB_. __

REFORM 
NONE are so DEAD = as "REFORM." Instead of "SHOWING them 
ALL their ABOMINATIONS'"-they stand NEUTKAL-NON-COMMITTAL. 
And WORSE YET = AGREE with them! By SILENCE give CONSENT. 
But they are NOT SILENT. They COPY the ARGUMENTS and send 
out the FORD and BRINSMEAD TAPES! Their LEADERS do NOTH
ING to CORRECT their ERRORS. Now have a good Look at the 
"SHAKING" chapter. Upon which the "DESTJNY" of the Church 
"HANGS!"=read it INCH by INCH = Tl:179'187. See the DARKNESS 
enveloping those who are "INDIFFERENT" and couldn1t=care= 
LESS! "CARELESS"=and made "NO EFFORT." And they are ENVE
LOPED in "DARKNESS." DARKNESS IMPENETRABLE. What a truly 
FRIGHTFUL condition=for TIME and for ETERNITY.
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It

HARD INGE brought the SAME THING! to the GC SESSION = 
R&H June 19,1970. p.9,10. And in 5 Years=N0T=0NE=0B- 
JECTED till the 2 Davis Letters."JUSTIFICATION by FAITH = 
this is the message of the COURT!" And for that WILSON 
promoted him to DEAN of the PHILIPPINE SEMINARY=R&H 
Nov.2221979.p.17._________________________________

"MIDNIGHT HOUR"

Because Religion now goes, as it always did = by the 
MAJORITY! This was the Song and Dance in the Days of 
NOAH=LOT=CHRIST=LUTHER=ELLEN WHITE=FR00M=WILS0N=boast 
and blow that they call for "LOVE!" and "UNITY!" with 
the Grand MAJORITY! "This will be our TEST!" T5:136.

-6-

REFUSE 
it did 
is reas- 
is past-

Thus their Salvation is dependent on an "AWAKENING!" 
And NOT the Kind that came to America in I960. They 
"AW0KE"=to the STRANGE and BLACK "LIGHT1-that "JUSTIFI
CATION"^ s found CLEAR=OUT=OF=THE=SANCTUARY=ENTIRELY! 
And some of those who are CATERWAULING that FORD is 
doing that=did it in I960 with HUDSON=RDB=FTW.

FAITH.
Some have the COUNTERFEIT of GC 471. "Faith ALONE!_" 
The Most Holy Place is an "ANCHOR"=but WlLS0N=EVA=HAM- 
MI LL=want no "GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION!" "He has had NO 
ANCHOR to hold him(EW 256)=and has been FLOATING ABOUT 
without a SETTLED FAITH...It is a PEACE + SAFETY THEORY.

__ _________________________________ _________
"What shall I say to AROUSE the REMNANT people of God? 
...Satan...knows that if they SLEEP a little longer; he 
is SURE of them, for their DESTRUCTION is CERTAIN."Tl:263.

"MIDNIGHT HOUR AWAKENING."
gives us the TIME. "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS" 

gives us the CONDITION. And WHY do we call it an "AWAKEN
ING?" Because they are =

ASLEEP
"SLEEPING Preachers preaching to a SLEEPING people!"T2: 
337,344,439,340. T8:37,160. T3:473. T5:457. "NEGLECT to 
FOLLOW the LIGHT = it becomes DARKNESS." T2-.263.
That last Sentence is not understood. People think they 
can play around with their MINDS=CONSCIENCE=count the 
Cost if their Membership is Lost = and therefore 
to acknowledge the LIGHT when it comes = because not comeVtineir particular pet ORGANIZATION. That 
on enough to REJECT it. And before too much TIME 
you see them over on the WRONG SIDE. The Lord will not 
be Mocked. He gives LIGHT to be appreciated and accepted, 
NOT to be REJECTED. Nor IGNORED. There is always a good 
REASON for LIGHT to come at a certain TIME. And we are 
t2_be_"GLADU=that_lt_camei_EW_252i?6021i
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But that is a different matter, IN=WHAT=CONTEXT! This 
Laodicean GARBAGE of "THE WORLD WILL KN0W!"=how come they 
DID=N0T=KN0W when confronted with CHRIST HIMSELF! They did 
not 11 KNOW!"=they CRUCIFIED HIM and chose BARABBAS instead! 
We can do WITHOUT these LAODICEAN RANTINGS. -J-

some 11
ANCES! The Angel told her:
looking BACK on their Life's Work=like PAUL could say:
"I have fought a good Fight. HENCEFORTHL.L"

How in the wide World am I supposed to answer that Ques
tion when I was not sent ANY of her Papers? And WHICH ONE 
did she mean? I now have(from Sr. Ann)= CAROL KNOEFLER 
ART ICLES=Apri1 198O=p.l5. July=Aug.1980=p.11. Jan.=Feb. 
ISSUp.^^-Jan.^Feb^^lgSl^p. 1 li12,_March=Apri l_1982.p.21-2. 
I see nothing Wrong in any of them. They are, in fact = 
mostly Quotations. I am more liable to find something 
WRONG = DEADLY WRONG = with those that no one finds any
thing Wrong = such as the "I AM SAVED=FULLEST ASSURANCES= 
REALITIES-HE HAS THIS HOPE=HIS FELLOW MEN WILL KNOW IT 
ALSO=ATTRACT THE ATTENTION OF MEN!"=the Pious rantings of 

ELDER T.H.STARBUCK." Sr. White never had such ASSUR- 
"You, IF FAITHFUL..." Some,

JULIE TARBELL.
Has taken over the Position, the Mailing List and the Pub
lications of AL FRIEND of previous "PRESENT TRUTH"=now 
called "LAST DAY MESSAGES." "Followers of Salem"=P0 Box 

0rt|n22_Wash1_98360._______________________
She has been on the Mailing List for many Years=but when 
Postal Rates went DOUBLE=I took her off. So I am not sure 
which ones she missed. She sent NONE of her Publications 
to me. Yet she assumes I SHOULD have known about them. It 
just happened that when her March 22 letter arrived=l had 
just received from ANN DEMICHAEL = April 1980. July=Aug. 
1980. Nov.=Dec.1980. Jan.=Feb.1981. Jan.=Feb.1981. (Both1 
different.) May=June 1981. Nov.=Dec.1981. Jan.=Feb.1982. 
March=April 1982. (A total of 9-) And before that some one 
sent me July=August 1981(I_thi nk it was Madelyn Lewis.)
JULIE TARBELL= One Hour Phone=Call from OLGA COMPTON, SAC
RAMENTO, CA. "I was so SHOCKED = I just sat down and my 
mind was in a whirl. And I can't hardly believe all the 
things you are saying about me, Brother Hoehn. I always 
thought there was a spirit of understanding between us.
And now I don't know what to think. I sure can't be lumped 
together with DESMOND FORD HERESY MONGERS. You've never 
found any of their false doctrines in my Paper...Anyway 
let us do it the Scriptural way before airing it to the 
Public = huh? ok? I got criticism on Carol Knoefler's 
article - what was wrong with it?" March 22,1982.



US=BOW TO US. It is this 
that many Mediocre Ad
in their lives to ever 
they have fastened them-

DUMB D0GS"=p.L2B .) 
SEE THE LAST "PEOPLE OF G0D"=give the "STRAIGHT"TEStTmONY" 
to the World-Loving Laodiceans. T1:179“187. FEW if any of 
their Top Leaders will give the LAST MESSAGE. T5*-8O. GC 
443-5,606-8. They will "COWARDLY" take the Side of the 
"MAJORITY!" which is the Way of Harlots. -7A-

In one "COUNCIL OF LAODICEA"=the Theme was how to Preach 
the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE"=without OFFENCE, The Answer 
is Simple=they are NOT preaching the Third Angel's Mes
sage. They do not even know what it is! T5:712,715~6. 
lAdd_the_"PEACE_+_SAFETY"_there_to_the_'" —— — —

PUBLIC RELATIONS.
Worried about their "IMAGE"=setting up a "PUBLIC RELATIONS 
DEPT." in every Church for the Laodicean Harlot of T8: 
250 = filling her Diary with her Conquests=has led to 
eagerly look over the Fence at how the "MOODIES" and the 
"BILLY GRAHAMS" are doing it=and CHANGE the DIRECTION of 
their Teachings - as RDB is doing. Until he has Fallen 
as LOW as the Belly of a_Snakei   
That"the"STARBUCK~DESI RE to be~ACCLAIMED BY’mEN=wT1 Twin 
Favor with men = is a foregone Conclusuon2 it is alsoTRUE'" " " —-----—
"WOE unto you, when all men speak WELL of you! for so 
did their fathers to the FALSE PROPHETS." Luke 6:26. 
"BLESSED are ye, when men shall HATE you, and when they 
shall SEPARATE you from their Company... and cast out 
your name as EVIL, for the Son of Man's sake."6:22.

But will be HUNTED=HOUNDED=HATED=EXCOMMUNICATED=L0SE all 
RIGHTS=even PROPERTY=dragged through the C0URTS=(See EGW 
repeat this over and over again)=Adventist Leaders are 
making SURE by the PUBLIC RELATIONS Dept., that THEY will 
NOT run afoul of the "KINGS" of the Earth. And they ex- 
pect that we, too = should JUMP when theycracktheWHjP. 
Stand up and be Counted. But if we do = do not be Sur
prised if you_are_Shot at._

This has ever been the Song and Dance of FR00M and his 
"PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPT.'^ever EAGERLY looking at how the 
"WORLD" will acclaim us. PRAISE 
FR00M=H0UTEFF=STARBUCK PROMISES 
ventists=who never did anything 
Hope to amount to anything=that 
selves to this Church with these STARBUCK PROMISES. Now 
they will be SOMETHING! This was the FATAL DECEPTION of 
the JEWS. It is the FATAL DECEPTION inherent in that 
TALMUDIC HOPE of a "KINGDOM" on Earth=that gave that 
MAXWELL BOOK such prominence. It is the SAME=JEWISH= 
HOPE! Far better to read, the "AWAKE!" Magazine to hear, 
(and also from the Bible and EGW)=that if we are RIGHT'= 
we11_NQI..QLAjMED_by_a_perverse Generat ion .



THE SCRIPTURAL WAY.
I am writing now to a Sister = IN PRIVATE or SEMI-PRIVATE, 
to only 12. Because she did not Publicize her Thoughts. 
But one who HAS=GONE=PUBLIC! that is a Horse of a differ- 
ent _Co]or1_ Espec_i_a]jy_when_she_s unrounds _ her sel_f _wjth_: _

Some one may write a Cracker-Jack Article=NOTHING WRONG! 
But you should know something about his/her Teaching in 
the PAST=and let them PRINT-THEIR-OWN-ABOMINATIONS! Not 
give them a little Finger.
Wrote in a private Letter to Sr. Olga Dykhorst of Johannes
burg, South Africa - that she was accused of following RDB= 
this came up in a CHURCH HEARING=and she was able to con
vince them that she was Teaching the "BRINSMEAD D0CTRINE,!= 
before BRINSMEAD was BORNE! And it was accepted by the 
Church. So she kept her Membership. To some, this may 
seem FINE-especially in the 1960's... -8-

We are="CONSTANTLY OBLIGED to meet HERESIES, which were 
brought in by FALSE TEACHERS in the very bosom of the 
Church...with the gliding motion of a SERPENT... INTELLECT
UAL POISONS." pL3. July=August 1980.
"This'TRUTH-FILLED~LASt'dAY'MESSAGES is'being'printed" to' 
take part in spreading the Messages now pertinent. AS=WE= 
SEE=THE=SIGNS=BEING=FULFILLED=...the final Crisis...We need 
to understand our Work, and do it with FIDELITY...your 
privilege and duty,,,for advancing God’s Kingdom...the 
GOSPEL. . .help spread this marvelous LIGHT. ”p.^^Nov^Dec^1981, 
"Why then are so many acting like MEROZ = doing NOTHING... 
The Blood of souls will be upon their garments,"p.2-3.March- 
A2:£i.l..l982L______________
Now these are the Ground-Rules=and this has gone PUBUC. 
This came up in the Early Days. The thought that THEY can 
go PUBLIC=but we must reply in PRIVATE. (This may be True 
with certain Sins=but not DOCTRINE.) "My husband then stated 
that he should understand that these words of our Lord had 
reference to cases of PERSONAL TRESPASS, and could not be 
applied in the case of this Sister...that which had been 
reproved PUBLICLY was PUBLIC WRONGS which threatened the 
prosperity of the Church and the Cause. Here, said my 
Husband, is a text applicable to the case; 1 Tim. 5:20: 
•THEM that sin,REBUKE before ALL, that others may FEAR." 
T2:15. "Them that Sin before ALL. REBUKE before ALL." fHE BAffLE~V?E~HAD'wITH AL~FRTeND~=~Ts now'beTng" taken'up” 
in practically the SAME MANNER and the SAME PEOPLE are 
a9§i0_coming_out_of_ the-Woodwork.___________________



No rel evance.

As I pass by some of her Articles=l want to ask a pass
ing Question = How much of what YOU write and LSW writes= 
is PLAIN PLAGIARISM? Having the Books all there and COPY
ING without giving CREDIT? PAGES and PAGES. NO QUOTATION 
MARKS=N0 CREDIT. -9-

July=Agust 1980=p.9,10.About the MOST HOLY PLACE and the 
SANCTUARY. NO=POINTED=TESTIMONY! Just GENERALIZATIONS. 
In this Day and Age = why not mention NAMES? WH0=IS= 
DENY II NG_the_Sanct.uary_sjnce_j960?_For_the_Bjrds_L_____

T had to LAUGH=when they came Backbone after the other 
Testifying that it was a DEAD=MEDIOCRE SERMON. We came 
THOUSANDS_of_MjLES=wj th_nothi_ng_better_ than_THAT! 

WHEN EVERYONE WAS GOING ALONG WITH THE HUDSON=BRINSMEAD= 
FRED WRI GHT3BPESTES=TEACH ING-. Except HOEHN. Some of us saw 
where this Teachingvas HEADING, "Doctrines of DEVILS!" =

_anyone_have any_DOUBTS_today?
So what might have been a LELIA S. WILKINSON boast at that 
Time=may not be so Popular just now, MY RULE OF THUMB = 
if anyone Teaches that 144,000 Adventists will be SEALED 
and go out and give the LOUD CRY = have NO BUSINESS any 
other Place = but in the BACK-SEAT, BALCONY, or BASEMENT = 
any place they will put you=in that HOLIEST of all Church
es since Time began. AL FRIEND was good at "REBUKING" 
Loadicea = and then Ending up = RETAIN=YOUR=MEMBERSHIP. 
Lelia Wilkinson makes no Secret about being in that Church. 
Out of which there is NO SALVATION. (NAGEL)===

Nov«=Dec. I98o=p.4-7,15. "THE MESSAGE FOR T0DAY"=is: 
"Will God let us know when the Judgment for the LIVING 
will BEGIN?. ..PROPHETIC TIME... LITERAL TIME." And the 
ARK will be brought forth! I wish people knew how to 
read ENGLISH. The very References they give PROVE this 
is NOT when the Judgment of the LIVING is to BEGIN = 
but when it is ALL OVER!

LELIA S. WILKINSON
April 1980^.3^7,16. PAGES and PAGES of being against 
"ONCE SAVED = ALWAYS SAVED."=who is that for? For the 
WORLD? or for ADVENTISTS? She will no doubt get away 
with THAT = without losing her MEMBERSHIP. But how would 
1t_be_to_Tackje_just_pjajn£"j_AM_SAVED?" 
I write it off as a "SIDE-ISSUE."

We saw the SPECTACLE of us coming from THOUSANDS of MILES, 
to the McCOY RANCH=OAKHURST, CALIF. = at a combined Cost 
of THOUSANDS of $'s = and then on the SABBATH=(l was not 
there when he did it = he made SURE of that!)=ca11ing on 
the Group to go down to the Local SDA Church=it was all 
over in a matter of MINUTES = and away they went! We had 
NOTHING more Important than what they could hear there!



"SOME"=
"QUESTION-

AND SOME OF IT IS WORD=FOR=WORD with only a tiny Break = 
here and there. Is THIS how ROGERS and WILKINSON made 
themselves POPULAR? By PLAGIARISM? Giving NO CREDIT? 
A“GLARING"EXAMPLE OF-THTs=May=June“T98T7 p?4:7J6?"Qu6tA- 
TION MARKS MISSING=so one does not know which is which, 
and what is what. If p.5“7,10. Is WORD FOK WORD from ST 
Book 2:200-1. Did you MISS the Words under the Title? So 
that one KNOWS this is from "MRS. E.G.WHITE?"=then perhaps, 
you could dispense with QUOTATION MARKS. THEN ALSO = we 
£2ylsL§ee_a_SEPARAT jON_f rom_|D^4^_

AL FRIEND and GROTHEER and HUDSON and SACRAMENTO "REFORM 
find this a very good Method of remaining in the good 
Graces of LAODICEA=and collect Money under FALSE PRE
TENCES. And then write on the BACK PAGE of Nov.-Dec.1981 
"A SEPARATION MESSAGE!"=SEPARATE from WHAT = ???
SEPARAfE“fFom“PLAGTARISM=p73?"~PAGES"of“PLAGTARTSM"by""_ 
LELIA S. WILKINSON-. QUOTING TESTIMONIES WORD-FOR-WORD or 
else a CAREFUL teeny change so as to avoid giving CREDIT. 
So it isJJ LEGAL." And what are these PAGES and PAGES a 11 
2bgut?_^TWO'J_parts_of_the_ ,_,JUDGMENT1,J_Not_2THREEl_1=???_
Again=handing us LAODICEAN TRADITION. Good for the "K1NTER- 
GARTEN CLASS." I will admit that I did learn something on 

7_=JJAT0NEMENT"_done_on_the_ Cross?_

p.4 is PLAGIARISM, p.3 - as is the way of "REF0RM"=is NO 
STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to NO LAODICEANS. But "REFORM" satis
fies itself to point a Finger to "THE WORLD!" Is GUILTY 
of this or that. One who did not know better=would con
clude that "THE JEWS" in that Holy City are INFALLIBLE 
and PREDESTINED. It bothers not one of them to remain 
in the Seats to get the next Potion of TRANQUILIZER. You 
are helping them to SLEEP the HARDER. NO POINTED TESTI
MONY. No showing them ALL their ABOMINATIONS. Only the 
W0RLD_ need s  a_ d r es s [ ng  down .

in
2nd. LAST OhFE I HAVE=Jan.=Feb. 1982. p.4-5. By CATHERINE G. 
CURTIS D.C.= NO=POINTED=TESIMONY! Forced to make our own 
Conclusions. How many or how FEW can do this? TWICE the 
impact would be made if you say WH0=IS=GUILTY! Name them. 
Point them out. Bring them into the Open! Then of course 
you would find "TWO." You would lose HALF your Mailing 
List. You would lose HALF your Income. You would win 
TWICE as much KILLING ENMITY. By merely once again point
ing to the WORLD! To "BABYLON!" NO ABOMINATIONS within, 
only WITHOUT. You are SURE to net an Income from ADVENT-

-10-

But again=N0=P6TNTED=TEStTmONYT Just some vague 
instead of saying FR00M=NICHOLS=ANDERSON in that 
ABLE DOCTRINE B00K"=page so and so. And again bringing 

"TWO PARTS TO THE JUDGMENT." Not "THREE"-???



I STS for that one. Only HINT at what MIGHT BE=in the 
Church. SPARE them! and SPARE yourself. By those means** 
RO G ERS=N AG EL=H0 UTEFF=FRIEN D=GR0THEER=FORD=RD B=FTW=made 
themselves VERY POPULAR with the FENCE-HANGERS. Who will 
yet be_our_!JMg§T B ITTER_ENEMI E5J‘ GC 608.

But NO ONE WILL KNOW WHEN IT STARTS=the AL FRIENDS may 
come=the AWAKENING may go=LELIA S. WILKINSON may repeat 
"TWO PARTS OF THE JUDGMENT"=meaning 1844 with the DEAD= 
and then the LIVING=which is actually only ONE JUDGMENT! 
As it slips into the LIVING = "SILENTLY UNNOTICED!" GC 
491,615,618. Ev.362,593. T5:526,692. T6:130. PK 187. T9: 
WT But ROGERS=WILKINSON=HIEBERT=DARLING-can in no way - 
COMBINE, the Righteous and the Wicked being‘"UNAWARE1‘to
gether with EARTH=SHAKING=FOOTSTEPS! As the "ARK" is 
found. The Twain shall never meet. It is one or the other.

E.A.ROGERS.
The "BIG 4"-R0GERS=FRIEND=Australian WRIGHT=Canadran 
WRIGHT=gave the "LAST MESSAGE"=END of PR0BAT40N^= 1964. 
Did you think and- hope that HOEHN would not know about 
(and it is only by God's Grace that I did know!) that 
ROGERS=RIDES=AGAIN! Yet JULIE TARBELL can write:"What 
about E.A.ROGERS? I've never met the man, have you? Did
n't he use to belong to the "CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS" 
GrouQ?'^_March_22£1982_Letter_to_HoehnL_VerY_Qo'fz__

March=AprTi“19827 p.5’8. A’REPEAT!“"TWO" parts’ to”the" 
LELIA=ROGERS "JUDGMENT." And now E.A.ROGERS RIDES AGAIN! 
He took Al FRIEND for a RIDE=Close of Probation=l20 years 
from 1844="AS=IN=THE=DAYS=OF=NOAH"-comes to 1964. ONCE 

the_PRgyEN_FALSE_TJHE-PRgPHE^_must-be^FEATyRED±__

Jan.=Feb.1982.p.13,14. LELIA S. WlLKINS0N=speaking about 
what EVERYONE is interested in=why the WORK is not "FIN- 
ISHED"=when in 1843’4 the "SEALING" is "VERY SHORT" and 
will "SOON=BE=OVER." 138 years is not "SOON." If she does 
not know any more than to cast D0UBT=she may as wel1 have 
"STOOD5*! N^BED." Not air her UNBELIEF. She did NOT give 
the right Answer. She did not KNOW the right Answer. For 
her-SILENCE would have been GOLDEN. EGW said ONCE the 
SEALING STARTS=it will SOON be over. It will go like FIRE 
through_the_Stubb]e._2SOON_=_NONE_KNgW_HgW_SOON^'JGC_490.

Is that saying: "WHO IS THIS E.A.ROGERS?” When he start
ed one FALSE EXCITEMENT after the other al 1 along this 
Pacific Coast=once again trying to give his "LAST MESS
AGE !"=AL FRIEND fell for him=1964. JULIE TARBELL- repeats 
the performance**! 982. And PRETENDS she does not KNOW him! 
As she did way back-with a certain BLACK. -11-



"STARTLE the World with something ORIGINAL." SM 1:187.
-12-

MESSAGE!"
11

Very few will know about this Release=only 1,000. Very few 
on your List, if any. WHAT=IS=FAR=M0RE=IMP0RTANT=your Re
lease of ROGERS RIDES AGAINI p.16-20. The "ARK" is found! 
Just like AL FRIEND = 1964-the CL0SE=0F=PR0BATI ON. The

Like DRUNKS = STAGGERING on their way to

WHY DO WE THINK LT IS IMPORTANT?
If the Destiny or Fate of the people in the Past was NOT 
KN0WN=except at odd Times = what RIGHT has this Genera
tion to have the "JUDGMENT OF THE LIVING" heralded around 
the World? Is God a "RESPECTER OF PERSONS?"

IT IS WRITTEN"= "God has NOT revealed to us the TIME 
when this Message will close, or when PROBATION will have 
an End...let us not seek to know that which has been kept 
SECRET in the councils of the Almighty...The opportune 
TIME for us to Work is NOW, just NOW..." SM 1:191-2.  
"WATCH!"=but NOT for definite TIME." SM 1:189~. ' 
"Again and again have I been WARNED in regard to TIME-SET- 
TING... We are NOT to know the DEFINITE TIME." SM 1:188.

THE BASIC QUESTION HERE IS = has He promised a SIGN for 
the "JUDGMENT OF THE LIVING"=to be given? So people can 
SLEEP ON = and do NOTHING for the LAST MESSAGE until this 
"ARK" is found? And the Facts are=as seen in the Days of 
N0AH=the ANIMALS came=so did the BIRDS=and N0T=0NE=WH0= 
HAD=HARDENED=THEMSELVES=AGAINST=N0AH = N0T=0NE was led to 
Repentance due to this MIRACLE and SIGN. Why should it be 
any different NOW? Let ROGERS REMEMBER = it will be "AS 
IN THE DAYS OF N0AH!"=no SIGN will change anything. That 
is just pure WISHFUL THINKING. They will not Listen if 
one Rise from the Dead. All they need is "IT IS WRITTEN"= ---------- - - - -—-

Since you were kept so STEADILY on my Mailing List=you are 
well aware of our Position. If you bothered to read them. 
OUR RED COVER PUBLICATION # 539=Feb.22,1982=wi11 be put 
together April 7,8 = the Lord willing. Where we take up 
the_,l,3_JypGMENTS2=_ l_'A=B=CL,Tthat_NO_ONE_has_denied_Yet._

LAST " 
the Kingdom. 
You’ran the’Press for DOROTHY GRAHAM of "INSPIRATION BOOKS" 
where the-HI EBERT "ARK THEORY’-was Printed. So I suppose 
it is like coming Home for you = to print the same junk 
for_R0GERS.__March=AprH_1982i_

I sent the JULIE TARBELL letter to this Darkie in Africa= 
and in Reply to the Statement that she did not know him= 
he wrote: "It is her that made me those Promises=she is 
a LIAR!" Now you feature E.A.ROGERS=and coyly ask:"What 
about E.A.ROGERS? I've never met the man, have you? Didn't 
he use to belong to the "CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS" Group?" 
Your letter=March 22,1982.



1966=SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE. Roy A. Anderson="AMEN CHAR- 
LIE!"=and Altar-Boy for Father FR00M=went to Berlin, Ger- 
many=called there by BILLY GRAHAM at a Cost of H MILLION 
$'s. This was the FIRST that we knew that we were "EVAN- 
GELICALS"=we did not know that on account of WHO sets up 
the "IMAGE TO THE BEAST"=GC ^45 says:"EVANGELICALS!" and 
GC kkk says: "So APOSTASY in THE CHURCH will prepare the 

_thi_s_£s_the_"OMEGA"_of .Apostasy^ 
wi th

1970=the MAXWELL B00K=given more CIRCULATION perhaps than 
any OTHER Book in Adventist History. "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS 
MOST'-passed by all Conferences and Book Committees. Also 
the Washer-Women and the Dorcus Society. The Janitor also. 
Given away FREE by the 2 largest Telecast Programmes. By 
the Semi-Trailer Truck-Loads. 1970 to 1980. TUCKER is 
still featuring it for 75<£ •
Once they PASS anything=they can NEVER admit they EVER 
did ANYTHING WRONG. What did that book Teach?
(r)N0 SANCTUARY. NO COURT IN HEAVEN. NO INVESTIGATIVE 

JUDGMENT. NO 7 LAST PLAGUES. NO CLOSE OF PROBATION.
(2) Much the same as APRIL FOOL SPECIAL by HMSR in his 

VOP = APRIL 1976. Just like MAXWELL=everything going 
"AS USUAL"=and SUDDENLY=Chri st comes! NO PLAGUES=
NO ARMAGEDDON=not even the URIAH SMITH=GROTHEER KIND

(3) 1972=HEPPENSTALL sold this to RDB=FTW="CHARACTER- 
NATURE CHANGEl=when Christ-Messiah comes! At least 
that is what the JEWISH TALMUD SAYS=aIso the M0RM0NS= 
JW=HWA=BILLY GRAHAM-and the EVANGELICAL WORLD. All 
one Happy Gang. PROBAT I0N=0PEN=WHEN=CHRIST=COMES!
This is REAL "NEW LIGHT!" Does away with EGW long 
before FORD! The MISTAKE that FORD made was that he 
believed THEM! And the F.F.BRUCE they sent him to = 
1970-1972. The same Time that HEPPEN5TALL GRADUATED 
RDB=FTW. In Ecumenical Union. The one and only Damper 
for their "G0=T0=SUNDAY=PICNIC"=is the SOP. Nothing 
else. Not a thing. -13“

" LAST DAY MESSAGES."
The First one sent to me was July=August 1981. Before we 
come to it = some HISTORY.

1969=true to GC 445=they voted to Teach "IN COMMON" 
£b?_other_Churches=jncJud£ng_the_CATHOL|C_CHURCHX

"When PROBATION ends, it will come SUDDENLY, UNEXPECTEDLY= 
ata Time when we are least expecting it."BC 7:989.1906. 
"God has no such Message for any mortal lips ,"~990~.~ 
"SEVEN THUNDERS"=..These relate to future EVENTS which 
WILL be disclosed in=their-Order. Daniel shall stand in 
his lot at the END of the DAYS...there can be no DEFINITE
tra°i29 2fJzl22 PROPHETIC_TIME. " BC_7,:971 L_1900.____
l^And 300 MORE! See INDEX.}



1970=the Adventist Saint=the MAXWELL=MIXWELL BOOK."MAN."

IN THIS WIDE WORLD NOTHING will stop the "ONE-WORLD" 
plans for ECUMENICAL UNITY=the 3-fold UN I0N=N0THI NG but 
the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY." That is why Satan launches an 
all-out Attack against the "TESTIMONY OF JESUS" at this 
very Time. To rattle the Faith and Confidence in the 
"THIRD ANGEL’S MESSAGE" at this Time=coming in on the 
H' t_Leve_L _

THE BED-TIME STORY above all BED-TIME STORIES. PROBATION 
OPEN TILL CHRIST COMES! ("MAN"=p.77"82 as He sets up His 
TALMUDIC "KINGD0M"=on EARTH! p.83,92-96.) NO PLAGUES=NO 
CLOSE OF PROBATION=NO INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT=NO SANCTUARY= 
NO 1844=N0 "MOST HOLY PLACE"=NO THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE. 
The Adventist Church went GA-GA for it. We know by over 
200 Letters. FROM EVEN ENTIRE CONFERENCE BOARDS! -14-

1973=their Engineered "MISSTON=KEY '73ll=with the other 
Churches including the CATHOLICS! Sitting on the Boards 
of the WCC. Paying them THOUSANDS in DUES. And then LY
ING through NICHOLS TEETH=that they do not belong! WRITE 
and ASK the WCC what their relationship is to the WCC. 
It does not Sound like NICHOLS wrote in his R&H.
Years ago they had a List of over 600 Churches on their 
List. We are watching for who will be 666? URIAH SMITH 
has that NUMBER applying to the "BEAST." James White in 
"WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK" p.9 and Ellen White on p.19= 
applied it to the PROTESTANT=EVANGELI CAL "IMAGE OF...." 
(Here also=WTF l£=we get the TRUE RENDITION of EW 33.) 
It is NOT the POULAR CHURCH(ES)=that will FIGHT the LAW 
and the SABBATH=but it is the "CHURCH,"=of GC 443-5,606-8. 
In the "OMEGA" of their "APOSTASY." To which the JESUITS 
are fast heading them. Beginning with FORD being SENT 
by the AUSTRALIAN CONFERENCE 1970-1972 to come back to 
AVONDALE to unload that and then Imported to CALIFORNIA 
by HEPPENSTALL to unload there. Giving him 2 Big Churches. 
And now a Revolution in ANDREWS. All very faithfully EN
GINEERED by WILSON with MILLIONS of $'s to ELEVATE FORD 
and his F.F.BRUCE. But I think we covered all that in 
other  Papers Here j^ej^an t_to_ st jck_wi_th_MAXWELL^

i97T=the“FROOM^TLSONTsee"p7T6y=B66K="M6VEMENt’6F“DES=
TINY." In which we are to go BACK to what Sr. White 

broke away from=METH0DISM! "I AM SAVED!"=M00DY. FR00M-
WILSON show a "WHOLE GALAXY" of 50 Writers. LEF=MD 320. 
And for PAGES AFTER. That we should be "IN COMMON" = 
with, p.466,471,478,485,486,492,322.,512. This is an = 
"AWKENING"=it is the "HOLY SPIRIT" being poured out = 
they_are_^EAD_of _us_=_and_we_are_ to_"GET=W|TH=|T£"_Hence=



THE CRUNCH.
Among the Ammunition that we could Muster to Shoot-down 
that MAXWELL=HEPPENSTALL "PROBATION OPEN TILL CHRIST- 
MESSIAH COMES" to set up His "WORLD GOVERNMENT1'=we know 
that just such PERSONAGE will APPEAR and will deceive 
the whole World. If Adventists fall for that MAXWELL 
BOOK and the NEW AWAKENING DOGMAS=what protection do 
they have against "MESSIAH" in PERSON=the Greatest De- 
cept i on_s j_nce_Tj_me_be2an1_GC_624_. _
Adventists=who HAD this WARNING=but just like the JEWS 
that CRUCIFIED CHRIST=they are at it Day and Night to 
"TEAR DOWN"-(T2:439-440). "like ancient Israel." 441. 
"They have JOINED...Christ has DEPARTED." T2:442.
It has been our Work for all of 10 Years to EXPOSE this 
CHARADE=to WARN God's people=to REMIND them that PROBA
TION instead of being WIDE OPEN when Christ comes=is 
all OVER when the WINDS LET G0=and we have the "TIME OF 
TROUBLE" such as was not since there was a Nation. WORSE 
than what befell Old JERUSALEM-that.is to say=if we go 
by ELLEN WHITE and NOT ROGER ISM-FRIEND ISM-NAGELISM= 
H I EBERT I SM-FORD I SM-WILSON I SM-BAL.LENGER I SM—BRI NSMEAD I SM

1972=the 1970 MAXWELL BOOK was FOLLOWED by BRINSMEAD- 
WRIGHT-that AMAZED PAXTON-NO PERFECTION OF CHARACTER- 
NATURE until Christ-Messiah comes! THAT is according 
to the TALMUD=to BILLY GRAHAM-MORMON ISM-JW-HWA-and all 
EVANGELICALISM. (Which Adventists now call themselves 
since FROOM-WEEKS and MINISTRY MAGAZINES 1966.) "IN 
COMMON" with them sets up the "IMAGE OF THE BEAST"- 
GC 443-5. Here is the Documentation and the History.
I Wonder what JULIE.TARBELL has been feeding the Blacks 
of West Africa? TALMUD ISM=JESUITISM=EVANGELI CAL ISM=or 
jyst_plain_ADVENTISM?__AL_FRjEND=ROGER]SM_._

As far as I know=correct me if I am Wrong=the SOP is the 
ONLY MEDIUM in this World that gives the TRUTH of the 
SEALING and the CLOSE OF PROBATION and the PLAGUES. All 
this BEFORE Christ comes. To hold PROBATION OPEN with 
FORD-HEPPENSTALL-BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT-and CHARACTER-NATURE 
to be "CHANGED" when CHRIST-MESSIAH COMES-and even set 
up His "KINGD0M"=is 100% TALMUD ISM—R0MANISM-EVANGELIGAL- 
ISM-MAXWELLISM=approved by ALL CONFERENCES 1970 to 1982.

our Ammunition Dump with "24 mile BIG BERTHA SHELLS11- 
the TRUTHS of the SEALING and the SANCTUARY; But we had 
one BLOCK-BUSTER above all BLOCK-BUSTERS. And you=JULIE 
TARBELL=cut the Ground right out from under us! SPOILING 
EVERYTHING we as a people were ever Taught. “15“



ROGERS and HIEBERT and LELIA WILKINSON too.

ROY A. ANDERSON-the TALMUDIST or BRITISH FABIAN SOCIETY 
AGENT-(same thing=ONE-WORLDERS=NIHILISTS=REDS)=RECOMMENDED 
the BOOKS of HAL LINDSEY = also HED. R&H. May 6,1976.p.11. 
"SATAN-IS-ALIVE=AND=WELL=ON=PLANET=EARTH"=Ha1 Lindsey. 
Under "DOCTRINES OF DEMONS"=p. 153-4.(See RH A2:419.)= 
the SCURVIEST "LEGALISTIC" ONSLAUGHT against the* LAW= 
next to the Writings of VERDICT by = -16-

YOU-JULIE TARBELL-and your CATHERINE CURTIS=from whom you 
borrowed the "FOLLOWERS OF SALEM1- Insignia = both of you 
have received and are fully aware of our concerted ATTACK 
against the MAXWELL BOOK and the HEPPENSTALL DOCTRINES- 
that even AMAZED PAXTON that the Adventist Church and so- 
called "AWAKEN ING"=would DROP their "FIGHT" of DECADES = 
and without any PUBLIC PROTEST = would go over to HEPPEN
STALL "EVANGEL I CALISM=TALMUD 1SM"=no "PERFECTION" till 
Christ comes! An UNBELIEVABLE METAMORPHOSIS by which 
theyDROPPED =_the_ent i_re_Th[rd_AngeJ^s_Messager________
Some of these Leaders must surely have a Belly-Laugh as 
they see how EASY it is to get these people to "EAT HAY" 
like an Ox. Their "RELIGION" if any-bound to some NIMROD- 
a Mighty Hunter of W|NE=WOMEN=and SONG1_

WITH YOUR JOINT CHART.
The SAME as the VOP CHART. The SAME as the TUCKER CHART.
The SAME as the SPECIAL ADVENTIST 1981 p.30 CHART OF 
"EVENTS-IN-THEIR=ORDER"=chart . And they are going to rub 
the Noses of all Ministers in this CHART. "27 FUNDAMENTAL 
(M0STLY_MENTAL)_BELIEFS^'J__Page_301_

It does not matter to these people that they can look in 
the INDEX and find 200 REFERENCES that "CHARACTER-NATURE" 
is NOT CHANGED when Christ comes. CONCLUSION? We are 
forced to believe = that they do not care 2 Hoots what 
the SOP teaches. Like the HORDES outside the Holy City 
after the 1,000 years-the GATES ARE OPEN(GC 664)“and NOT 
ONE breaks away from the REBEL CREW and wi11 come to the 
OPEN CITY = NOT ONE! So also-they prefer MAXWELL as the 
Jews said: "GIVE US BARABBUS!" Not this Fellow but BARAB- 
BUS-BRINSMEAD! Throw in FORD and the "NEW AWAKENING."

OUR BLOCK-BUSTER.
This is what we poured into our 500 pound Shell=and to you 
it was no more Important than a Mosquito-Bite.
(1) To be able to "CHANGE" the CHARACTER-NATURE when He comes
(2) They have to be ALIVE = RIGHT?
(3) So ARE they ALIVE? Even ONE of them? There goes =
(4) the MAXWELL-HEPPENSTALL Doctrine falls flat on its Face
(5) Like the IDOL DAGAN! But, like the PHILISTINES = you 

and_CATHERJ_NE_CURT£S_come_u[) out °f the Wreckage =
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IF WE CAN PROVE.
Never mind SEALING or PLAGUES*, or ARMAGEDDON or CLOSE 
of PROBATION = never mind all of that. If we can prove 
just ONE THING! That all these CHARTS DENY = that the 
WICKED are "DESTROYED" by the BRIGHTNESS of His Coming 
or Appearing=they are all DEAD=DEAD=DEAD! How is MAX- 
WELL=HEPPENSTALL or the JEWISH TALMUD going to CHANGE 
the CHARACTER=NATURE when they are DEAD = ??? -17“

SIGN=YOUR=NAME to that CHART or get FIRED! The next 
move will be bring them to LAW = by these LEGALISTS the 
Cult of the Damned. Who have GIVEN UP the S0P=and are 
JOINED to the OTHER POPULAR CHURCHES. Worked by WILSON 
and his Gang. AGREED to bv sick "REFORM." Who never could 
break with LAODICEAN TRADITION. As the last "STANDARD 
BEARER"-by courtesy of Ann DeMichael=Vol.19. No.2. (No 
P3te2)=probably_MARCH-APRIL_]982±_

BRINSMEAD=with 2 ANGL0=CATH0LIC PRIESTS WATCH=DOGGI NG 
this Sick Adventist to see that he does as good a Job 
as the LEGALISTS who want to bring the LAW down on us= 
if we do not go along with THEM. "The CONTEST is between 
the COMMANDMENTS of God, and the commandments of men." 
T5:81. "In THIS TIME the GOLD will be SEPARATED from the

SHOWING WHAT?
SHOWING HAL LINDSEY'S "RAPTURE" of the Saints while the
WICKED REMAIN! "LAST DAY MESSAGES"=July=Agust 1981. p.7.
SDA CHART OF EVENTS = SAME = SPECIAL R&H 1981.£.30.

THIS LAWLESS CULT OF THE DAMNED = 
like NIMR0D=to shake their Fist in the Face of God and 
His Holy Prophets and Disciples=today cal 1ed:"MESSENGERS 
that are to "C0ME"=in the MIDNIGHT HOUR. COL 415,420. 
"A MOVEMENT IS TO COME!" GC 464. Who will OPPOSE "FAITH 
AL0NE!"=and "I AM SAVED=SINLESS=HOLY!" GC 464-473.

THE JEWS WILL WIN = in the coming "BATTLE" of "ARMAGED- 
D0N"=this we know = for URIAH SMITH told us so. Also 
two "ANDERSONS" of the SDA CHURCH, p.9,10,14. By some 
one TOO ASHAMED to put his own Name on his own Creation. 
Some "NONE-DE-PLUME!" = starting with p.8. The GANGS are 
FORMING! One Enemy Flag after the other is coming up 
from their Fox-Holes. As shown in T8:41. HERE are the 
REAL "STANDARD BEARERS"=as one after the other goes over 
to the Enemy. T6:60-1,144. T5:31,344. T4:528,571.RH A4: 
579. Nov.26,1903. PK 280,298,187. T7:30,137,150. Rev. 
29il^_BHTA3i4732_WHlCH_SI_pE_WILL_WR4?_T8£4k_______
"Yes“=“whTch~STde”wTTT”win?

And will IN=NO=WAY go along or be Neutral about the 
ABOMINABLE "CHARTS"=by HUDSON=BRINSMEAD=WRIGHT of 1960= 
noE_these_GHARTS_in_]981_bY_HMSR=TUCKER=CyRTIS._
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"RAPTURE"=Ha 1 Lindsey will be DEAD!
"WHEN CHRIST SHALL COME...the whole

THAT IS THE ORDER = IS IT?
THAT LEAVES ROOM = for MORMONISM'S "CHARACTER CHANGE"= for 
HAL LINDSEY'S "RAPTURE1- for JUDAISM'S and MAXWELL'S "KING- 
D0M"=and all other sort of QUEERS to get in there with one 
ABOMINABLE DOCTRINE AFTER THE OTHER!

So BEFORE Hal Lindsey's
Just as DEAD as MAXWELL. .
EARTH shall be ABLAZE with the terrible Light of His pre
sence...A FIERY STREAM shall issue and come forth BEFORE 
Him, which shall cause the ELEMENTS to MELT with fervent 
heat...IN FLAMING FIRE taking vengeance on them that know 
not God, and that obey not the Gospel."PP 339,340,110. 
SOP 1:82-4. SOP 3:194. SG 3:82-3. 1884 GC 474. GC 657.

2 QUESTIONS:
(1) Why committ the CRIME of getting believers to look for 

ROGERS=HI EBERT "ARK" Theory?
(2) Why get them to SLEEP and DREAM ON=because the MAXWELL 

BOOK gives them the Bed-Time Story that Christ will 
give them a NEW CHARACTER when He comes? If they are 
DEAD = DEAD = DEAD! Can He change the CHARACTERS of 
the DEAD? Is CHARACTER-BUILDING no longer the "WORK" 
of a LIFE=TIME? He comes to "REWARD" them according 
to their "WORK" of a "LIFE-TIME!"=but if they have no 
WORK = just listened to the FORD=BRINSMEAD "AWAKENING"= 
what then? Those who Plan on that wonderful MAXWELL= 
HEPPENSTALL "CHARACTER"=what if they are DEAD? -18-

BUT IF
(1) He has His "REWARD" WITH HIM! Rev.22:12.
(2) To GIVE to EVERY MAN according as his "WORK" shall be.
(3) THAT would put an END=to HALF what BABYLON is Teaching. 
(A)THAT would be a DEADLY WOUND to the DRAGON using AGENTS

in the Adventist Leadership=Teaching "DOCTRINES OF DEVILS1 
and put a Stop to some giving God's TITHE to the DUMB 
DOGS of T5:211-2 = from "OUR PULPITS!" TM 409*

(5)HE COMES WITH HIS REWARD. And that will WIPE OUT all 
who have NO CHARACTER^I L TM 234)=N0 W0RKS=the FEW that 
somehow managed to STAY ALIVE through the "VOICE OF GOD" 
which is the ARMAGEDDON HOUR=through 7 Last Plagues= 
through the HAILSTONES and al What FLATTENS MAXWELL’S 
HOSPITALS and INSANE ASYLUMS=those few WRECKS of Society 
that MIGHT MAKE 1T=SHALL BE DESTROYED:"with the BRIGHT
NESS of His Coming!" 2 Thess.2:8.

TUCKER writes a marvelous Article=doing away with the HAL 
LINDSEY "RAPTURE" Theory=then shows the ADVENTIST SPECIAL 
1981 "CHART=OF=EVENTS"=p.30. CURTIS CHART.(or WILKINSOIUJreturn’6f“jesus7 UJchrTst"come.s.---------
(2) LIVING SAINTS CAUGHT UP. (2)RIGHTE0US GATHERED TO HEAVEN.
(3) WICKED SLAIN. (3)LIVING WICKED SLAIN.



WAYMARK "ARKS"=
I gave a Study=perhaps over 30 Years ago=in the Home of 
a Rich Woman = Roger's Sister. She was a Writer on that

How can the Tables of Stone be a "TESTIMONY" to "ALL THE 
W0RLD"=if nearly "ALL=THE=WORLD"=is DEAD in the GRAVE! 
11 MACCABEES 2:4-7- MTt shall be UNKNOWN until the TIME 
that God GATHERS His people again TOGETHER, and receive 
them into Mercy." (HIS SECOND COMING! Kind of LATE = 
don't you think?) GC_639._SR 380. 1884 GC 457._ _____ qnly~one~thTng~wrong7
We are NOT the people to associate with. "Said MELANCH- 
THON, "We are the EXECRATION and the SWEEPINGS of the 
World..." GC 198. "Behold," Christ said,"I send you forth 
as SHEEP in the midst of WOLVES"...They HATED Christ with
out a CAUSE. Is it any marvel that they will HATE(you) ?.. 
are COUNTED as the OFFSCOURING of the Earth." T9:235-6.

-19-

I would take a Paper=perhaps 2x3 feet. Draw lines right 
across=about as Wide as the Yard-Stick. Then up and down 
Box-in Lines to Divide it in Four. Call this the: ______ _____________

In the left Space=l would put the Category or Type of 
Judgment. Time of Judgment and such.I prefer the Class 
to make the Chart. Put NOTHING in unless they AGREE. 

HOW MANY JUDGMENTS ARE THERE?
I was more than Surprised=how well such a Class would 
do = and how right on. This Rich Woman eagerly answered 
the Questions=and was Dead on. Until the Chart was half 
Finished. Then she saw =

WHAT WAS C0MING=
And she dummied up=and would say N0T=AN0THER=W0RD!Refused 
any Comments=any Remarks. Just clamped right up.Her Bro
ther (Rogers) =had a good thing going=she was not about to 
Spoil it for him. T0=BE=FAIR=it could be what she saw was 
such a SHOCK to her=she needed TIME to think it through.

TO COME FACE TO FACE
with the realization that they were setting for^a DELUSION 
for YEAR after YEAR = was no doubt a HORRIBLE REALIZATION. 
The Key to it all is = "THE DAY"=(Which "JUDGMENT" can 
only be called: "A DAY?") And when can they "ALL SEE?" = 
when they are mostly DEAD = DEAD = DEAD??? They can then 
"SEE" and ^KN0W"«and_are they then "ARRAIGNED?" 
"EVERY MAN" Is“N0T"Judged’Tn the FTRST"C0URT7 And~N0NE 
can "RECEIVE SENTENCE" until the LAWYER'becomes a "JUDGE" 
after the l,000=Years. See it in GC 666. 1884 GC 480.EW 
54. ST 4:514.(THE BEST!) LS 241. GC 480.
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NOW'HE HAS WALKED INTO A TRAP =
RUE FEATURES "VANCE FERRELL" in his "LAYWORKER"=and so 
GROTHEER opens his BIG GUNS against FERRELL in XV - 4. 
GROTHEER is the ONLY WRITER we know of=who now DENIES 
that the "1O-COMMANDMENT ARK"=wi11 be found. But. it is 
quite apparent that his Depth of Study-is very SHALLOW. 
And shot full of Holes. He makes a very good Case of NOT 
going by CATHOLIC=JESUIT 11MACCABEES and the DOUAY APO- 
CRAPHA. He quotes MARY WALSH in SDA "MINISTRY"= Dec.1949. 
2±12i_and_again_piHi_

But when he chides FERRELL=3 Times for calling this the 
"SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!"=he is Off-Base. He is also Off-Base 
when he tries to go by the Bible "ALONE!" And he is also 
Off-Base when he tries to make out the alleged "HIDDEN ARK 
has NO SACREDNESS to it! Nor wi11 it EVER be found! -20-

That the 11 MACCABEES(APOCRAPHA)=ca11s on us to PRAY for 
the DEAD = and is the very Foundation of what built up 
the Mighty Catholic Edifice=M0NEY raked in for the "MASS"= 
"ABSOLUTION1^1'MONK ORDERS"="NUN RETREATS"="WORKS=PENNANCE"; 
"MERITS"="PURGATORY"="OATHS OF OBEDIENCE=POVERTY=S I LENCE"= 
the Hallmark of ROMAN ISM=JESUITlSM=has as its Authority= 
the "APOCRAPHA"="MACCABEES." This is Excellent.

And ELLEN WHITE says "JERUSALEM" will NEVER be "BUILT UP!" 
EW 75. Like the Tower of Babel=it may APPEAR to being 
built up=but at the Last Moment=LIGHTNI NG knocked off the 
T0P=and their Languages were CONFUSED.. The JEWS themselves 
say it will take ="20 Years’_'=to build up JERUSALEM.~~~bTble~onlyT
But GROTHEER is one of those FROOM=ANDERSON CONVERTS to 
shove the SOP aside to go by the Bible "ALONE!" He was 
beating the Drums for this in XV - 1 = XV - 2 = XV - 3 
before this "ARK" Paper = XV - 4.

JUST RECEIVED= GROTHEER "THOUGHT PAPER"=XV-4. (TITLED:) 
"JEREMIAH” LEAPS WAY TO H1PVEM ”ARK.” 

TO UNDERSTAND THIS:
RUE FEATURES "HUDSON" in his "LAYWORKER" Magazine.
RUE FEATURES "GROTHEER" in the "LAYWORKER."
This creates some JEALOUSY between HUDSON and GROTHEER.
The Battle is over HUDSON'S REJECTION of the GROTHEER 
"CLOSE of SDA "CORPORATE PROBATION"=1967. Based on JEWISH:. 
WAR = "The Times of the Gentiles Fulfilled!"=(1967)= when 
the counterfeit State of Israel allegedly took over "JERU— 
SALEM"=which they have NOT done yet! The Canadian "CLARK" 
Government was KICKED OUT! because CATHOLIC JOE. CLARK = 
promised to MOVE the Canadian Embassy in TEL AVIV=move 
it to JERLFSALEM=and this resulted in THREATS of REPRISAL 
from the ARAB BLOC = so he LOST=HIS=GOVERNMENT over it!
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This is clearly 2 Gladiators facing off over whether 
the Statue is GOLD or SILVER.In the Adventist colleges 
they learn rules of Debate=cut the Ground out from your 
Opponent by Fair means or Foul. ANYTHING to WIN! WIN
NING is far more Important that Truth. THAT IS WHY CHRIST 
chose NONE of those who had gone through the SCHOOLS of 
the RABBIS. THAT IS WHY the Last Message will NOT be 
given by those LEARNED in the Schools. Where they have 
^en_spo£}ed_Foreyer_._GC_]7]2173z524552460260624562_

This has NOTHING to do with the "VOICE OF GOD." All any
one has to do is look up the INDEX to Rev.ll:19. And 
there we find this was JOHN that saw this=he saw what 
MOSES had built. PP 356-7- Here it also says that the 
one in Heaven was the GREAT ORIGINAL=which remains there 
and the other was a "COPY"=PP 357- GC 414-5,433"5. (The 
SAME!) T2:693- The one in Heaven is NEVER taken out else 
the Government of God would COLLAPSE.

NO TEXT FOR REV.11:19 is given. This is also LONG AFTEI: 
"IT IS DONE!"=this is way over in the 6th. Plague.”ZT IS 
DONE!"=was 6 Plagues before. We are now in the "VOICE OF 
G0D"=hour. "THEN there appears against the sky a HAND...

That the Temple of God will be: "OPENED IN HEAVEN"=and 
there will be seen:"THE ARK of His testament." Then he 
says: "This will be FOLLOWED by the Voice from the 
Throne." XV -4:5.

GROTHEER'S ATTACK against 11 MACCABEES is well put. 
But, like the P0PE=not EVERYTHING is a LIE. 50% and 
more of what the Pope says in Public=is the Truth. So 
to CONDEMN the "LEGEND" of "JEREMY" hiding the "ARK" 
in a hollow Cave=and DISMISSING the whole thing right 
there, and trying to make out "THE BIBLE" declares = 
(According to Grotheer)=that the "ARK" is gone FOREVER 
and has neither a Future nor Holiness=is going off the 
Peep_encL_H|s FjNAL WORD seems to be Rev.11:19. 16:17-

SO’GROTHEER'wTlL HAVE’TO’BOW AND’C0NFESS77Through‘clen= 
ched Teeth if need be)=
(1) "Zt is at MIDNIGHT...the VOICE of GOD." GC 636-7.
(2) CHRIST HAS NOT COME1"2WE DAY OF THE LORD IS AT HAND!”
(3) 1 am now not even going to LOOK what URIAH SMITH might 
have put into GC 636—639-~But in these FINE-POINTS we go 
to the ORIGINAL = 1884 GC 452-464.

GROTHEER claims to go to the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY"= to 
hand us a "LEGEND" and a "DELUSION" with some "DOUBLE
TALK" for good Measure. For he AVOIDS what the SOP does 
say=to give us his Interpretation of what the "BIBLE" 
teaches. And ends up, as is his Custom: "Thus saith the 
Lord."
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"STORM and TEMPEST1'=GC. 6O8.

"...FINALLY to look upon the whole Bible as a FICTION.. 
THE ENEMY OF SOULS has sought to bring in the SUPPOSI
TION that a GREAT REFORMATION was to take place among 
Seventh-dag Adventists...REORGANIZATION...A NEW ORGANI
ZATION. ..BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER...HUMAN POWER...Their 
FOUNDATION would be built on the SAND, and STORM and 
TEMPEST would sweep away the Structure." Series B 7: 
4-9,38-40.[169-173,190-202.)
TSee“this""STORM and TEMPEST"=GC"6O87 Tn which Laodice- 
ans give up the Third Angel's Message for the "BOOKS" 
of_a_2NEW_0RDER"=the MAXWELL BOOK = the WALTON BOOK.) 

~Tt~Ts~certaTn' -------------
In this uncertain World = one thing is CERTAIN! "ONE 
THING it is CERTAIN, is soon to be realized,-the GREAT 
APOSTASY,(The "ALPHA"=1903.) which is DEVELOPING and 
INCREASING and WAXING STRONGER, and will CONTINUE to 
do so until the Lord shall descend from Heaven, with 
a SHOUT!...NOT=A=WORD=IS=CHANGED=OR=DENIED.(She even 
PREDICTED=RIGHT THERE? That they would CAST=HER=WRIT- 
INGS=INTO=THE=FIRE! In the Incinerator at the R&H Of
fices , and "BUSHEL BASKETS FULL" of the SERIES B at 

series & i----3 -
"Those who are willing to have the STRAIGHT, PLAIN MES
SAGES of God CONSUMED, to get them OUT of their Sight, 
will only give INCREASED PUBLICITY TO, and confirmation 
of, the MESSAGES that they DISMISSED and REPULSED... 
Many indeed will not understand, but will STUMBLE at 
the Words contained in the Roll...I am so sorry that 
sensible men do not discern the Trail of the SERPENT.' 
I call it thus; for thus the Lord pronounces it...who 
SUSTAIN those...CHRIST CALLS, COME=OUT=FROM=AMONG=THEM=

uBU i LDING=ON=THE^SAND!"=f i nd the FINEST LIST EVER COM
PILED = RED COVER PUBLICATION #539. Feb.22,1982.p.l9-21 . 
God w+ll raise up:"MEN of KEEN PERCEPTION, who will give 
these Truths their PROPER PLACE in the Plan of God!" 
(In the "OMEGA"=Hour.( Series B 2:51-9. SM 1:201-208.)-23- 
(WHITE ESTATE was FORCED to print this because we were.)

(19O3=was the "ALPHA"=the "OMEGA" would come at the LAST.) 
(THERFORE:)="...WATCH! and when a CRISIS COMES,(COL 411-2). 
"MEET_IT[" ...an apple WORM-EATEN at the Core...DEATH at 
the~Core~. . .SEDUCTIVE, SPIRITUALISTIC IDEAS. . . INFIDELS in 
their belief...SOPHISTRY...Ah sinful Nation...the whole 
HEAD is SICK...They have chosen the Power of WORLDLY LAW, 
...The Message to the Laodicean Church comes to us at 
THIS TIME. .-.finally to look upon the whole BIBLE as a 
FICTION...(WILSON: "..we also must REJECT the IDEA of 
Biblical INERRANCY." R&H. Dec.17,1981.p.5.)
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IF THE POLICE announce on the Loud-Speaker that Pick-Pock
ets are in the Crowd=and a Pick-Pocket tries to Sneak 
away = how far would he be in 5 minutes? in 15 minutes? 
in an Hour? Adventist Preachers are so fanout of Sight 
3nd_Sound_=_ they_a re£_'J7_Hills_f rom_Home22_

The COUNTERFEIT would also DENY=THE=SANCTUARY TRUTHS=see 
this also in the Definition of the "OMEGA"=just keep on 
READING = do not STOP at SM 1:193“205=but CONTINUE and 
find it in 208. B2:58~9.
You have already found out MORE than you will ever find 
out in any "WALTON" Book or any other Book = APPROVED by 
the Adventist = JESUIT IMPRIMATUR NIHIL OBSTAT of CARDINAL 
WILSON = or his Boot-Licking Hireling Lackeys. Who see 
the "0MEGA"=way BACK in 1905 or SO FAR AHEAD - .it is out 
°f 

A DAY'S JOURNEY
"The reason why our Preachers accomplish so little is 
that they do not walk with God. He is a Day's Journey 
from MOST of them!" Tl:434. 1864.  
"In the LAST SOLEMN WORK...He cannot~use them! " T5:80.

be blown away with the OMEGA WIND! 81.)
ONCE they ADMIT the OMEGA =
They would have to ADMIT "DARKNESS DEEP AS MIDNIGHT!" = 
And also that it cannot be PENETRATED! "IMPENETRABLE!"COL 41 
THEREFORE = they would be Duty=Bound to "SHOW THEM ALL 
THEIR ABOMINATIONS!"=and so therefore=they become: "DUMB 
DOGS that will not BARK!"=(and therefore:)="ALL PERISH 
TOGETHER!" T5:211-2. Because the CONDITION of the SEALING 
in Ezekiel 8 and 9 = is to "SHOW THEM ALL"=in the OMEGA 
HOUR. Instead they heap up one ABOMINATION on Top of the 
Other = and REPENT? NEVER! "MARK=THIS=POINT=WITH=--CARE ! " 
T3:267. The MORE we show them these Testimonies=the MADDER 
they get. (When they see the Lord chooses "OTHERS!")= 
"They act like men who have LOST=THEIR=REASON!"TM 70.GC 607. 
Like the PHARISEES of Old. TM 72-3. -24-

K D + A 
If the "OMEGA" is going to be built by "SDA"=the NAME is 
spelled right out! Like KD+A=who made 2 aborted attempts 
to go into the "PROMISED LAND"=w-hen God said.AO Years 
BACK into the Wilderness = it would be ANOTHER "MOVEMENT1 
that would go through. "A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" GC 464. 
But they would do EVERYTHING in their Power to DENY that 
"MOVEMENT." And there is NOT ONE "REFORM" GROUP that will 
continue in that SAME CHAPTER = SAME SUBJECT = and SPELL 
OUT what is the "COUNTERFEIT"=the Doctrines of the COUNT
ERFEIT are spelled out = Catalogued and Listed = GC 464- 
473. The Doctrines of the COUNTERFEIT "AWAKEN ING"*1960.



They may Win the peop1e=especia 1ly the Tripe they are 
bringing in now=with that Message=which is SPIRITUAL
ISM. (ONLY A GOD CAN BE JUDGE!)="Ye shall be as GODS,". 
"Each mind will JUDGE ITSELF..."The JUDGMENT will be 
RIGHT, because it is the JUDGMENT of SELF...The THRONE 
is WITHIN YOU." "SPIRITUALISM" CHAPTER. GC 554. Ed.228.

K D + A
What was the Sin of KORAH, DATHAN, and AB I RAM? God = 
through Moses = had said, because of their Rebellion 
and Sins = they would Die in the Wilderness. KD+A said: 
"SPEWN 0UT!"=means "GOING THROUGH!" "The CONGREGATION 
is HOLY(SAVED!)=every ONE of them!" They made 2 Runs at 
trying to go into the Promised Land=and left Dead Bodies 
strewn over the Battle-Field.

WILL THE LORD BE WITH THEM THIS TIME?
"The Facts relative to KORAH and his COMPANY, who re
belled against MOSES and AARON, and against JEHOVAH, are 
RECORDED for a WARNING to God's people,   
7LAdDICEANS~are~NdT~"GdD7S~PEOPLE"^see~Tl~179~~"THE~SHAK
ING" chapter. "THE PEOPLE OF GOD"=give the "STRAIGHT TES
TIMONY TO (not FROM!)= TO the Laodiceans. Tl:180. See 
FOOTNOTES = "GATHER...!"=in 1982-3. "GATHER YOURSELVES"= 
by "EVANGELISM SELF-POWER!"= "GATHER yea, GATHER... BEFORE 
the FIERCE ANGER of the Lord come upon YOU!" T1^180.) 
"The Facts relative to KORAH...are RECORDED for a WARN
ING to GOD'S PEOPLE, especially those who live upon the 
Earth near the CLOSE=OF=TIME...when the REBELLIOUS unfurl 
their BANNER..." SOP 1:306-7,300. PP 403-4. T3-.353,358, 
361. T5:66. ST 4:153. "The CONGREGATION is HOLY "

"REJOICE that they are SAVED by Christ, when they do not 
COMPLY with the CONDITIONS... like...BALAAM."221. -25-

"I AM SAVED!"
This is where every Rebel went off the Deep-End. This 
is the "COUNTERFEIT" listed and Catalogued in GC A6A-473. 
Wjjl_God_jgnore_Hjs_own_Word_on_ thjs_Subject?_ 
"THE PHARISEE stood and prayed thus WITH HIMSELF, God, 
I thank Thee...his prayer reached no higher than him- 
selfJ^_SM_2^313L^Judging_SELF_means_the_END_of_SANCTUARY^) 
"I~AM~SAVED!"=~.~. .NO=SANCTIFIED^TONGUE=will~be~ found^' 
uttering these Words till Christ shall come."SM 1:314.
" CAIN=THOUGHT=HIMSELF=RIGHTEOUS . . ~.NO=CONFESSION=OF=SIN= 
...There is NOTHING so OFFENSIVE to God...Of all SINS it 
is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE...should NEVER 
be taught to say..."I AM SAVED!" COL 152-5.

PIERSON made one attempt =. "MISSION KEY ‘73.11 
WILSON did not like the Results=thought he could do 
Be t ter_=_so_he_ takes _oyer_. _'_'MjSS jON_ j82y3-
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the ARK will

-26-

IT=WILL=BE=FOUND= high in the Sky = out of the reach of men. 
NEVER will it be Trusted to men again. IT=IS=T00=H0LY=F0R= 
MEN=T0=T0UCH=AGAIN. "IT=IS=IMPOSSIBLE to describe the HOR
ROR and DESPAIR (of the RDB" S=T1EPPENSTALLS=MARTERS=ANDERSON) 
of those who have TRAMPLED upon God's Holy... LAW...NOW they 
are CONDEMNED by that LAW...With awful distinctness they 
SEE...TOO LATE THEY SEE...the SANDY FOUNDATION upon which 
they have been Building...

FACT (1)= "Among the righteous still in Jerusalem, to whom 
had been made plain the Divine purpose, were some who deter
mined to place beyond the reach of ruthless hands the SACRED 
ARK containing the Tables of Stone on which had been traced 
the Precepts of the Decalogue. THIS=THEY=DID. With mourning 
and sadness they secreted the ARK in a CAVE, where it was to 
be HIDDEN from the people of Israel and Judah BECAUSE=OF= 
THEIR=SINS, and was to be no more RESTORED=TO=THEM. That 
SACRED ARK is yet hidden. It has never been disturbed since 
it was secreted. For many years JEREMIAH..." PK 453.  
(Essentiallg_ the_SAME_=_SG  3+ 4[CENTER)_^115J

TIME
If no one influenced you=if you had not heard the Subject, 
before = how would_you Understand the TIME of the following: 
FACT“l2j=THE ARK' will be found = but when? "WHEN every Case 
IS DECIDED in the Courts of Heaven, this Covenant will be 
brought forth, plainly written with the finger of God. The 
World will be ARRAIGNED before the Bar of infinite JUSTICE 
to receive SENTENCE,=a Life measuring with the Life of God 
for OBEDIENCE, and DEATH for TRANSGRESSION." RH A4:174. 
^Pr^l_17,1900.__________ ___ __ __ ___ _____ ___
NOWHERE is the Judgment spoken oT as a SEPARATE JUDGMENT. 
Because it slips into /// the Judgment of the LIVING with
out SOUND of CHISEL or HAMMER. It is: "SILENTLY=UNNOTICED 
as the MIDNIGHT THIEF, will come the decisive hour which 
marks the FIXING of every man's Destiny, the final with
drawal of Mercy's offer to guilty men. "WATCH YE THEREFORE." 
(WATCH for "EVENTS" in their "ORDER!") RH A5:184. Nov.9, 
1905. Sons+-Daughters of God p.355. GC 491. 1884 GC 315.

sTlently=unnotI CEP? '
FACT (3)=it is ASTOUNDING how people will accept everything 
but the Truth. (A)Has the ARK found! (B)Has 
N§VER_be_foundj^Cjjn_between_js_the_Truth^_

RH A4:31I-2. June 18,1901 = should be read with the great
est care=for_it bears some Light on this Subject.
Also‘RH‘A4;35k2ZZQct78n9QL_§hguld2be_read_=’CAREFyLLYl_

BACK TO THE ARK.
Not the finding of NOAH'S "ARK"“rbu‘t the finding of the 10 
Commandment "ARK." What are the Facts?



1884 GC 457.(GC 639.)

BC 1:1109.

"THE VOICE OF GOD IS HEARD...SOON there appears...JESUS.. 
the ARMIES of HEAVEN..."Who shall be able to stand?" 
1884 GC 457-9. GC 639-641.

"LOUD CRY."

"SANDY" 
can be seen

ALL LAW ENFORCEMENT BOD IfS SAY = those Guilty of CRIMES 
and MURDERS=nearly ALL=have an "EXCUSE=FOR=SIN." There 
is 0NLY=0NE=TI ME in the History of the Universe that not 
even SATAN = only=one=time=that he BOWS and CONFESSES and 
,_'yAS=NO=EXCySE=FOR=SIN_!^_OnlY_gne_time:_____________
"When the Judgment shall sit, and the Books shall be open
ed (They are opened 3 Times)=and EVERY MAN shall be Judged 
according to the things written in the Books, THEN the 
Tables of Stone, HIDDEN by God until THAT Day, will be 
presented before the World as the Standard of RIGHTEOUS
NESS. THEN men and women will SEE...NONE will find EXCUSE 
for sin...men will receive their SENTENCE of Life or of 
DEATH." RH A5:492. Jan.28,1909. BC~111109. -27“

There is quite a Mix-up there. How can the 7th. PLAGUE 
follow:"IT IS D0NEl"=the 1st.PLAGUE follows:"IT IS DONE!

GROTHEER sees ONLY the ARK in the Temple in Heaven="FOL- 
LOWED by the VOICE from the THRONE saying, "It is done," 
and the 7th. PLAGUE.(Rev.16:17. 11:19.)" GROTHEER XV-4. 
^^5L_(_This_is_by_going_by_the BibleALONE! " )

11 

IN THE ORIGINAL RECORD =1884 GC 457JGC 6397)The~"v6TCE 
OF G0D"=is given = 1884 GC 453 also 458.(GC 636 and 640)= 
IN THE MIDDLE=1884 GC 457.(GC 639)=of all this COMMOTION, 
Mountain Chains sinking-Is1ands carrying their living 
freight into the Sea=THE GREATEST EARTHQUAKE brings down 
all BRIDGES and BUILDINGS=crushing the Life out of all 
those in MAXWELL'S "HOSPITALS" and "INSANE ASYLUMS"= 
BEFORE CHRIST COMES! for He gives the "DAY and HOUR" of 
Christ's Coming. Which takes a "NUMBER OF DAYS"=1846 
BROADSIDE. In the MIDDLE of the "VOICE OF GOD"=
In6t"Tn"THE"TEMPLE Tn HEAVEN=but’HTGH"Tn"the"SKY=3ut’of" 
the reach of men or Demons:)="THEN there appears against 
the Sky a HAND holding two Tables of Stone folded to
gether . . . TOO~_LATE_THEY_SEE. ._ . "_______________
FACT T4j=the next Record of it being seen is after the 
1,000 Years=1884 GC 484. GC 668. "As if entranced..They 
SEE in His hands the Tables of the Divine LAW!"

(This "SANDY" Foundation is the "OMEGA" MIDNIGHT HOUR = 
as can be seen in SM 1:205. B2:54~5. We are NOT to "JOIN" 
it. SM 2:390. But to "MEET IT!" SM 1:205.The UNBELIEVERS 
and JESUITS running this Church and it's HOSP ITALS=made 
NO PROVISION for a "MIDNIGHT CRY"=before the 
Now like an EARTHQUAKE=they come Face to Face with a 
SHAKING=SEPARATION=BREAK-UP=OMEGA. NOTICE it is AFTER 
th i s=that:) =



I

gone -
ALONE!

"ALONE!

"MEEf'TfT"

The Jewish Leaders opposed the "TESTIMONY OF JESUS"=when 
He raised LAZARUS = a MIRACLE that ASTOUNED the whole 
Nation=did_that_MIRACLE_bri_ng_anY_CONVERSIONS? How many? 
When the Animals and Birds came to the ARK=0F=N0AH = the 
GREATEST MIRACLE ever seen on Earth to that Time=was even 
ONE CONVERTED? and came into the ARK? The Record reads they 
SCOFFED more than ever! IT=CONVERTED=NOT=ONE. So we can get 
EMOTIONAL with HIEBERT=DARLING=CAMMACK=ROGERS=DOWNS=and 
let our IMAGINATION loose, that will not change ONE FACT!

-28-

ASK ANY JUDICIAL LAW-ENFORCEMENT BODY = final SENTENCE = 
and certainly NO EXECUTION can be carried out until the 
GUILTY has bad EVERY CHANCE to be EXONERATED = therefore 
his Name DOES NOT come up in COURT (A)=he has to appear 
before the Jury of 12=and after they Sit=is the FIRST 
and ONLY TIME that he can be:"ARRAIGNED"=(he has to be 
ALIVE for this=he has to "APPEAR"=)=when is that? When 
is the ONLY TIME it can be done? VERY CLEARLY the answer 
in_fyll_is_in_188A_GC_A76:A88i_GC_662-673^_ 
Tb?5e_peop}e_do_not_have_a_Leg_tg_stand_onA

We do not need to follow BLINDLY the Slogans of some 
Apostate Leadership. The Cranks that brought the Church 1 
to the OMEGA of APOSTASY. Into "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS." You 
want the Bible "ALONE?" Go and JOIN the BABYLONIANS. What 
sort of a Mess are they in = with their Bible "ALONE!" 
That is an Insane Slogan. The Bible itself says the "HOLY 
SPIRIT" will GUIDE you into ALL TRUTH! That is the Trouble 
with too many=they have the Bible "ALONET^NO HOLY SPIRIT! 
GROTHEER=IS=RIGHT! When he says the finding of the "ARK"= 
woyld_9byD9e_N0TH|NGL_

THE BIBLE ALONE.
We grant anyone the Right to go by the Bible "ALONEj/1 
But NOT at the same time HYPOCRITICALLY PRETEND~they be- 
leive the Testimonies. Perpetuating the SKULDUGGERY of 
FROOM=ANDERSON. 1 'TH E_B_I B LE ALONE' '=dec lares: " We have also," 
Peter declared,"a more sure word of PROPHECY; whereunto 
ye do well that ye take HEED, as unto a LIGHT that shineth 
in-DARKJ?^CEL_until_the_Day _dawn. " AA 534.
Tn what sort of DARKNESS has the Adventist Church gone - 
and the Awakening = since they went by the Bible "ALONE P1 
As an excuse to go by JESUITS and TALMUDISTS = "AL0NEln“ 
The World is FULL of False Prophets of every Hue and Color. 
Should there not be a Few from the Lord's Side? A Prophet 
is NOT confined to the Bible. Else he would be only an: 
"INTERPRETER"=a Prophet is much more than that. "Despise 
not Prophesyings!" 1 Thess.5:20. "He that receiveth a 
Prophet in the name of a Prophet shall receive a Prophet's 
REWARD." Matt.10:41.
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I2JBURNS IDE=STANDTSH"BR0THERS=GR6THEER=again”come'tothe 
STATUE=hall off against each other = FIGHT=TO=THE=DEATHI 
The "ANTICHRIST" is ONLY in the PAST! In the DARK AGES! 
And try to make Sr. White say that. So there they hack 
each other to Pieces.

ANTICHRIST.
In this Debate with VANCE FERRELL=GROTHEER does the SAME 
THING he did with FORD. When FORD under "JESUIT=FUTURIST" 
INFLUENCE of F.F.BRUCE =

FALSE TIME=PROPHETS.
"The TWISTINGS and CONNIVINGS and MISREPRESENTATIONS and 
MISAPPLICATIONS of the Word are marvelous! Persons are 
linked together in this work. What one does not think of, 
another supplies...They quote HALF=A=SENTENCE, leaving 
out the other half, which, if quoted, would show their 
reasoning to be False...who WREST the Scriptures...make 
it mean EXACTLY OPPOSITE...as did Elder CANRIGHT...WEAK
ENING the confidence of our Churches in the Testimonies... 
and there is NO VOICE to be lifted up to STAY the force 
of ERROR. This is just as Satan designed it should be., 
will see that a Tide of ERRORS of all kinds will Spring 
into LIFE. They will claim SCRIPTURE as their evidence, 
and DECEPTIONS of Satan in every form will prevail..get 
up SCHEME after SCHEME...but all who believe that the 
Lord has spoken through Sister White, and has given her 
a Message, will=be=Safe from the many DELUSIONS that will 
come in these Last Days... .ONE THING IS CERTAIN: Those 
Seventh-day Adventists who take their stand under Satan's 
BANNER will FIRST give up their Faith in the Warnings 
and Reproofs contained in the TESTIMONIES of God's SPIRIT." 
SM 3:82-4.

U)F.F.BRUCE=FORD=to“remove"the"ST?GMA’of"what"ROMANTSM 
did in the DARK AGES = when they were Branded as being 
the "ANT ICHRIST"=F0RD comes out and says the "ANTICHRIST 
is ONLY in the "FUTURE." Not the PAST.

^3jWhen the Truth is = the DARK AGES BEAST was the "ANT I- 
CHRIST"=GC 139,142-3,87. But for every Reference we have 
to prove THAT = we have A or 5 to PROVE that the ANTICHRIST 
(as shown in SMITH'S BIBLE DICTIONARY), "..it had been 
Fore-told should mark the LAST DAYS. 1 John 2:18,22.
"The man of sin, the son of PERDITION." 2 Thess.2±3.  

none~of~the~ab6ve~gentry~wTll agree~with~thT$7~
FlRST= the Meaning of "ANTICHRIST." Ministers have writ
ten that ANTICHRIST does not necessarily mean "OPPOSED" 
to Christ = but "INSTEAD OF" Christ. Or "IN PLACE OF" 
Christ. The POPE does NOT OPPOSE CHRIST = but is merely 
the "VICAR OF CHRIST." In his stead. -29-



of"ANTICHRIST"

UJTHE"BEAST=claimedtobe"the"v6iCE“0F G0D"=EW“21AT'To 
be "INFALLIBLE" and"PREDESTINATED." Have never. ERRED 
nor would they ever ERR. GC 57. They claimed they had 
the RIGHT to CHANGE the Holy Oracles. GC 56.

(2)Know anybody who is: "FOLLOWING IN THE TRACK OF ROMAN
ISM?" TM 362. T7-.181. DA 618. Who ALSO claim to be the 
"VOICE OF G0D!"=who ALSO are INFALLIBLE and have NEVER 
SINNED! They have NOTHING to Confess or CHANGE. Every= 
thing they do_or say = is EX-CATHEDRA^__ _ _n-w antichrTst?""

Are we stretching things to call this CHURCH is taking 
the LEAD to form the "IMAGE OF THE BEAST?" "So APOSTASY 
(OMEGA OF APOSTASY!)=in the Church will prepare the way 
for the IMAGE=TO=THE=BEAST!" GC 444.

\fJe will get NOWHERES = unjess_we_agree£  
UJtHET BEAST-” WAS “the "ANTTcHRIST" in the"Past~ 
(2)THE "IMAGE OF" the BEAST=wi11 be the

the Future.

STARTLING TESTIMONIES.
We have perhaps the most Complete list of "ANTICHRIST" 
Statements in this World. "All that have refused to be 
taught of God, hold the Traditions of men. They at last 
pass over on the side of the Enemy, against God, and are 
written, "ANTICHRIST." ...keep themselves in hand to mold 
themselves, find in "ANT^CHRIST"the center of their UNION. 
While the TWO PARTIES stand in collision, the Lord will 
appear.." SERIES "A"=(Also called: "SPECIAL TESTIMONIES 
TO MINISTERS AND WORKERS"=(HEALTH RESEARCH EDITION)=but 
"LEAVES OF AUTUMN" rightly calls this the SERIES "A"=

_________   _________________  
"AMERICA, and especially BATTLE~CREEK,(R&H OFFICES)=where 
the GREATEST LIGHT from Heaven has been shining...can be
come the place of GREATEST PERIL and DARKNESS... DECOYS... 
When the Church has had GREAT LIGHT, then is her P^RIL if 
she does not walk IN THE LIGHT... -30-

Many“"FALSE CHRISTS" will appear. And are appearing. If. 
there are multiple meanings to "ANTICHRIST"=we are inter
ested in the SYSTEM of "ANTICHRIST." Teaching "DOCTRINES 
OF DEV ILS"=and leading out into ECUMENICAL UNION and going 
to LAW to protect their PRETENSIONS. A CHURCH ALONE - is 
NEyER_a_,JBABYL0N,J=it_must_be_a_UN10N_of_CHyRCH_and_STATE. 
And again we Repeat=this has to do with the SANCTUARY= 
which has to do with the SEALING. THOSE=FIRST=SEALED=wi11 
form the HEAD of the DRAGON=and the ANTICHRIST. They will 
be ZOMBIES=a people without a CONSCIENCE. DEADLY=KILLERS. 
Any time they make a MOVE toward's GOD'S SAINTS=the ANGELS 
with SLAUGHTERING WEAPONS in their hands-wi11 get there 
FIRST. Have no Fear about THAT. T5:211-2.



Series

did not see just 
Have this CLEARLY 
the Devi1 will Honor 
and MIRACLES. Who

"AMERICA, and especially BATTLE CREEK(R&H OFFICES=MEDICAL 
CENTER), where the GREATEST LIGHT from Heaven has been 
SHINING. ..can become the place of GREATEST PERIL and DARK
NESS... They AT LAST pass over on the side of the Enemy, 
against God, and are written/'ANTICHRIST"... find in ANTI
CHRIST the Center of their UNI(5Nl~WTiiTe~the TWO PARTIES 
stand in collision, the Lord will appear.” Series A:122, 
312.
"We shall have MORE DECIDED OPPOSITION to meet from 
those who have DEPARTED from the Faith/. Those who were 
once STRONG TEACHERS, but who have forsaken the way of 
the Lord, will be JUST=AS=STRONG in their opposition of 
the Truth...TRUST=IN=GOD=ALONE...The Lord wants YOU to 
understand _y our _INDr\7IDUAL_RESPONSIBILITY/^_LLM_116-71_ 
"There are only TWO CLASSES...THEY are of the World, 
therefore speak they of the World, and the World heareth 
THEM." 1 John 4:4,5. (If you look this up=this is speak
ing of the ") . . . THE WORLD is their MASTER, 
and they CHASE AFTER its delusive, flattering MIRAGE." 
...voice the words of SATAN against the Children of 
God?..through the Children of DISOBEDIENCE." A:60-3.~31-

"and put on her beautiful Garments, and arise and Shine; 
DARKNESS will becloud the Vision, so that LIGHT will be 
regarded as DARKNESS, and DARKNESS as LIGHT." Series "A":

TO UNDERSTAND 
some Statements=we must have a THOROUGH UNDERSTANDING 
of WHO it is that has "DEPARTED" from the Faith.Is that 
BILLY GRAHAM? is that the POPE? is that the REDS in TEL 
AVIV? just what "FAITH" did they "DEPART FROM?" Did they 
in Fact=CHANGE their Religion AT ALL? Or did FR00M=WILS0N 
in their JOINT BOOK="MOVEMENT OF DESPERATI0N"=and when 
they featured that MAXWELL BOOK as no other Book has ever 
been featured in all Adventist History=1970 to 1980= 
still sold by TUCKER for 75C="MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST" 
one would have to be completely DEVOID of ANY KNOWLEDGE 
of the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE"=if he 
WHO = has "DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH!" 
in Mind to be able to UNDERSTAND who 
as he gives them his POWER and SIGNS 
goes into the GREATEST DARKNESS = those who once were 
in the GREATEST LIGHT.

124 • Tuly,_2S94
"In the LAST GREAT DAY decisions will be made that will 
be a surprise to many...many of those whom HUMAN esti
mation has placed FIRST will be placed LAST, and those 
who have been put in the LOWEST place by men will be 
taken OUT of the Ranks and made FIRST...In the Last Days 
there are to be only TWO PARTIES." MM 133.



"(Statements like that can be Understood when we Under
stand that BEFORE=CHRIST=COMES there is a PARTIAL RESUR
RECTION at the "VO ICE=0F=G0D" of ALL who DIED in the 
Third_Angel*s_Message._EW 285,287. ST 1:116. GC 637.)

"THE SPIRIT OF "ANTICHRIST" is prevailing as never before. 
...I know that MANY~think~FAR TO FAVORABLY of the present 
Time. These EASE-LOVING souls will be engulfed in the 
GENERAL RUIN...In the LAST SOLEMN WORK few great men will 
be engaged...HE=CANNOT=USE=THEM...will then go OUT=IN= 
DARKNESS...then the HIDDEN ONES will be revealed to View... 
Those who have been TIMID and SELF-DISTRUSTFUL...will be 
as DAVID=willing to DO and DARE!" T5:80-l.
"THAT DAY shall not come, except there come a FALLING 
AWAY FIRST, and that man of Sin be revealed, the Son of 
PERDITION...the Coming of Christ. That great event was to 
be PRECEDED by a FALLING AWAY. There would be revealed a 
form of "ANTICHRIST", and the LEAVEN of APOSTASY was to 
work with increasing Power to the End of Time...those who 
would fall away from the PATH... God has been sending 
WARNINGS. ... to HIS PEOPLE... that SOME would DEPART=FROM^= 
THE=FAITH, giving heed to SEDUCING SPIRITS...the LAW of 
God was FAULTY and OBJECTIONABLE(Been reading "VERDICT" 
la^23y3-a:!2^_FLFtFR]3QF Zia-FQRFiR^Rz.3F^-'l.^LRF3lRY.3y-.- 
" . . . THE LAW. "A YOKE~ 0F~ BONDAGE. " . . . This has been, and 
still is, the work of Satan..."NO LAW!" is the cry of the 
Enemy of God. Shall we go over to the Side of the Great 
Rebel?... some of us who now believe will be ALIVE upon 
the Earth...hear the Voice of the Archangel, and the Trump 
of God." RH A2:233-4. July 31,1888.

SO "ANTICHRIST"=
is ONLY under "ROMAN ISM"=and ONLY in the DARK AGES? And 
that is what BURNS IDE-STANDISH-GROTHEER found in GC = ??? 
"The PROTESTANT CHURCHES have MUCH of "ANTICHRIST" in them, 
...RIDDLED with PHILOSOPHICAL INFIDELITY~.~.~. HONEYCOMBED 
with a DAMNABLE INFIDELITY...THE LAST GREAT DELUSION is 
soon to open before us. "ANTICHRIST" is to perform his

"Those who become CONFUSED in their UNDERSTANDING of the 
Word, who fail to see the MEANING of "ANTICHRIST", will 
surely place themselves on the Side of "ANTICHRIST"... 
to ASSIMILATE with the World. Daniel is standing in his 
Lot and in his Place...Those who truly believe in Christ 
will openly conform to the LAW of Jehovah...the SABBATH

"Those who KEEP God's Commandments...compose the Church 
of the living God. Those who choose to follow "ANTICHRIST" 
are subjects of the GREAT APOSTATE...They endeavor so to 
FRAME the LAWS of NATIONS." BC 7:949. 1891. -32-



we i n 
t i on

Both DR. RUE and EVANGELIST MIKE CLUTE=are CLEARING HOUSES 
for all Opinions=pay no attention to "GOD DOES NOT DE
STROY1 -because MIKE CLUTE pays no attention to it, nor 
does FRED WRIGHT=as FTW is featured on the FRONT PAGE of 
"GOD'S LAST CALL"=Vol,8. No.12. Dec.1981. In which they 
BOTH AGREE! = that God DOES DESTROY! and WILL DESTROY! 
and we should gather COURAGE in the Days ahead=from this 
FACT! So there they do away with their OWN RELIGION! But 
the}£_ben|ghted_fo2]owers_seem_ m^capab je_of _SEE|NG__I_T2

BUT
no way go along with CARL MclNTIRE=but his Publica- 

"THE CHRISTIAN BEAC0N"=is the best thing in this 
World to keep TRACK of BILLY GRAHAM=SDA'S=NCC=WCC=ECU- 
MENICAL UNION OF CHURCHES. So also we read the "LAYWORK- 
ER" and "GOD'S LAST CALL"=($5.oo a Year.)=so BE SURE to 
send for this CLASSIC NUMBER that covers DAVENPORT-TITHE= 
TRUE CHURCH=REA=PETERSON=NOMI NAT I ON COMM ITTEES=who is 
the "0FFSH00T"=??? Who should APLOGIZE=???The strongest 
sI3Qd_ever_taken_bY_any_SpA_M|Nj_STER_=_bar_none__Get_ t_

ANTICHRIST AND POWER.
One of the GREATEST DELUSIONS to ever appear in the His
tory of this World=is the EGW PREDI CT 10N=GC 624. SATAN'S 
AGENTS will raise the DEAD=perform MIRACLES of "HEALING"= 
"These works of apparent: HEALING will bring Seventh-dag 
Adventists TO=THE=TESTI"(NOT the "SUNDAY LAW" TEST=but 
this "TEST"=comes FIRST!) SM 2:53, If they FELL for the 
MAXWELL B00K=calling for SATAN to COME and "HEAL!"=they 
have lost all DIGNITY and PERCEPTION. -33“

YES = the ' 'ANT ICHRI ST'l= will call in the "LAW" to form 
a UNION of CHURCH and STATE. Who takes the LEAD in doing 
THAT? The WORLD? or the CHURCH? Is it the WORLD that 
comes to ENFORCE their CASHLESS SOCIETY? Or is it the 
CHURCH that sets up a Special BOOTHE for the LAWYERS in 
Washington = turning over the DIRECTION of this Church 
to the LAWYERS of "SPECTRUM"=it is the LAWYERS who have 
arranged all these "F0RUMS"=for NUMBERS=FORD=COTTRELL= 
and OTHER BUMS.
BE SURE and send for "GOD'S LAST CALL"=PO Box 387, SALEM, 
West Virginia 26426. Vol.9. No.2. Feb.1982. TH IS=IS=A= 
CLASSIC. See where "FORUM" again arranged a MEETING at 
ANDREWS for HMSRichards=p.9• CHECKS VER^WORP/ To tel 
what it> Coming. TuuSt cos wets PREDICTED in the, "OMEGA" = 
SM 1:200-8. "B00KS=0F=A=NEW=0RDER!"="A=NELi/=ORGANIZATION'^ 
SM 1:204-5. THAT=WE=ARE=N0T=T0=J0IN! SM 2:390. And ifi wa 
and anabie, to t(M. the, DIFFERENCE in this tote, HouA=it 
Zi became ive havesNO "HOLY SPIRIT!" SM 1 :202. And cute 
S^mbUng_^u^d_in:'ymNIGHT_DARKNESSr^_C0L_406-_



"Go

tIY_to_DEFENp_the_STATUS_gyO?}_

IS WILSON GIVING THE LOUD CRY? 
IF SO = 1ST HE GIVING THIS MESSAGE?

"As the Time comes for the LOUD CRY to be given, the Lord 
will work, through humble Instruments.. .The Laborers will 
be qualified rather by the unction of his SPIRIT than by 
the TRAINING of LITERARY INSTITUTIONS... The sins of Baby
lon will be laid open, The FEARFUL results of a UNION of 
CHURCH and STATE...the PAPAL POWER,=all will be UNMASKED. 
...Thousands upon Thousands (of Adventists) have never 
listened to words like these. In AMAZEMENT they hear the 
TESTIMONY that BABYLON is THE CHURCH, FALLEN..."1884 GC 
424. GC 606-8. RH Al:44. T1:155,200. PP 77. AA 40. DA 271.

ANTICHRIST=
"The WORLD must not be introduced into the CHURCH, and 
married to the CHURCH, forming a bond of UNITY. Through 
this means the CHURCH will become indeed CORRUPT, and as 
stated in Revelation, "a CAGE of every UNCLEAN and HATE
FUL BIRD." TM 265,58. RH A3.-233. SM 2:67-8. SG 4:19. PP 
^i^QQL_179L316.__T8L118-120L_EW_27_4-7:__GC_390i603- 8£444z

"BOLDLY will MEN of God's appointment DENOUNCE the UNION 
of the Church with the World." PK 187. RH A6:382.(\f it 
were not so = they would be LIARS = wouldn't they? So 
who is the LIAR? Those who say it is so = or those who

THOSE WHO CONSIDER IT A VIRTUE 
to rush to the Defense of their "ORGAN 1ZATI ON"—as did the 
Jews in Old Jerusalem = rush to the Defense of their HIGH- 
PRIEST no matter what = and are unable to Spell out clear
ly that the 1970 to 1980 feeding that MAXWELL BOOK to de
ceive the World on a massive Scale with a DECADE of ask
ing SATAN to COME! and must seek to DEFEND that B00K=even 
LIKE IT! are ready for ANY other "ABOMINATI0N"=if they 
asked for that "ANT_[CHFU ST" to come. They are sitting 
Ducks. You know what is a sitting Duck? When some are 
ALARMED=know something is WR0NG=and even TAKE OFF! 
ye OUT to meet Him!"=and some FOOLISH DUCKS=keep Circl
ing around="Satan was trying his every art to HOLD them 
WHERE=THEY=WERE, until the SEALING was PAST..." EW 44. 
And if they allow WOODS in the R&H to make a JOKE of 
SATAN appearing in person in GC 624=these people are 
iyst_'JSITTING_pyCKSrj_Not_enough_LIFE_to_take_offJ.____
"The determination of "ANTICHRIST" to carry out the Re= 
bellion he began in Heaven will CONTINUE to work in the 
Children of DISOBEDIENCE...wi11 wax more and more BITTER. 
But the "PEOPLE=OF=GOD" are not to HIDE their BANNER. 
They are NOT to...go with the MULTITUDE...HEAVEN is on 
the Side of Christ, NOT of "ANTICHRIST!" BC 7:949-950.



"Before them had stood the Walls of JERICHO, a heathen 
Stronghold, the CENTER of the Worship of ASHTORETH(EASTER) 
VILEST and most DEGRADING of all Canaanitish forms of 
Idolatry..."CURSED be the man...that riseth up and build- 
eth this City JERICHO...in the Days of AHAB'S APOSTASY, 
when through JEZEBEL'S INFLUENCE the Worship of ASHTOR
ETH was revived..."PK 229,230,282,255.TM 410. PP 487.
(See INDEXr BALAAM ) = "Like BALAAM they are ANGRY at those 
who would prevent their RUIN...PASSION had full sway... 
The RULERS and the LEADING MEN were among the FIRST to 
transgress...PHINEHAS... seizing a JAVELIN...SLEW them 
BOTH...And they slew... BALAAM... The WOMEN also...at the 
Command of MOSES, as the MOST GUILTY and MOST DANGEROUS 
of the Foes of ISRAEL..."Now all these things happened 
unto them for ensamples; and they are written for our 
admonition upon whom the ENDS of the WORLD are come. 
Wherefore let him that thinketh he standeth, TAKE HEED 
lest he Fall." PP 442,456,457. 
"WHO~WERE~ BREAKING THE LAW~of~Godyet CLAIMING that 
they were living WITHOUT SIN...THIS is a DECEIVER and 
an ANTICHRIST. . ."CHARITY!_" is the cry EVERYWHERE."AA 554.

-35- ~

"But all Heaven is on the Side of Christ, not of "ANTI
CHRIST'^ .."ANTICHRIST"meaning all who exalt themselves 
against the will and work of God, will at the appointed 
TIME feel the WRATH of Him who gave Himself that they 
might not Perish but have Eternal Life." BC 7:950. 1900.

HOW DID SHE KNOW THIS = REA?________
"THE=SPIRIT=OF="ANTICHRIST"is far more widespread than 
any of us imagine...The MAXIMS of the WORLD...have been 
worked into the THEORIES of THE CHURCH (by F£Rp=REA=RDB= 
FTW=COTTRELL=FROOM=ANDERSON=HEPPENSTALL=WILSON=HMSR=) = - 
[CRUCIFYING _the_'[MOST_HOLY__PLACE'[_so that)_=_ 
"..the Divine MEDIATOR is not essential to the Salva
tion of man...The lying spirit...but listens to the 
Prince of DARKNESS, as he comes to them in the garb of 
an Angel of LIGHT. The spirit of "ANTICHRIST^" BC 7:950. 

"LOVE UNLIMITED!"
This is the Cry of HEPPENSTALL=R&H=VOP=SDA MINISTRY= 
MAXWELL=BILLY GRAHAM=BARNHOUSE=BABYLON=ANTICHRIST= this 
is in Fact^JERICHO. BAAL was the Worship of the SEX GOD
DESS = JEZEBEL and her Priests of the Grove=that defied 
ELIJAH. And the people of God in every Age. It is the 
keeping of EASTER=the Worship of STYLES-the QUEEN of 
Heaven. It is SODOM and G0M0RRAH=it is LOT'S WIFE. It 
is BALAAM.lt is the Devil's Train-it seemed the whole 
World was on Board. It is UNIVERSALISM.

BALAAM.lt


Dear Elder:
Thank you for your March 29,1982 letter. In 

the wide-range of "ROGUES GALLERY" that came to your hand= 
you did not see the name of WALTER REA? Unless these were 
way back Papers we were clearing out before Postage went 
DOUBLE = you should have seen the Name of REA.

However I put some Papers in the Mail=so you will see1 
that Name. It is True that I was waiting to see just where 
he fitted in = also we heard he was QUICK on the TRIGGER 
to go to LAW. But our main Question was, and remains = WHO 
is giving him ORDERS = behind the Scenes? For few men work 
alone. Now that he is or was with FORD in AUSTRAL IA=per- 
haps we are getting a CLEARER Picture of the JESUIT CONNEC
TION. Why do I say JESUIT? Because by this time many 
writers have fingered the AUSTRALIAN DIVISION sending FORD 
to F.F.BRUCE = Manchester, England = "JESUIT=FUTURIST"= 
F.F.BRUCE BOOKS recommended by "VERDI CT"(BRINSMEAD>"EVANGEL- 
ICA"(CRANDALL)="G00D news UNLIMITED"(DON muth=smuts van rooy- 
EN)="ANDREWS SEMI NARY"(KENNETH A. STRAND)=R&H="SDA MlNISTRY 
MAGAZINE"(EACH and EVERY one recommends and goes by F.F. 
BRUCE!)=so where do the JESUITS begin or End? The GREATEST 
LAUDATION of all=in SDA MINISTRY and ANDREWS SEMINARY 
COURSES = the others merely "GOT=THE=MESSAGE."

It happened = when your Letter arrived=l was in the 
Middle of FLYER #545. April 2,1982. "THE REA-L LIE!"= 
I send you some with my Compliments.

DRUGS.
This is something like the DRUG SCENE. If you take them 
"LEGALLY"=they are O.K. Take them without the DOPE-PED- 
DLER’S LICENSE=and they send the LAW after you.

Articles will appear in the Church Publications = by 
Professional LIARS = we do NOT use the SAME DRUG-POISONS 
that EGW CONDEMNED. No, no, no. Not at all. I have tried 
to get OFFICIAL DATA as to the AMOUNT per population in 
1864-5 and Today in the AMOUNT of DRUGS = THEN and NOW. 
I have not been able to obtain this. ONE REASON IS = they 
have CHANGED = they HIDE behind NEW NAMES'.

OPIUM.
Just OPIUM a1one=many do not know that OPIUM and it's 
freaked out derivatives found, perhaps in common "COUGH
MED I C I NES"=i n "SEDATIVES"=in "HYPNOTICS"=in "PAIN-KILLERS"= 
may be PURE OPIUM = may be CONCENTRATED OPIUM = may be 
partly SYNTHETIC = may be a MIX = may be a SUBSTITUTE = 
may be called: CODE INE=M0RPHINE=DEMEROL(SYNTHETIC 0PIATE) = 
HERO IN(PARTLY SYNTHETIC plus a BY-PRODUCT OF OPIUM)=PER- 
HAPS MIXED WITH COCA INE=PAREGORIC=MAY CUT IT WITH QUININE- 
NALL INE=ECOGNINE=MEPERIDINE= -36-



Most Adventists think they have only one Duty=AGREE 
with the LEADERSHIP. "AS THE JEWISH RABBIS. ..Thus are 
men weaving into the Web as IMPORTANT TRUTHS a tissue 
of LIES. This IMAGINARY FOOD that is being prepared 
for the Flock will cause spiritual CONSUMPTION, DECLINE, 
and DEATH." BRISBIN 22. RH A4-.257,311. Jan.22,1901. 
June 18,1901. T6:132. TM 337,455.

ANTICHRIST
"It is PROTESTANTISM that will CHANGE. The adoption of 
LIBERAL IDEAS on its part will bring it where it can

"...who compare themselves to Christ, as though they
March_15L1887.

"The Man of Sin was to arise and do his work of EXALTA
TION and BLASPHEMY... a form of "ANTICHRIST, and the leav
en of APOSTASY was to work with INCREASING POWER to the 
END=OF=TIME...who would Fall off the PATH...some would 
DEPART=FROM=THE=FAITH." RH A2:233. July 31,1888.

EQUAL WITH CHRIST
We have been keeping Track of 2 things:
(1) Who has been and is coming out STRONGER every Day = 
the LAW cannot be kept. No use TRYING. Make no EFFORT, 
The CURSE of WORKS. WORKS amount to NOTHING. GC 464-473.
(2) Who is EQUAL with Christ? The DESIRE of SATAN in
Heaven. WHO is Teaching that on Earth? THESE=ARE=THE= 
ANTICHRIST!(See above.) -37"

Those who become "BORED WITH P0T"=seeking something 
STRONGER=go in for HER0IN=now have a VIPER by the Tail. 
Like some who dabble with "BRINSMEAD" or "WRIGHT" like 
some take "POT, PILLS, and ACID...SHE=TOOK=THEM=ALL." 

Some do the same with Religion = get a "HIGH"=go 
on an "ACID TRIP"=end up eating GARBAGE and walking the 
STREET=not ONE bit worse than the "THEOLOGICAL TRIP"= 
no less damaging to the "CHROMOSOMES"=or to the Future. 
There is no real difference between "DRUG ABUSE" and 
getting a "FIX" from a "JUNKIE PRIEST."BOTH are an 
"ESCAPE FROM REALITY." BOTH will End up in the same 
Party=when the Day of God comes. With BALAAM and JEZEBEL, 
KORAH and JUDAS, ELI and LOT'S WIFE. After all a "HIGH" 
is what both seek=a SICK IMAGINATION. Like JONES=the 
"LOUD CRY" was to "SHOUT" to the World that he is "SIN
LESS!" WRIGHT picked up this CONTAGIOUS ABORTION. Is 
there ONE Seventh-day Adventist Minister that will take 
§fter_that_MENTAL CONDITION=EXPOSED in GC A/j.
"(By Courtesy’of ALLEN'77’lEE~= a’sTGNET“b66k=Q:A885?’~ 
451-QA885-O95. "DRUG ABUSE AND ADDICTION" by Barbara 
Milbauer. 1972. A lot more SENSE than the 1970 Book pas- 
sed_by_all_Conferences_bY_BEp:TIME_STORY_MAXWELL.)_



(3)The THIRD thing we are interested in = as the Scroll 
unrolls = and you had better pay attention t< this = if 
you are the Elder who wrote to us = the prestigeous Head 
of a Division = or the Head of a Big Church = or a Bible 
Professor = or a Minister in a

NOW=SHARPEN=YOUR=PENCIL=AND=GET=BUSY=and Track this down: 
"You know that Satan will come in...pretending to be the 
Great Medical Missionary. He will cause FIRE to come down 
from Heaven in the sight of men..."SOME shall DEPART from 
the Faith, giving heed to seducing spirits and Doctrines 
of Devils...WE=HAVE=REACHED=THE=PERILS=OF=THE=LAST=DAYS.. 
cunningly devised FABLES." MM 87,88,96-103.(MARK as you 
go=your Books are not Read-if they are not Marked.) What 
a Treasure we have in the SOP. Pity the Great Minds like 
FORD=REA=BRINSMEAD=COTTRELL=EVA=PARR=NUMBERS and other BUMS! 
RH A4:262,570. T6:400-l. -38- Tl:302. TM 411. MB 145.

-Eofeji c|n_Land_=________
I3JN0 matter WHO you are = no matter WHERE you are = you 
should be Interested in = WHO is going to get the "POWER" 
to even astound the BEAST with the MIRACLES they can per
form before him? WHO? WHO? WHO? = if we Understand PRO
PHECY RIGHT = when Satan appears in Person in 1884 GC 442, 
GC 624 = then FIRST the "SUNDAY LAW"=wi11 be given Legis
lative RIGHT by the "LEGALISTS"=(See that this is the FIRST 
THING that Satan does=as PROBATION is OVER for the SAB
BATARIAN WORLD. T9:97.) While SABBATARIAN PROBATION is yet 
OPEN = see the above (GC 624=you made NO OBJECTIONS when 
WOODS of the R&H=by DI RECT IVE=POO-HOOED SATAN to come? Was 
that the SAME JESUIT DIRECTIVE that launched the MAXWELL 
BOOK? And the WOODS EDIT0RIAL=N0 DEVIL TO COME! This paves 
the way for the MAXWELL "CHRIST" to come! You people are 
"MINISTERS"=for GOD'S TRUTH? R&H Aug.16,1979•P•3 -(A REAL 
GENUINE "JESUIT" DIRECTIVE! Was that WILSON? The same as 
GC Session = R&H July 16,1975- p.ll. No need to believe 
either the SOP nor the Bible! CARL MclNTIRE picked this 
up and Trumpeted this to the Whole World! ADVENTISTS do 
not believe the BIBLE! You Preachers must be pretty THICK- 
SKINNED that you let all this go by WITHOUT PROTEST! SM 1: 
196^ Are you keeping your Oathe of Allegiance?) 
you=are=Tn=lTne=for=thTs=
"MEN under the INFLUENCE of EVIL SPIRITS will work MIRACLES, 
...WONDERFUL SCENES...will soon take place...These works 
of apparent HEALING will bring Seventh-day Adventists to 
the TEST...the Enemy will work through his AGENTS who have 
DEPARTED=FROM=THE=FAITH, and THEY^=THEY=THEY will seemingly 
work MIRACLES, even to the bringing down of FIRE out of 
Heaven in the sight of men. By the means of "LYING WONDERS" 
Satan will deceive, if possible, the very Elect...COUNTER
FEIT ANY MIRACLE." SM 2:53-5. "GOING TO BC"=p.7. 1884 GC 411.



EW 270. 
says 
II

THE MISTAKE the REAS MAKE=and the Young Fry of ANDREWS = 
like the CATHOLICS DID = their POPE holding to a "FLAT 
EARTH"=unti1 they were FORCED by "SCIENCE" to admit the 
TRUTH = so also we can DENY the Adventist "POPE1-rather 
than deny the HOLY ORACLES as REA did, and WOODS a close 
SECOND. They afe„doing EXACTLY as she said in T4:211.
"The LAW of God is on their LIPS, but it has not been 
written upon their Hearts. AFTER=A=TIME, if they are not 
SANCTIFIED(TM 409)=by the Truth, they will develop the 
FACT,-they will WORK the WORKS of UNRIGHTEOUSNESS...as 
we near the CLOSE=OF=TIME...the APOSTASIES of men who 
have occupied RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS...REFUSE to be MIS
LED and DIVERTED..."STUDY to show thyself APPROVED... 
RIGHTLY DIVIDING the Word of Truth, but SHUN profane 
and VAIN BABBLINGS...not one-half of the Bible has been 
fully explored...'" RH A2:246. Sept. 11,1888. -39-

WE WERE WARNED!
(1) The Truth of the MHP is the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE."
(2) The "REMNANT" follow Jesus into the MHP. EW 254-5.
(3) This is the "ANCHOR" to keep us. EW 256. SG 1:166.
(4) The AWAKENING came in 196O=and let go the "ANCHOR!"
(5) LESLIE HARDINGE let go the "ANCH0R"=GC Session =

R&H June 19,1970^ p.9,10. Who cared among this Brain- 
Washed people? NOT ONE! Until the 2 DAVIS LETTERS= 
5 Years later. HARDINGE REPLIED-this was the FIRST 
OBJECTION he had received? Talk about MIDNIGHT DARK
NESS IMPENETRABLE! COL 406-414.

(6) WILSON ELEVATED HIM to DEAN of PHILIPPINE SEMINARY! 
For his "FAITHFULNESS! R&H Nov.22,1979-P.17.

(7) So now you know how to get UP = in the Adventist World.
(8) And also how to let go the "ANCHOR" that would have 

held them. Now, like the ICEBERG and the TITANIC = 
the SHIP = UNSINKABLE = can go down in 2| Hours. Take 
2 MILLION $'s to find even the PLACE! And 2 years of 
SEARCHING. So this GREAT SHIP will also GO DOWN = 
"AWAKENED only to see WITH HORROR their HOPELESS CON
DITION, and with the Ship they sank to RISE=NO=MORE!" 
(Even if ROGERS wants then to "RISE UP?"- they will 
"RISE=NO=MORE!" Complete WASH-OUT! LEAVE while there 
is still Time! "GO=YE=OUT=TO=MEET=HIM!" SM 2:128.)

This is a "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" to the BLIND LAODICEANS= 
"..upon which the DESTINY of the Church HANGS!" Tl:181.

Old FROOM said it HANGS on NOTHING! But here it 
it "HANGS" on SOMETHING! Also T8:247 says it HANGS 

IN=THE=BAI&CES=OF=THE=SANCTUARY!"

This is the LAST MESSAGE. Will NOT be given by the LEAD- 
EB_Z_2i:_anY_other_,_,SHIP!,_l=__T5i80:l21362463._



and REDEMPTION

AND THIS WAS THROWN OUTl 
(SAME SENTENCE! CUT RIGHT OFF = AMPUTATED! And then RAVE 
about OTHERS who take "OUT=OF=CONTEXT!"

"Many are in a LUKEWARM condition, because they do not 
live by Faith, increasing in the KNOWLEDGE of the Truth, 
going on from LIGHT to GREATER LIGHT. Such have need to 
be GREATLY ALARMED lest that which the Lord has placed 
within their reach at infinite Cost, should be TAKEN A- 
WAY, and given to OTHERS=OTHERS=OTHERS, who will prize 
the Gift, and use it for His Glory. There is need of FEAR 
and TREMBLING...If the LIGHT that God has given us is held 
in INDIFFERENCE, (Tl:182)=if it is NOT APPRECIATED, it 
will...become DARKNESS...who WILL be Spewed OUT...STRIKE 
the Door-posts with the BLOOD of Calvary's Lamb, and you 
are SAFE." RH A2:330. Sept.3,1889.(The BLOOD is NOWHERE 
ELSE = but in the Most Holy Place. Or dare we not write 
that ANY=MORE! WILSON will send his GOON-SQUAD!)  

HUE TEE LINE! Not a "MAN" left.
We do NOT go along with MIKE CLUTE=but at least he is a 
"MAN"=and is NOT AFRAID to write: "MOST HOLY PLACE!_" and 
to HELL with WILSON! He is MORE RIGHT than WRONG~~

They no longer want any "STEPS" to Christ. They want, 
just like the HEATHEN round about = they want "I AM SAVED!" 
IF=I=AM=SAVED at this very Billy Graham Meeting=then surely 
I need NO="STEPS"=TO=CHRI ST! -40-

"Christ is RIGHTEOUSNESS, SANCTIFICATION, 
to those who BELIEVE in Him." SD 2.

Th js .left_out£) 
This they did not want: (THE NEW THEOLOGY* DID NOT*LIKE 
THIS:)= "...who BELIEVE in Him, and WHO-=EOLLOW=IN=HIS^ 
STEPS!" RH A2-.363. Feb.4,1890.

SPA ANTICHRIST
not only "THE VOICE OF G0D"=above the Voice of God = but 
also "INSTEAD OF" or "IN PLACE 0F"=Christ. They can License 
what God does not allow. DRUGS=XMASS=EASTER=F.F.BRUCE.

SLIMY SNAKES
For 50 Years we were the: "LUNATIC FRINGE"=we were-."PURPLE 
HEADS"=we were:"W0LVES IN SHEEP ’S CLOTH ING"=(THEY were 
the INNOCENT HARMLESS SHEEP!)= it is Time now to put the 
Shoe on the other Foot = and find out WHO is the "GENERA* 
T10N OF VIPERS!" Look at RH A2:3&3. WILSON came though 
with his FLAME=THROWER = put everybody in the Ditch but 
his Favorites who would decide for us WHO HAS and WHEN 
do we receive the "RIGHTEOUSNESS OF CHRIST?" Here is the 
Answer=but look what they did with it. To go along with 
Old FR00M=DANIELS=RICHARDS=PRESCOTT=BALLENGER=WAGGONER= 
BABYLON and COMPANY = they put this in "SONS + DAUGHTERS 
OF G0D"=p.2.



"THE SPIRIT of "ANTICHRIST" is far more widespread than 
any of us imagine...the Divine MEDIATOR is not essential 
...THE SPIRIT of "ANTICHRIST"... The Lord is about to... 
THOROUGHLY PURGE HIS~FLOOR~,~ and GATHER His wheat into 
the garner; but He will burn up the CHAFF...The TIME is 
upon us when the MIRACLE-WORKING POWER of the Arch
deceiver will be more decidedly revealed. And his DECEP
TIONS will INCREASE...AN APOSTATE CHURCH will UNITE with 
the Powers of Earth and Hell to place upon the Forehead 
or in the Hand, THE=MARK=OF=THE=BEAST and his IMAGE... 
THEN the GOLD will be SEPARATED from the DROSS... MANY... 
will go with the MULTITUDE."RH A2:609,610. Nov.8,1892.

-41-

"STEPS"-IS NOW "PASSE*1-
They can be "RIGHTEOUS" with BRINSMEAD=PAXTON=BABYLON= 
without any "STEPS"-just by STUPIDITY "ALONE!" 
"God will not bless men in INDOLENCE, nor in ZEALOUS, 
STUBBORN OPPOSITION to the LIGHT He gives to His people. 
Many who have come to the Faith have received the Truths 
from the lips of Teachers, and have NOT sought a KNOW
LEDGE of the Truth THEMSELVES. They are CONTENT with 
mere SURFACE EVIDENCE... are STUMBLING-BLOCKS...INEFFIC
IENT men, who have LULLED the members to SLEEP, instead 
of AWAKENING them...The BIBLE requires the Sons + Daugh-

"We may always be STARTLED and INDIGNANT, when we hear 
a poor, fallen mortal exclaiming, "I AM HOLY; I AM SIN
LESS! " Not one soul to whom God has granted the wonder
ful view of his GREATNESS and MAJESTY, has ever uttered 
ONE=WORD=LIKE=THIS...When the Spirit of Christ stirs the 
heart with its marvelous AWAKENING Power, there is a 
sense of DEFICIENCY in the soul, that leads to CONTRI
TION of mind, and HUMILIATION of self; rather than to 
PROUD BOASTING...The soul that is thus touched will NEVER 
wrap itself about with SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS, or a PRETENT
IOUS GARB of HOLINESS; but will HATE its SELFISHNESS, 
ABHOR its SELF-LOVE, and will seek...for that PURITY 
of heart which is in Harmony with the LAW of God." RH 
A2:253-4. Oct. 16,1888.

WHAT SPIRIT?
"Forty-five years ago, when I began my labors, we met 
with some of the most ERRONEOUS Doctrines. One would say, 
"I have the Truth because my FEELINGS tell me so." An
other would say, "The Spirit tells me that I have the 
Truth." But how were they to know that they had the 
RIGHT SPIRIT? There are TWO spirits in the World, the 
Spirit of Christ and the spirit of "ANTICHRIST." RH A2: 
401. June 10,1890.
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Lord,

RH A5:220-1. March 8,1906.

^ANTICHRISr_ONLY_IN_THE_DARK_AGES_z 
11

"The Lord is...represented as weighing men, their develop
ment of CHARACTER..."If we sag that we have NO SIN...THE 
TRUTH is NOT in us."...Man, weighed against God's holy 
LAW, is found WANTING...ge have heard that " ^^fCHRISTj' 
shall come, even now are there MANY "ANTICHRISTS"...
They went OUT from us, but they were not of us...

YAHVISTS?
"Who is a LIAR but he that denieth that "JESUS" is the 
"CHRIST?" He is "ANTICHRIST!"

We are living in the Time of the End. THRONES and CHURCH
ES have UNITED...human LAWS have been put in place of .the 
LAW of God. IT=IS=THE=REIGN=OF="ANTICHRIST". God's LAW is 
set aside for the TRADITIONS=OF=MEN~.~~^GA^IZED by Christ
ian governments..."It is TIME for Thee, Lord, to work," 
David said, "for THEY have made void Thy LAW."...the Lord 
does not EXECUTE the DEATH PENALTY on the transgressors 
of His LAW until they have heard the WARNING...God will 
take men from the PLOW, from the SHEEPFOLD, from the VINE
YARD, and will put them in the place of those who THINK 
that they must...GRASP for HIGH WAGES will find in the 
MONEY they get all the Reward they will ever receive... 
The Lord can not use such ones in His work...their efforts 
are WORTHLESS...Unless those who have sinned speedily RE
PENT , the DECEPTIONS of the Last Days will overtake them. 
Some, though they do not realize it, are preparing to be 
over taken....THE MESSAGE TO THE LAODICEAN CHURCH reveals 
our Condition...DEFECTIVE, DISTORTED CHARACTERSRH A5: 
99. Dec.15,1904.

"The LAST GREAT DELUSION is soon to open before us. 
'^ANTICHRIST” is to perform his marvelous WORKS in our 
sight. So closely will the COUNTERFEIT resemble the TRUE 
that it will be impossible to distinguish between them 
except by the Holy Scriptures. By their testimony every 
Statement and every Miracle must be Tested. Those who 
endeavor to OBEY all the Commandments of God will be OP
POSED and DERIDED...NONE but those who have fortified 
the mind with the Truths of the Bible will STAND through 
the LAST=GREAT=CONFLICT. To every soul will come the search
ing Test, Shall I obey God rather than men? The decisive 
Hour is even now at hand...Are we prepared to stand FIRM 
in Defense of the Commandments of God and the Faith of 
Jesus?...The EVENTS connected with the Close of Probation 
and the work of preparation for the Time of Trouble, are 
clearly presented. But...Satan... leads the people to look 
to BISHOPS, to PASTORS, to PROFESSORS of Theology... IN
STEAD of SEARCHING...FOR THEMSELVES!" RH A5:245. -42-



HAND"
UPHARSIN." in the Days of DANIEL

’_______________________________________________________________________________________

"COMPETENT"

PERHAPS MIKE CLUTE and ALBERTO are RIGHT=that the SDA 
Church is controlled MORE by JESUITS than any other 
Church in America if not in the World.

That was June 7,1906. They claim this is in GC 
593_596. The next one should be connected with this = 
Bb_A5225k_June_28_i19061_Said_to_be_GC_596:599r_

WILSONS ANTICS are: "FOLLOWING in the TRACK of ROMANISM. 
...RULE, RULE has been their course of action...THESE 
are FALSE GODS." TM 362-4.
AND AS FOR THE REAS: RH A5:263- August 9,1906 says you 
can do NOTHING for those who are DETERMINED to'."DEPART 
from the Faith can not be helped by you. All your reason
ing will be as IDLE TALES." RH A5:263. "If the Lord be 
God, follow Him; but if Baal, then follow him."

These continuing Testimonies, since we are reviewing the 
"IMAGE=OF=THE=BEAST" = "ANTKHR^SJ''= WARNS us to WATCH 
WILSON = because the ROMISH CHURCH reserves to the CLERGY 
ONLY to have the "RIGHT TO INTERPRET THE SCRIPTURES." 
"On the ground that ECCLESIASTICS ALONE are 
to explain God's Word...They are taught to accept its 
Teachings _as_INTERPRETED^BY=THE=CHURCH!_2 _RH_A5 251 ._

THE~REFERENCE~ i n“GC"639lA57)=may"N0T“be" the" LAW=AT=ALL!
It may only be like a MOVIE PROJECTION of an IMAGE =it 
is a "HAND"=like the "HAND" that appeared to write: 
"MENE, MENE, TEKEL, 
and_KING_BELSHAZZAR
But in GC 6681 ^S^="They see in His hands the Tables of 
the DIVINE LAW...(ALL SEE!)" Now we have ONE MORE RE
FERENCE - observe every WORD! Lest we build on a "SANDY"
FOUNDATION... -43“

Iwith that we Close the Subject of "ANTTcHRTsf"=there 
was_a_heap_more_than_we_eyer_Thought_2_wasn2t_there?)__

BACK TO THE ARK
as we were going through our References and Cross-Refer
ences in the 6 Big Books of R&H ARTICLES = we happened 
to run into one on the "ARK"=that may be the Best of all. 
FIRST: the Adventist World has gone so far ASTRAY=their 
LEADERS are now proving themselves to be the "BLIND" Lead
ers of the "BtlND"=so that ANDREWS instead of WARNING 
against this COUNTERFEIT EXCITEMENT and FAKE = is ENCOUR
AGING and FINANCING an "EXPED1Tl0N"=this began "20 years 
ago"'=1977 and R&H August 23,1979. P . 19. With such DETERMI- 
NATI0N=Satan is liable to Reward them with SOMETHING.

This Is said to: "BE £0NCLUDED"=we can find no Conclu
sion, unless it be a mostly UNPUBLISHED TESTIMONY = 
RH A5:263. August 9,1906.



"MEANS" ==== =

(1) 11 is a "DAYP'
(2) When the "BOOKS
(3) When does the 
(A)When are the 
(5)When will

 
"The TIME is near when we shall be called to give an ac
count of the manner in which we have spent our MEANS.'When 
the Great White Throne comes DOWN from Heaven, and He sit- 
teth thereon from whose face the Heavens and Earth flee 
away, THEN=>rTHENi=THEN the DEAD, small and great, will STAND 
before God, and the Books will be opened, and ALL will be 
‘FUDGED according to the things written in the Books...Put 
the MEANS God has lent you out to the Exchangers YOURSELVES.. 
The Lord will require of us PERSONALLY a faithful. RECORD 
of how we have used our Talents of MEANS. Can we show a 
WISE and FAITHFUL_STEW^DSHIP? How will~you who hide your 
TALENTS in the Earth answer in that DAY?" RH Al:207. Feb. 
6~1879~. 
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"TOO LATE they are made to SEE...THE WHOLE WICKED WORLD 
STAND=STAND=STAND ARRAIGNED at the Bar of God...and the 
SENTENCE of ETERNAL DEATH is pronounced... .ALL SEE... As if 
entranced, the wicked have looked upon the CORONATION of 
the Son of God. THEY SEE in His hands the TABLES of the 
LTViNE_LAW^^_GC_668£483-4)_^  
Let_aTT-UN'BELTEVE'RS_n6t_put_G6B’rs_"MEANS"-to_pr6p6ga te 
the Devil’s LIES! No matter how you HATE the TRUTH = FIND 
it! And stay in the LIGHT. The DARKNESS is the habitation 
of WOLVES! The FAITHFUL WATCH-DOG = "BARKSL" See the FATE ! 
of the 1'DUMB_DOGS"=that let ANYTHING go by=and not even a 
WHIMPER is heard. They KNOW as well as you and I know it= 
that we are in the "SHAKING" and the "OMEGA" Hour. When 
the "WISE"=1 eave the "FOOL ISH"=forever. "Go ye OUT to 
meet Him!" 
W WM NN Zn. WM WW WM. WM «N» NW WWW WN NW WN WW WWW NM NW« W.N MM-WMW W W- NM- I I W -^N ■■ W . W WM. W.WH W I W . w- IBWW WWW WM W IW WWW-WN W WWW N - N . N . -W . NT- WWW . ■■ W. M. > MW Wfc * • M". W •Some are looking for a "BETTER" message. There is no better 
Message. In the Omega _[\our_=" MEET IT!'^  ___

WILL ROSS STATEMENT
Some are sending us Copies of the "WILL ROSS STATEMENT1 - 
which is NOT a "WILL ROSS STATEMENT." But is one of the 
Concoctions prepared by E.A.ROGERS. Who, when it suits 
him=like Old FROOM = PRETENDS he believes the Testimonies, 
but if you had been sent, as I was = ROGERS PRIVATE PAPERS, 
FOR YEARS = you would see the "NEW THEOLOGY"^ YEARS BEFORE 
FORD-BRINSMEAD=REA-NUMBERS=or other BUMS! ROGERS had it 
ALL! The CURSE of "WORKS!?’- and "LAW!n When I went to the 
COLPORTEUR INSTITUTE in Calgary, Alberta CANADA=ROGERS 
had the MINDS of the YOUNG PEOPLE TWISTED... -44-

_"=are "OPENED!"
nGREAT WHITE THRONE" come "DOWN?"
"DEAD" able to "STAND BEFORE GOD?".

"ALLn be "JUDGED?" At the BEGINNING or END?



I.

ROGERS seems to have a knack of being on the WRONG SIDE 
in EVERYTH ING^and somehow gets OTHERS to PRINT HIS AB
OMINATIONS. In the Calgary Church he had the Young peo
ple all excited by the CLOSEST to the THRONE will be 
those who SINNED=THE=MOST. COL 236. MH 182.

THIS he forgot also = as he led REFORM LEADERS = and 
the SHEPHERD'S ROD = to look for a "BIG WIND!"=and the 
Adventists all go "DOWN 1"=and RISE again in a LULL = 
with NEW LEADERS! (Namely HIM and those who listen to 
HIM! We can see evidence of this in those who think 
that "SPEWN 0UT!"=means "GOING THROUGH!"=FRIEND=NAGEL= 
HOUTEFF=GROTHEER=BACHAND=WILKINSON=ROGERS. Our REPLY?
"Let not one soul THINK that he can hide from God's WRATH 
behind a LIE, for God will STRIP from the soul the refuge 
of LIES. The bolts of God's WRATH are soon to Fall, and 
when He shall BEGIN to PUNISH the Transgressors, THERE= 
WILL=BE=NO=PERIOD=GF=RESPITE=UNTIL=THE=END!" TM 182.

It was reported to us that ROGERS advised the Young Men 
to go SIN=ALL=YOU=CAN even commit MURDER=so Christ can 
then "FORGIVE" you=and you can be one of those "NEAREST" 
His Throne!

THIS he forgot also - as he sets them on their Ear = as 
he and HIEBERT=DARLING=CAMMACK=DOWNS=wi11 find the UN- 
FINDABLE "ARK!" But it does make EXCITING COPY.

And THAT was in the INDEX = all the Time! How many would 
save themselves YEARS" of MISERY and SORROW = if they 
would ONLY go to the INDEX! THE=BIG=THING=GOING=THROUGH= 
THE=RANKS=JUST=NOW= "CHARACTER PERFECTION" will be "GIVEN" 
as a "GIFT"=when CHRIST=MESSI AH COMES! Did one of the 
GULLIBLE go to the INDEX? Look up "CHARACTER"=and also 
"MAN=THE NATURE 0F"= wi11 ONE SDA MINISTER now Teach the 
TRUTH? Or must he OBEY the TALMUDIST=JESUITS now running 
this Church? MAXWELL=HEPPENSTALL=RDB=FTW=PAXTON=GOLDS- 
W0RTHY=M0RM0NISM=JW=HWA=BILLY GRAHAM. -A5“

THIS he forgot also = as he set the Tempo for AL FRIEND 
with TUCKER and LELIA WILKINSON = so many SAVED after 
the SEALED 1AA,OOO = that NO ROGERS' COULD NUMBER!

T suppose he forgot = that those who sin WILFULLY after 
they have a Knowledge of the Truth = there is NO FOR- 
G I VENESS_=_,"but a_FEARFUL looking for of JUDGMENT! " 
THIS he forgot also = as he ran this Pacific Coast rag
ged with the FR00M=DANI ELS "CHRIST OUR RlGHTEOUSNESS"= 
Versions of the Princes of BABYLON! NO CONDITlONS=NO 
EFF0RT=N0 W0RKS=the JONES of 1893- SM 1 :377"382373^.397. 
fHTs“he“forgot"aTso"="as"he"SEf fTME"for‘AL"FRTEND“='“ 
WRIGHT of AUSTRALIA = WRIGHT of CANADA. END of SDA 
Probation = 196^.



now, SUDDENLY = it is a FACT! 
is here! They are being SHAK-

The more often this happened, and the longer it took = 
the more the people would look with Dismay at the many 
Failures =? until finally the Young Generation began to 
despair that it would ever happen = and laid the Blame 
at the Feet of ELLEN WHITE.

"NEW LIGHT". Thus 
a tis- 

that is being prepared

EVERY INCOMING PRESIDENT 
it was expected of him, in his inaugural Speech, 
as Regular as Clock-Work = would lift up the spirit of 
the Constituency = now that he is in Office - it is Time 
for the "LOUD CRY!" So again and again they would pull 
themselves up by their own Boot-Straps..

THEY HELD THEIR HEADS HIGH = 
NO LOUD CRY = and a "SHAKING" 
EN and SHATTERED = to their FOUNDATIONS. What are they 
going to do now? LIKE=THE=JEWS? Give us VICTORY in the 
UNHOLY CITY=or we wi11 become I NF IDELS=ATHEI STS! REDS! -46-

But if they had checked the Record = they would have found 
that they were NOT going by ELLEN WHITE but by PERVERTED 
INTERPRETATIONS of what ELLEN WHITE said. As defined by 
Old FR00M=the Nemesis of the Schools. When he had his 
Last Fling = and was found LYING in the WRECK of his own 
Speculations in his "MISSI0N=KEY 1 73,l= that should have 
meant SOMETHING!
That there will be NO "LOUD CRY"=before a "MIDNIGHT CRY." 
They thought they could IGNORE = hold their heads HIGH = 
pay NO ATTENTION to the Order of "EVENTS"=many eagerly 
wrote to us = wanting to know about 18 "EVENTS" we tabu
lated in 18 Years = (now we have over 50)=but like the 
Rich Young Ruler = they go Sadly away = "THE OLD WINE IS 
BETTER!"

THE TESTIMONY PROMI'SE
the same as the Promise of Christ to His Discip1es=that 
they would be HATED=DESPISED=IGNORED=SPOKEN AGA INST=SLA1N= 
by a PERVERSE "GENERATION OF VIPERS"=was not Welcome THEN, 
is not Welcome NOW. They prefer the "PEACE +- SAFETY" 
Prophets who will fail to Help them in the Time of Trouble. 
And so they go BACK = to the Old Trough. "There are Mini
sters and Workers who will present a tissue of NONSENSICAL 
FALSEHOOD as "TESTING TRUTHS"= even as the JEWISH RABBIS 
presented -the MAXIMS of MEN as the Bread of Heaven. These 
are given to the Flock of God, while the poor Sheep are 
STARVING...there seems to be a burning desire to get up 
something STARTLING, and bring it is as 
are men weaving into the Web as important "TRUTHS" 
sue of LIES. This imaginary "FOOD" 
for the Flock will cause spiritual CONSUMPTION=DECLINE=: 
and DEATH!" BRISBIN 22. A4:257,311. Jan.22, 1901. June 18, 
1^1l_T6L132.__TM_337_j,455l_



is far more Important to try to

11

HOW DID SHE KNOW THIS WAS COMING? AND WROTE: "We have 
FAR more to FEAR from WITHIN = than from WITHOUT!" COR 
31-2,77,82,87-8,90,114. R&H. March 22,1887. FROM=THE= 
CHURCH=ITSELF! They will be our "MOST=BITTER=ENEMIES!" 
GC 608. They will betray us, sic the LAW on us. GC A43_5. 
One thing they will not take = they will not ever be
lieve that we will be so HATED as to be DRIVEN OUT! No 
Adventist is prepared to accept that. So now that they 
are being REVILED across the Nation = they are going to 
HATE the Writings of EGW = "THE VERY LAST DECEPTION... 
There will be a HATRED KINDLED against the Testimonies 
which is SATANIC!" SM 1:48.

IF WE LEAVE OUT SOME LETTERS = I hope you will Understand 
in this Crisis Hour=it
bring some BACK to what they ONCE KNEW = but have forgot
ten. They have FORGOTTEN that being DESPISED and REJECTED 
of men = hardly fits in with the "MULTITUDE" clan, that 
just MUST be ACCLAIMED=PRAISED=HONORED=by such "INNUMER
ABLE MULTITUDES" as no ROGERS can "NUMBER!"

PE2Tised_them_=_they
As HUNDREDS and THOUSANDS now deny the Faith = and find 
themselves under the Security-Blanket of the "EVANGELICALS'.1 
As "CHRISTIANITY T0DAY"=a BILLY GRAHAM PUBLICATION = 
welcomes them to the "NO-LAW" CULT. It is all by Faith 
"ALONE!" Come and Rest in the Security of:"l AM SAVED!" 
BALLENGER=CANRIGHT=JONES=WAGGONER=FROOM=NICHOLS=ANDER- 
SON=JARNES=BRINSMEAD^WRIGHT=WILSON.

NOW=THAT=THE=WHOLE=WORLD has turned to SNEER at these 
MENTAL MIS-FITS that have been following a MEDICALLY 
DIAGNOSED broken down "DEPRESS ION-PLAGUED"="EPILEPTIC- 
PRONE"=Ellen White with "PARTIAL-COMPLEX SEIZURES"=what 
they term: "FASCINATING ARGUMENTS" by DELBERT HODDER, 
a "PEDIATRICIAN and active ADVENT I ST."p.56. CHRISTIANITY 
TODAY2_March 5J982. by RODNEY CLAPP. Religious News.

We have become USED and ACCLIMATIZED to their NAME-CALL
ING = so this is nothing NEW to us. But when the Advent
ist "PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPT."=fails to Report all the 
BOUQUETS thrown at Adventists = and BRICK-BATS instead = 
this is so UNEXPECTED from what their FALSE PROPHETS 

are "SHATTERED!"

Thus they DEPART from the FAITH = as they partake of the 
EVANGELICAL "CHRISTIANITY T0DAY"= "VISUAL HALLUCINATIONS" 
and "GRAND-STANDING COMPLEX SEIZURES!" They have come 
Home. They have arrived. JUST WHERE THE 10 VIRGIN PARABLE 
said they would go = to the "COMMON-MARKET PLACE" for 
something they think is "OIL." And talking of "SHUT DOORS 
= they will come DRUNKEN on BABYLON'S "PROPHETIC OPIATES" 
to find the "DOOR IS SHUTJ" COL A06. Matt.25: -47"



CHARACTER-NATURE CHANGE WHEN CHRIST COMES = ???

So I pity what these Ministers have been doing to their 
OWN MINDS! Teaching what some Old FROOM sets before them = 
the TRADITIONS of the ELDERS = when they KNOW it is NOT 
according to the Truth.

ThIs"was"SoTd to BRTNSMEAD=WRTGHT"Tn“T972“by“HEPPENSTALL. 
It is the Basis of the MAXWELL BOOK.."DOOR OF PROBATION 
OPEN"=right through the 7 Last Plagues! No CLOSED DOOR! 
And then call EGW MIXED-UPI 

And now some expect = after "20 YEARS"=of playing with their 
MIND and CONSCIENCE = SUDDENLY be FREE = and SUDDENLY begin 
to Preach the PURE TRUTH! IMPOSSIBLE! No Wonder the Lord 
will choose those from the PLOW = from the BUSH = from the 
MARKET-PLACE = rather than those SPOILED FOREVER - in the 
§2b°21s._GC_606,456.___________________________
N0W=IS=THEIR=CHANCE! WILSON CANNOT FIRE YOU! He has so 
much TROUBLE in his hands = he can do NOTHING about another 
"HERETIC" here or there. NOW=I S=YGURp=CHANCE! Bring out 
what has been bottled up = START=TEACHING=THE=TRUTH! And 
T§Y_God_b]ess_You_as_you_do^_
DON 1T=WAIT=FOR=SOME=HIGHER-UP=APPROVAL! You have the HIGHEST 
APPROVAL AROUND = the APPR0VAL=0F=G0D and the Holy Spirit. 
They might ASSASSINATE YOU? So what. You have to Die some 
Time, why not now? And Die a MARTYR. And if and when the 
SEAU NG_j_s_on_=_you_cannot Dje. So "MEET_IT!"
No need to try to cover all the Ground = just Teach what 
you are SURE of = MEET THE REBELS! They thought they would 
just simply give the "LOUD CRY"=as a MIXED-UP RANGATANG MOB! 
When "EVENTS-IN=THEIR=0RDER" call for a SEPARATION between 
WISE and FOOLISH. COL 406. But their FROOMS set that all 
aside = they were going to CONTROL GOD! -48-

' . .. ■

PAXTON = who probably studied Adventists MORE than anyone 
in all History = was ASTOUNDED in his Book = that this MAX- 
WELL=HEPPENSTALL Doctrine went through the Adventist Ranks 
like greased LIGHTNING. NO PUBLIC PROTEST = and the Third 
Angels Message was GONE with the WlND. _  
I made out a Form to go to the Mission Fields. When I came 
to the PLEDGE -will you Teach according to GENERAL CONFER
ENCE "POL ICY"=Teach what YOU do not Believe = but what the 
L,^yBCH_LEADERSHIP l_l_beHeve?__l_wrote_l_WI LL=NOT!___’___
They never called me, even though I was a MECHANIC and an 
INVENTOR = trained in LAND-CLEARING=BUILDING=FARMING=they 
never called me. I understand it is the LAW of the HUMAN 
MIND = that what one TEACHES = whether TRUE or FALSE = it 
wi11 FINALLY BELIEVE.



The SCATTERING and the GATHERING come at the same Time. 
EW 69,123. Eze.13:5. RH AA:A17. 1884 GC 283. TM 2A7- 
§L?i20r_PK_645i66g._PT_252_

While all the Riff-Raff rush INTO the CITY = the Lord 
of the Harvest ORDERS IT! "GATHER ye FIRST the TARES 
for the BURNING! and AFTER that = the WHEAT!"

The PHARISEES do not need to Believe what will happen 
to the "HOLY CITY"=it will Happen-. And it is Happening. 
The Break-up is here. BUT=WATCH=IT! It will be a BREAK
UP and a "GATHERING" at the SAME TIME!

■ i

"whTcAsTdeofthefencewTlXyoubeon?
As this is happening: "Christ DID NOT take SIDES with 
the SCRIBES and PHARISEES, they HATED Him, OPPOSED Him... 
They CHANGED the MEANING of God's Word to suit their own 
Opinions. And thus they do also with the TESTIMONIES.. 
They quote HALF=A=SENTENCE, leaving out the other half, 
which, if quoted, would show their reasoning to be FALSE... 
WREST=THE=SCRIPTURES...to make it mean EXACTLY OPPOSITE 
to what it would have meant had the hearers been SANCTI
FIED in mind and spirit. I am afraid to speak even to my 
Friends; for afterwards I hear, Sister White said this, 
or, Sister White said that. My words are so WRESTED and 
MTSTNTERPRETED...It is MIXED with words spoken by men 
to sustain their own Theories... -49-

As they rush INTO the City for their "LOUD CRY" against 
the "R0MANS"= God's people will rush OUT! Into the Jud
ean Hills. "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" N0T=0NE=0F=TH0SE= 
WILL=LOSE=THEIR=LIVES. This is the CONDITION of the 
SEALING. BRINSMEAD called on them to "GATHER AROUND 
THE SANCTUARY!"-I960. 95% of Reform obeyed. WHERE ARE 
THEY NOW? But this was not enough = NOW we have those 
w^o_are_RUSH_[NG_0UT2_But not knowing WHY. Now watch: 
"God will AROUSE His people, if other means fail, HERE
SIES will come in among them, which will SIFT them, 
SEPARATING the CHAFF from the WHEAT..,AWAKE=OUT=OF= 
SLEEP!" T5:707,263,463,536. CWE 39(Same.) OHM 163,187.

GOD SAID:
"The TIME is coming when we shall be SEPARATED and SCAT
TERED, and EACH=ONE=OF=US will have to stand WITHOUT 
the privilege of COMMUNION with those of like precious 
Faith." CWE 42. T5:463.

But there are those who will "..hold to TRADITION and
Worship = they-know=not=what!" T5:707l T4^180. 
This is NOW! This is the OMEGA! Let the HALLS and WALLS 
of Glacier View ring with the cries of:"UNITY!" it will 
avail = NOTHING! The SPLIT is here. Send for:"COLLEGDALE 
TIDINGS", Box 1697, Collegdale, TN 37315.



Faith in the WARNINGS and REPROOFS contained in the TESTI-

Ves=we think that REA should 
that from. And 50 more.

him) = 
to them = 
i t aga i n =
AT ALL!" =
even i f you Fall!" 
SOME MORE!" =

11 

"PROVE"=where she "PLAGIARIZED"

"...as did Elder CANRIGHT, and misapply the Prophecies and 
the Scriptures to prove Falsehood.... WEAKENING the confidence 
of our Churches in the TESTIMONIES, they have torn away 
the BARRIER. . .and there is NO VOICE to be lifted up to STAY 
the force of ERROR. This is just as Satan designed it should 
be... a Tide of ERRORS of all kinds will spring into Life. 
They will claim "SCRIPTURE" as their evidence, and DECEP—

go = 
Grin = 
Beg i n =

Finally he saw = the Light they brought =
So he got with it = as he thought he ought = 

Then he went = right out of his Way =
To another Land = far, far away =
He Preached and he Taught =
As only he can do =
To bring others the Light - there's nothing to do = 
It's all by Grace = or so he Thought =
But the people he invited = to Listen to him =

Also heard the 12 Little Preachers = with a Grin =
To them it was Old Hat = they heard it all before = 

Yet he was so Happy = to bring them more and more =
As he waxed Eloquent = more Converts to Win =
One finally said = (so Sorry for
What he Thought was "NEW LIGHT"
Was "Old Hat" = yet they Loved
"NO LAW!"-he cried = "NO WORKS

"Will take you in the Kingdom =
"Yes, yes!"=they said "GIVE US 

"We simply need = no further Chore!-50-

(Found in a Trash-Can:) 12 LITTLE PREACHERS.
12 Little Preachers sat in a Row ='
They showed BRINSMEAD which way to
12 Little Preachers = each with a
BRINSMEAD didn't know - where to

 as their evidence, 
TIONS of Satan in every form will prevail... SCHEME after 
SCHEME...but ALL who believe that the Lord has spoken thru 
Sister While, and has given her a MESSAGE, WILL^BE^SAFE from 
the MANY DELUSIONS that will come in these Last Days...ONE 
THING IT IS CERTAIN: Those Seventh-day Adventists who take 
their stand under Satan's Banner will FIRST give up their



I?)
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in his Head =

But his God was on a long Journey =
He jumoed and he Prayed = no answer Today =

-51-

They SMILED = it is True =
But for What? = and for Why? =

To hear an Adventist = go to Pot =
His Religion gone = as he wrought and wrought =
A Spectacle of HERESY = if he only Knew =
What they REALLY thought = of the Devil’s Brew =
It was HIM they Won = not for a MINUTE! -
Did they give up one = not even a DIGIT! =
He was joined by Ford = and then by Rea =

To Australia they went = for more than a Day =
They preyed and they preyed = and preyed some more = 
In that distant Land = on that other Shore =
They could Bury them with BALAAM =
He also did try = to CURSE ISRAEL =and then try = 
For ECUMENICAL UNION = with this "DO-NOTHING" fry=
Their New-found "FAITH"=it will all Die =

They crowded to his Meetings = they came to Stay = 
No Strings = no Guide-Lines = only to Pray =
Sin is not Sin = if there is no Law =
This with Relief = they readily Saw =
But why does he Rejoice = their Souls to Win =

If they heard it all = from the Preachers-with_
Of Liberty + Grace + Freedom from Law = a r1n

They heard it all before = a familiar Saw =
Yet he liked to Believe = it was News to them =
But they heard it before = long before him =
They winked at each other = he thought they said=
He won them = but i t was a l 1

"My Father which art in Babylon =
"My Heart goes out to Thee =

"I have fought a good Fight =
"Be merciful to me." =

"SALVATION is all by GRACE!" = they heard him say =
"Only Be Iieve!"=there is no other Way =
By Moody and Spurgeon and Billy Graham., too =
They cheered him on = the Listening Crowd grew =
The BEER-HALL CROWD would settle for nothing Less=

Their Salvation easy = this they will Bless =
No OBEDIENCE = no EFFORT = no WILL =

This Jack wanted = and also Jill =



His god of Baal = was far, far. away =
Will he ever know = where he went Astray? =
The 12 Little Preachers led him so far away =

He may find it out = some far away Day =
He wanted no Bonds = he wanted no Rule = 

He will End up = being but a FOOL!
Dear Sr. Poulos:

Yes, thank you - the CHRISTOPHER Tapes are 
back. HYDROTHERAPY which Adventists took up = is taking 
Cloths dipped in HOT WATER and applied as COMPRESSES = that 
COOL off almost as quick as you put them on - or else BURN 
and SCALD the NURSE. HYDROPATHY which Sr. White recommended 
is almost UNKNOWN = it was developed in ENGLAND in the Time 
of the PLAGUES = he never lost a Case - he even cured CANCER. 
He would wrap them in WET SHEETS = and before RUBBER HOT 
WATER BAGS = or before ELECTRIC HEATING PADS - he made CAN
ISTERS to ‘fit the Body = and ran HOT WATER THROUGH to keep 
up the HEAT. I believe WONDERS could be done with control
led HOT=MUD=PACKS. Of course the COLD enough to close the 
PORES = and then go back to the HEAT = gives us MECHANICAL 
ACTION as well as CHEMICAL «= as the MOUTHS of the PORES 
open and close. Add a PUMPING ACTION.

Our Son had what I was SURE was all the Symptoms of 
POLIO = We laid him on his Face in Bed - took a Sheet 
folded about 8 Times = about a Foot wide = all the way 
from the Head as far down as possible = an ELECTRIC IRON 
is INFRA-RED HEAT = I ran that up and down as HOT as he 
could stand = washed him off with COLD = just enough to 
make "GOOSE-PIMPLES"=and back to the HEAT. The Polio was 
gone. In an Hour. Father Sabbastian Kneipp the World- 
famous Priest = did WONDERS with WET SHEETS. The Cleans
ing of the PORES - the "SECOND KIDNEY."
Dear Bro. Ambjornsen:

No, I would not burn the NAGEL TRACTS= 
depending, of course - which ones they are. Many or most = 
he did not write them. NELLIE BREWER, offered to put my 
onner Tracts = "THE SAME" as she did for Nagel. I would 
not have it. I took them without any Name. These were ex
cellent Tracts. I think there were other Women who pre
pared Tracts for Nagel. These Tracts were the Light they 
had at that time.

I see NO LIGHT at this late Date = to try to AWAKE
I that DEAD BODY = by the Hopeless task of trying to REVIVE 
them with proper methods of "EDUCAT10N"=that DEAD BODY is 
beyond Redemption. "Today a large part of those who compose 
our Congregations are DEAD..." T6-.426. -52-



TM 87.

To try to persuade the Adventist Leaders to CHANGE their 
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM = the ones who are working at that = 
0UGHT=T0=KN0W their ZEAL is not according to KNOWLEDGE. 
The KNOWLEDGE that in the OMEGA HOUR = there is NOTHING 
to CHANGE! Just Obey the LAST CALL: "Go ye OUT to meet 
Him!" COL 406.

All who walk by the Side of an APOSTATE will be imbued 
by his spirit..." TM 29O.T8:12O. T4:595,596. GC 505. 
T5-.198.TM 270. FCE 536,482. PP 167. TM 277,266. Over 
751,000 left the Church 1970 to 1980. WHY? -53“

To go chasing after that Old Har1ot=BEGGI NG her to come 
Home and Behave=shows GREAT BL INDNESS=and those who do 
chase after her = become like her. "Have NO FELLOWSHIP 
with the UNFRUITFUL WORKS OF DARKNESS!"

These people are forgetting the Lord's Instructions: 
"An HERETIC after the FIRST and SECOND Admonition-REJECT!" 
WHY? He will PULL YOU DOWN! You are, in fact = acting 
the Part of a SLAVE. If you go BEGGING to them to CHANGE= 
you are in Fact saying: "Oh! Holy One! We beseech you = 
incline thine ear to out Plea = we recognize thine SUP
ERIORITY over us, MASTER OF. OUR FATE! So please, we 
BEG you, and BEG you again = CHANGE the EDUCATIONAL 
SYSTEM!." _
QOESTTON IlJ=Are these people, arising from every Corner, 
NAIVE enough to BELIEVE that they will LISTEN? Will they 
CHANGE their DRUGGING PROGRAMME? Might as well reach for 
the Moon. Ever since so-called "REFORMERS" of the NAGEL 
TYPE = went BACK to the Old Church = that Church has 
gone DOWN-HILL = with those people in there = "LENDING 
THEIR INFLUENCE!"=than thev ever have before. Their 
PRESENCE STRENGTHENED THEM to CONTINUE their REBELLION. 
It also WEAKENED our Side. But that was the Song and 
Dance of the NAGELS. GO=BACK=TO=THE=CHURCH! We organ
ized the Biggest "REFORM" Meeting ever hejd in America, 
of all the various "REF0RMERS"=we gave each one = one 
Meeting. NAGEL BROUGHT A LARGE FLOCK OF DRUGGERS = to 
break up the Meeting. In spite of all that, some of 
those_Tracts - prepared by WOMEN = were_EXCELLEN]\__ 
QUESTION I2j-Tn mixing up the Call to come back to the 
right EDUCATIONAL PRINCIPLES = where are the ones who 
know how to ORGANIZE = and do as Sr. White said to do- 
ORGANIZE a people for HEALTH and EDUCATION - APART from 
ADVENTISTS! No Wonder God could do so little for "RE- 
F0RM"=they could not break with "MAMA!" They had to 
hang on to her Apron-Strings. INSTEAD OF STARTING AN 
ORGANIZATION OF THEIR OWN. T6:267,263,332,80,116,139• 
(1900) T2:711. Magen + Spaulding 163. TM 366.



ANYONE that says 1AA,OOO of that Tripe will be SEALED and 
go out and bring in that "MULT!TUDE"=has DENIED the FAITH 
and is WORSE than an INFIDEL! NOT ONE WILL BE SEALED!
I 2L2T1 § i b _ £ ha t _ t h j_ s _wo u 1 d _ go _ a ro u n d _ t h e _ Wo r 1 d :

We had to learn how to DETECT the FAKES they sent in to 
BREAK=UP=ANY=NEW=''ORGANIZATION'- SDA MINISTERS of "20 Yrs. 
standing"=caught in some Act for which they should have 
been De-frocked = INSTEAD they sent them into "REFORM"211 
to work their Talents there.

Have to Skip the Country - go down to MEXICO or GUATEMALA, 
and from there issue their "STUDIES FROM DANIEL AND THE 
REVELATIONS"- that "SPEWN 0UT!"=means "GOING THROUGH!" 
And do not Cr i t i-ci ze thei r DRUGS=WAR-MONGERING—XMASS—EAS- 
TER-CITY-LQV1NG=their BIG NEW "BIRD-CAGE" CHURCHES designed 
after the other Churches = that take a FORTUNE to HEAT. 
FROOM was going to fill them in "MISSION-KEY ' 73"“ 
22P2iDted_a_BIG_BLACK_tg_!_,C0:gRpiNATE,J=the_,JL0yD_CRY!2___
The Angels of God must be SlCK = as they follow these "RE
FORMERS" around. DECADES ago they should have ORGANIZED 
their own Movement, they did in fact = TRY. But as we had 
it happen in OAKHURST, CALIFORNIA = 1959 to 1961 = the SDA 
were there, like the JEWS OF OLD = following the Disciples 
around_=_ready_to_break_them_upj_

200 "REFORMERS"=fingered by Adventists in World War 2 = 
SHOT by the JESUIT=CATH0LICS for ADOLPH HITLER!;Many 
THOUSANDS sent to CONCENTRATION CAMPS-their Families left 
to fend for themselves = NO COMPENSATION such as is ex
tended to COMMON CRIMINALS! The Adventist Preacher stand
ing by = ready to marry the Woman off - even to another 
SDA MINISTER! TEAR THE FAMILIES APART! And we are to Bow 
down and Confess = that the Adventist Hierarchy is SUPERIOR 
to God's TRUE PEOPLE! FIND them on the bottom of the Page = 
T5:81. See also T5:211-2,463.

I have seen enough "REFORM LEADERS" who recognize the Sup- 
piority of the Adventist Leaders, and BEG them to go EASY 
on them. We have seen the Adventists = via their AMA-FDA 
throw the Reformers in JAIL = just because they believed 
the SOP = and were starting a HEALTH INSTITUTE = and. then 
LOSE EVERYTHING-. Thrown in JAIL or LOBOTOMI ZED Ln. the IN
SANE ASYLUMS. "INSANE" because they believed the SOP and 
were trying to follow it.

5 SENTENCES:
(1) There is a 10 Virgin Parable = RIGHT? COL A06 -
(2) In the MIDNIGHT HOUR = the WlSE~"JOIN" a "PROCESSION!"
(3) And the FOOLS a\so="JOIN" the "OPPOSITION!" GC 608.
(4) In this "OMEGA" Hour=there is a "SCATTERING!" EW 69.
(5) If a "MOVEMENT SHALL COME"=GC A64. What is LEFT? Sk-

"MI SSI ON-KEY '73"- PIERSON 
"CO-ORDINATE"=the "LOUD CRY!

11
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I do

MOVE (10)=the

-55-

SATAN = if you can WIN them = you can HAVE them! 
02t_want_such_|n My_Kingdomj__________________

"=EW 271.

"A MOVEMENT1-] 884 GC 296.(464).
Perhaps, in the purposes of God = He held His hand over 
a:"MOVEMENT=SHALL=COME!" GC 464.
"TIME=for-such=a=MOVEMENT!" 
YET=FUTURE!" 1888 GC 383.

It says right there the: 
GC 464. With: "A=MESSAGE=

But BEFORE the TIME for such a "MOVEMENT*-"(SATAN)will 
(seek)to PREVENT IT, by introducing a COUNTERFEIT!" GC 464.
GOD ORDERS IT! "GATHER ye FIRST the TARES - for the BURN
ING!" Matt.13:30. 3:12,17. Mic.4:12

MOVE"UJ=the'c6UNTERFETT‘before’the"tRUE7"GC“4647~’
MOVE (2)=with the Doctrines shown in the SAME CHAPTER! 
MOVE (3)=the SEALING! "SILENTLY, UNNOTICED!" GC 491(315). 
MOVE (4)-this is NOT MIDNIGHT! These are the 11th. Hour 

men. Also called: "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" T1:179.
MOVE (5)=they have 3 Fights in "The BATTLE in the DAY 

of the LORD!" EW 69,123. Eze.l3:5. SG 2:201. 
RH A4:417. 1884 GC 283. TM 247. PK 645,660.

MOVE (6)=the FIRST FIGHT is with the STRA$.ERS=the "IN- 
DIFFERENT=CARELESS"= "the ANGELS=LEFT=THOSE who 
made no EFFORT!" Tl:180-1. EW 270-1.

MOVE (7) = the FIRST=TIME=IN-ALL=HI STORY that a peopls is 
"LEFT!"="to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS!" Tl:187.

MOVE (8)=you can imagine what Kind of DEVILS these will 
be! They are only: "the MOST BITTER ENEMIES of 
their FORMER Brethren...these APOSTATES!"GC 608.

MOVE (9)=the Devil and his Agents will move Heaven and 
Earth to DENY there is any "OMEGA!" or any 
"APOSTASY!" or any "DARKNESS=IMPENETRABLE!" 
There will be a Galaxy who will lead the GUL
LIBLE to THINK they can PENETRATE that DARKNESS! 
NEVER has the Church fallen so L0W=as with them 
in there:"LEND I NG their INFLUENCE!"

"STRAIGHT TESTIMONY T0(not from!) TO the 
Laodiceans. "Upon which the DESTINY of the 
Church HANGS!" Tl:181. EW 270.

MOVE (ll)=and then first the "LOUD CRY!

Nor will those who build the GRAND "COUNTERFEIT"=have 
ANY PART = in the "LAST MESSAGE!" THEREFORE we should 
know much more than we do = about the "COUNTERFEIT" that 
comes: "BEFORE=THE~TIME for such a (NEW) MOVEMENT!"GC 
464. with the Doctrines LISTED and CATALOGUED in the 
SAME CHAPTER! That not ONE "REFORM" Movement will touch = 
with a 10 Foot Pole! Because, they are = IN FACT = a 
PART of that "COUNTERFEIT!"



MOVE that
MOVE
MOVE

"COUNTERFEIT"(12) =so we are INTERESTED in the 
comes FIRST and then =

(13) =%God's NEW MOVEMENT - second. With the SEALING.
(]M=^JNITY?" That is FIRST when the SAINTS "UNITE!"

THE ONLY "UNITY" THAT MATTERS.’
"THE LOUD CRY. ..I saw a GREAT LIGHT resting upon them, 
and they UNITED to FEARLESSLY, proclaim the Third Angel' s 
Message." EW 277. 1884 GC 421.

THE REMNANT.
"It was represented to me that the REMNANT followed Jesus 
INTO the Most Holy Place...an ANCHOR!" EW 255-6,70,119,114. 
T5:213. SG 1:164. Ev.362. SM 2:58,104. COR 36. SG 4:90.
T8:298. PT 64. CH 632. TM 412. RH A5:88,389. -56-

THE GREAT LIGHT.
"MY FIRST VISION...1 raised my eyes, and saw a straight 
and narrow PATH, cast up high above the World. ON THIS 
PATH the Advent people were traveling to the City, which 
was at the farther END=OF=THE=PATH. They had a BRIGHT LIGHT 
set up behind them at the BEGINNING-OF=THEn=PATH, which an 
Angel told me was the MIDNIGHT CRY. THIS LIGHT...."EW 14.

THE MIDNIGHT CRY.
"To those who go OUT to meet the Bridegroom is this Message 
given." COL 420. "OUT of that NIGHT=OF=DARKNESS God's 
LIGHT will SHINE...At this TIME = a MESSAGE from God!"415. 
"A MESSAGE that will AROUSE the CHURCHES...As we near the 
Close_of_ Time. • »the=very=timezof_the MAN=OF=SIN! " TM 117-8. 
"...point out to them the ONLY PATH which can be traveled 
with Hope of reaching a place of SAFETY." FCE 340.

HISTORY REPEATED.
"Behold, the Bridegroom cometh!" and LEFT their Brethren 
...those who REJECTED and DESPISED His coming, and then 
He bade ANGELS lead His people OUT from among the UNCLEAN_, 
lest they should be DEFILED. Those who were obedient to 
the Message stood out FREE and UNITED. A Holy LIGHT shone 

040 ocn UNITEDupon them... EW 249,250. ======

"I saw that God had HONEST Children among the NOMINAL 
ADVENTISTS and the Fallen Churches, and BEFORE the PLAGUES 
shall be poured out, Ministers and people will be called 
OUT from these Churches and will GLADLY receive the TRUTH. 
SATAN=KNOWS=THIS=and BEFORE^BEFOR^^FORE the Loud Cry of 
the Third Angel is given, He raises an EXCITEMENT in these 
Religious Bodies, that those who have REJECTED=THE:!=TRUTH . 
may THINK that God is with them. He hopes to deceive the 
HONEST and lead them to THINK that God is still working 
for=the=Churches. But the LIGHT will SHINE, and all who 
are HONEST = will LEAVE the Fallen Churches, and take their 
STAND with the REMNANT." EW 261. SG 1:171-2,190-1.



"I saw a GREAT LIGHT resting upon them, and they UNITED 
to FEARLESSLY PROCLAIM..." Come OUT of her, My people!".. 
This MESSAGE seemed to be an ADDITION to the THIRD MES
SAGE , JOINING IT as the MIDNIGHT CRY JOINED the second 
angel's Message in 1844...and they FEARLESSLY gave the 
LAST SOLEMN WARNING... calling upon God's people to come 
OUT of her...A compelling power moved the HONEST...and 
every SAINT, FEARLESS of CONSEQUENCES...UNITED with those 
who were KEEPING ALL the Commandments... the precious were 
hurried OUT of the DOOMED CHURCHES...to endure the HOUR 
OF TEMPTATION..  .... "Here is the patience of the Saints: 
here are they that KEEP the Commandments of God, and the 
Faith of Jesus." EW 277-9.

UNITY WITH THE KD+A REBELS?
"Jesus prayed that His followers might be ONE; but we 
are NOT to sacrifice the Truth to secure this UNION, 
for we are to be SANCTIFIED through the TRUTH. Here is 
the FOUNDATION of all true Peace. HUMAN WISDOM may CHANGE 
all this, pronouncing this basis TOO NARROW. Men will 
try to effect UNITY through CONCESSION to POPULAR OPINION, 
through COMPROMISE with the World, a SACRIFICE of TRUE 
GODLINESS. But TRUTH is God's basis for the UNITY of 
His people. SANCTIFICATION=UNITY=PEACE=all are to be 
ours through the TRUTH." OHC 329. RH April 12,1892.GC_45.
"No longer remain in the condition of the LAODICEAN 
CHURCH!" T7:67,137.

THE 3-FOLD UNION."
When Sr. White said:"UNITY! UNITY!"=she hardly meant the 
3-fold UNITY of Rev.16:13“16. Or the one in 1884 GC A05, 
357. GC 588,561. TM 61.

BUT THAT IS EXACTLY!
What FROOM=ANDERSON were working towards when they wrote 
that "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE" Book = 1957.And still more 
QUESTIONABLE = that FROOM=WILSON Book = "MOVEMENT OF DES- 
TINY"=1971. See p.16. WILSON headed the COMMITTEE that 
concocted that Book. Then see what they say p.320,322, 
^+^6^486^ 512^478^480^485^471^492._______________
There is a "WHOLE GALAXY" of "GODLY MEN"=at least 50 
of them = HOLY HELL PRIESTS = SUNDAY BAAL-KEEPERS = 
PORK in their Belly = BEER on their Breathe = when BEECH 
met them in ECUMENICAL UNION of NCC or WCC = the AIR was 
so THICK with TOBACCO. SMOKE = you could "Cut it with a 
Knife!” Yet these men (according to"FR00£4=WJ_^S0^"^ are 
SO FAR ahead of us in "HOLY SPIRIT"=and "GOSPEL VERITIES" 
"These men/did know God, and His Word, on these IMPERA
TIVE SPIRITUAL THEMES!" p.329. And we must "GET=WITH-IT!" 
3 Times he calls this an "AWAKENING!" "OUTSIDE OUR OWN 
MOVEMENT!" p.319,320. -57-



Nov.22,1979.p.17.

"THAT'S CRAZY’"

COURT!"

INSANITY #(!)==
When the worldly Preachers tell their people that when 
one Dies-he goes to HEAVEN or to HELL. THAT'S CRAZY!

INSANITY (2)==
Then that same Preacher gives them a rousing Sermon on 
Christ's Coming = to Blow the Last Trump = and RAISE=

How can He raise the DEAD=if they are NOT 
THAT'S CRAZY!

THE=DEAD!!
DEAD = but have been in HEAVEN or HELL? 
And yet the WHOLE WORLD falls for that.

INSANITY #(3) =
The History of Medicine is perhaps the limit of INSANITY. 
"WASHING" was "WEAKENING." They tossed the Garbage out 
of the Windows = NO SCREENS=the FLIES spread the PLAGUE 
EVERYWHERE! They piled the DEAD in the Basement of the 
Church=tha people came to PRAY to GOD to stop the PLAGUE 
and became infested in Church. LAWS of SANITATION remain, 
even if MILLIONS must DIE=to learn the Lesson. Faith 
"AL0NE!"=did not avail. They found out -

INSANITY #(4)==
Did Christ go IN to the Most Holy Place in 1844? How. many 
believe that? Is that the Third Angel's Message? EW 254-6. 
If it is -why did SO MAN/fall for HUDSON=BRI NSMEAD-WRI GHTT- 
I960 = "If you will step BY FAITH (into)the OUTER COURT = 
(and then these people can attach FORD for DENYING THE 
SANCTUARY!)= "THIS=IS=JUSTIFICATION=BY=FAITH!" (In the 
OUTER COURT!) They devised a "CHART" to "PROVE" that!
CHURCH after CHURCH could find:"NOTH I NG WRONG!"=with 
that Position. THAT'S CRAZY!

INSANITY #(5)==
CHURCH and .REFORM liked that so much = LESLIE HARUINGE 
dished that out = GC SESSION=R&H June 19,1970.p.9,10. 
"JUSTIFICATION=BY=FAITH = this is the Message of the 

Hardinge said the 2 Davis Letters = 5 years 
later = were the FIRST OBJECTIONS HE HAD RECEIVED!
THAT'S INCREDIBLE! THAT'S CRAZY!

INSANITY #(6)==
WILSON set him as HEAD of the PHILIPPINE SEMINARY. R&H 

THAT'S CRAZY!==
INSANITY r#(7) =

They passed an AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION = R&H Dec.18, 
1969-P-20. To teach "IN COMMON" with the OTHER CHURCHES! 
Including the CATHOLIC CHURCH = Old FROOM worked on that 
since the MINISTRY MAGAZINES - 1966. THAT'S-CRAZY!

INSANITY #(8)=r=
That was quickly followed by the Bed-time MAXWELL BOOK— 
"MAN"=197O. NO "CHARACTER" till Christ comes! NO CLOSE 
OF PROBATION! PROBATION OPEN thru 7 Last Plagues! That's 
a flat DENIAL of the WHOLE MESSAGE! THAT'S CRAZY! .58.



TION WHITE-COAT!"=

If = " 
will haul those who 
the Cities the Lord

If it 
all 
est 
and BRIDGES come DOWN I crushing 
all

INSANITY #(9)==
is True = that (A)the 7 Last Plagues DECIMATE about 

Life on Earth. (B)the Voice of God causes the Great- 
EARTHQUAKE the World has ever seen = all BUILDINGS

the Life out of nearly
in them. Then if the FEW that are left are: "DESTROY

ED by the BRIGHTNESS of His appearing(or Coming!)"= How 
is MAXWELL or HEPPENSTALL and BRINSMEAD and WRIGHT and 
GROTHEER « going to manage to "CHANGE" their CHARACTER
NATURES when they are DEAD = DEAD = DEAD = ??? These peo
ple FOR SURE must believe in JESUITlSM=R0MANISM=TALMUDISM= 
does the JESUIT "MASS" work for the DEAD? To make them 
BETTER than they ARE?

If this peop1e were 
like the Catholics get involved on BOTH SIDES'! in

THAT'S CRAZY!
INSANITY #(14) =

If SALK VACCINE CAUSED what it should have CURED - and 
then they use "LIVING" VIRUS! THAT'S CRAZY! -59"

work for the DEAD? 
THAT'S CRAZY! 

INSANITY- #(10)==
NICHOLS wrote in his R&H = EASTER is SUNDAY = has no 
higher Authority than the POPE in ROME. 2 Years later 
he writes a MAGNI Fl CANT ARTICLE why we will now keep 
EASTER with the other Churches = REVOLVE CHOIRS and al 1 = 
one Big Happy Gang = "BROTHERLY L0VE!"~as BALAAM rides 
again! Those who do not Care = God does not Care about 
THEM! He has a LAW and He intends to UPHOLD it. But FIG— 
UHR=NICHOLS=COTTRELL=HEPPENSTALLardid not need any "SUNDAY 
LAWS"=to keep "SUNDAY!" They keep- it: "BEFORE~THE=STORM= 
APPROACHES!" GC 608. Their "SABBATH=KEEP1 NG"'only a has- 
been MOCKERY! Also their "SEPARATION" from the World. 
Or them giving the Message against the SUN-GOD'of Rev. 
18=they have Sold out to JEZEBEL=ASHTORETH=THE QUEEN OF 
HEAVEN as they Traipse into Church with; the LATEST PEEK- 
A-B00=I=SEE=YOU! and STYLES. THAT'S CRAZY!

INSANITY #(11) = 
If, after this Warfare is over - and we look through the 
Records during the Supreme Court with Jury of 12 Tribes 
during the 1,000 years = would it be such a terrible 
Surprise to see WILSON listed as a JESUIT = a TALMUDIST= 
or a 0NE=W0RLDER=ILLUMINATI? or in the PAY of the MASONS? 
So they drop STANDARD after STANDARD-. THAT'S CRAZY!

INSANITY #(12)r^=
OUT of the Cities is my Message!"= but instead they 

DID go OUT! BACK into "CIVIL DEFENSE" 
is pledged to SMITE! THAT'S CRAZY! 
INSANITY #(13)~=
PLEDGED to keep OUT of WARS = but, 

"OPERA-
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THAT'S CRAZY!
The same with Faith -60-

"IN COMMON 
THAT'S CRAZY!

"GAYS"
CRAZY!

OPERATIONAL SPECIMEN 
85% are 
SHOP is this?

INSANITY #(15)-=...
One Day I .said = I can understand ISA. 66: 17 a those who 
"SANCTI FY" .^themsel ves - they hand around "I AM SAVED!" = 
(SANCTIFIED! GC 470-3.)= hiding behind the TREE OF KNOW
LEDGE in the Garden = eating SWINE'S FLESH and the "ABOMI
NATION1^ they shall be "CONSUMED TOGETHER!"—! can understand 
all that = but that "MOUSE"=I never heard of a people eat- 
ingthe "MOUSE!" = THAT SAME HOUR =- the Mail came = the 
early "SALK VACCINE"=was made from the TESTICLES of the un
clean MONKEY = the more you chop up MEAT = the QUICKER it 
SPOILS = this was wh i pped up in a BLENDER = and mixed wi th 
"VIRUS"=to what they call: "CULTURE!"-but in plain English = 
it is set aside to STINK and SWILL and ROT and FERMENT = so 
that In Germany = the VENTILATION SYSTEM broke down and 
killed 12.-of them. This proved SO DANGEROUS = they used 
instead =^"THE LAST FEW INCHES OF THE ENTRAILS." "AUNT 
FANN IE"=NAGEL ' S "AUNTIE"=nearly passed out when I said: 
"Wkat a SfiLj-G&LM to tide. to Sp'j out the. h)cuj to the PP0M1S- 
EV LAMP!" then they DROPPED that and went to the KIDNEYS 
of the DISEASED MONKEY. Since this is a NERVE DISEASE = 
why did they not go for the BRAIN=the SPINAL CORD=or mayhap 
the LUNGS or the HEART = why the KIDNEYS? Just what is 
"SCIENTIFIC" about THAT? One has to read the TALMUD to 
find why or where they concoct such WITCH-DOCTOR FETISHES. 
Now this PAPER comes out = they now use the "LIVE VIRUS"= 
"STRAINED" through several Generations of MlCE=HAMSTERS= 
EGGS=and take it by MOUTH! There it is = Isa. 66:17.
THAT'S CRAZY!

INSANITY #(!&)== 
of what is taken out of Victims = 

"PERFECTLY NORMAL!" What kind of a HUMAN BUTCHER- 
THAT'S CRAZY!

INSANITY ft (17) =
LOT and his 2 Daughters ESCAPED for their LIVES! But the 
Adventist Church sends OFFICIAL PARTICIPANTS to the 
as they hold their ABOMINABLE "KAMPMEETINGS!" THAT'S 

' INSANITY ft(T8)-.-
OLD FR00M=with WILS0N=engineered ECUMENICAL 3_fold UNION 
with the other Churches - carrying out GC 445 - 
the 3 BIG MOUTHED FROGS of Rev. 16:13“14.

INSANITY ft (19) =
I AM SAVED!"=did you ever read what EGW said about that 

MENTAL ABERATION? "Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, 
the mos t INCURABLE! . . . "I=AM=SAVED! " . . . they; are UNPREPARED) 
COL 154-5. RH A5.-414. SM 1:314. Ev.595.

INSANITY ft (20)== 
"ALONE!" GC 470-3. THAT’S CRAZY!



of God! THAT'S
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LOVE"

"INNERANCY" of the BIBLE = 
THAT'S CRAZY!

INSANITY #(21) 
"LOVE UNLIMI TED!"=no LIMIT to the " 
CRAZY!

INSANITY #C22)==
BIG CITY HOSPITALS. They were Crying for SDA NURSES and 
Doctors to come back to man the SDA UNITS = and then it 
was Reported if ALL came back = there would not be 50% 
enough! Now they took on 9 MORE! THAT'S HOSPITAL CRAZY!

INSANITY #(23)==
Did they ASK the PEOPLE who are to put up the MONEY to 
take over 9 more MONEY-LOSING HOSPITALS? Or do they 
reckon the DUMMIES will just fall into Line and PAY and 
PAY and PAY = and ask NO QUESTIONS! THAT'S CRAZY!

INSANITY #C24)==
Just as TROUBLE = LABOR UNION TROUBLE = all Kinds of 
CITY and RACIAL TROUBLE = PEST ILENCES=WAR=REVOLUTION! 
Davenport loses will seem like a PICNIC! To take on 9 
more SLAVE-CHAINS! THAT'S THE CRAZIEST MOVE YET! They 
seem to be out to WRECK this MOVEMENT COMPLETELY!

INSANITY #(25)'==
Trying to MINGLE BLACKS with WHITES in the Face of T9: 
202,206-216,223. RH A3:328,319,317,314,312,325. A5: 
169,170. SM 2:343. CH 230. THAT'S CRAZY!

INSANITY #(26)==
THREATENING FORD at GLACIER VIEW for what THEY TAUGHT 
him = paid his way to MANCHESTER, ENGLAND and honoring 
JESUIT=FUTURIST F.F.BRUCE in all Church Media = FORD 
only BELIEVED = what they taught him! THAT'S CRAZY!

INSANITY #(27) =
That "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE" Book by FR00M=ANDERS0N = 
trying to make up to EVANGELICALISM = THAT'S CRAZY!

INSANITY #(28) =
Trying to Shine up to "50 BABYLONIANS" who are FAR A- 
HEAD of us in "SPIRIT" and in "ETERNAL VERITIES"=in 
the JOINT FR00M=WILS0N BOOK = "MOVEMENT OFDESPERAT I ON 
= p.320,16. THAT'S CRAZY!

INSANITY #(29)
WOODS and WILSON denying the 
that was PREDiCTED! T4:211.

INSANITY # (3O) =
T0=G0=T0=LAW as shown in GC 443’5,606-8, To defend all 
these ABOMINATIONS = T8:69-T1:212-3 - THAT'S CRAZY! It 
is just at that Time = that the Lord will give them a 
"TIME OF TR0UBLE"=such as was not since there was a 
Nation. In which' they will BOW and CONFESS that they 
were WRONG = to follow those DEMENTED LEADERS! EW 15. 
Why not now? To WAIT till then « THAT'S CRAZY!
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THE ARK THEORY.
We have had - thrown in our Face = SDA—BC 1:1109We see 
NOTHING here to stumble over. If we would only Believe 35 
“EVERY WORD" that God utters. Just as it is. And not be 
found STRETCHING the Truth to fit our pre-conceived Notions- 
"The precious record of the LAW was placed in the ARK of the 
Testament, and is STILL THERE, safely HIDDEN from the human 
family. But in God's appointed TIME He will bring forth 
these Tables of Stone to be a Testimony to ALL=THE=WORLD 
against the disregard of His commandments and against the 
idolatrous worship of a counterfeit Sabbath." MS 122, 1.901. 
SDA=BC_1 _____________________________________2_ ~ _
What is there that we did not Know? Watch the KEY-WORDS. 
When is “GOD'S APPOINTED TIME?" When ONLY can it be a 
Testimony to “ALL" the World? Does not “AL!l!“ the World 
have to be ALIVE to “SEE" and “KNOW?" And just WHEN is 
"ALL" the_Worjd_ab1e_to_“SEE“_and_“KNOW?“__
I wonder if some people will just REMEMBER that at the Last= 
FEW will believe the TRUTH = "THE DESPISEDREMNANT!" PK 591. 
"THE REMNANT CHURCH.'. .A LITTLE COMPANY...THE PEOPLE OF GOD... 
THE DESPISED REMNANT... having the Father's name written in 
their Foreheads." (PHILADELPHIA! ) T5; 47.2-476. "THEMs=THAT= 
ARE=ESCAP^D=OF=ISRAEL!_" (_Same_476L)_________________
"The DRAGON was wroth with the Woman...THE TRUE CHURCH... 
the LITTLE COMPANY." = "AGAINST the REMNANT PEOPLE=OF=GOD." 
PK 605. (Now we have found the “REMNANT" who are also the 
“PEOPLE OF GOD" that were taken OUT of EW 269 but found in 
T1:179 = who give the “STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to the LAODICEANS! 
Oh, yes = these Quotations are VERY PRECIOUS to us! So get 
that STRAIGHT and get that FIRST - before any FR00M will 
engineer another ABORTED “LOUD CRY!" The “STRAIGHT TESTI
MONY" = “SHAKING1- comes FIRSTIThe WILSONS can come and 
tb?-EB99^§_2^D_9°_I_^yt_the_TRUTH goes on
Like the Israelites at the RED SEA = the LAW can come^the 
SLAVE-DRIVERS = the “COMMANDMENTS OF MEN!“-those who are 
trying to bring about ECUMENICAL “UN ITY!“=it is all in 
Vain = the whole Mess was DROWNED in the RED SEA. And this 
was given as an example to those living in the Last Days. 

A GREAT TRUTH.
PROPHETS OF GOD = are seldom if ever given any CREDIT - 
until God arises in Majesty and WIPES OUT the OPPOSERS. 
So it is NOT what it looks like NOW that Counts = but what 
does God say will happen in the COMING “EVENTS" as the 
Scroll Unrolls? The “ARK" being found = is NOT one of 
those “EVENTS!" Not a Word in its favor. Just keep tel 1- ' • 
ing yourself = it wi11 come: "SILENTLY = UNNOTICED as the 
Midnight Thief!" GC 491(315). The 144,000 Temple will come 
together without SOUND of AX or HAMMER. T9:180. -62-



"PEST ILENCES"=PT 32. 
Jer.8:2. 14:12. Tl:268.

- Assistants dropping Dead 
they will Pray to God there would be 

MORE HERBALISTS around! So they could get some Sleep. 
MEDICINE even now is BREAKING this British Columbia 
Government! But Adventists (Big Heros!) will do what 
the Government cannot afford to do! H.H.)

Reminds me of HOXSEY-. Every time he got on the front 
pages in a Scandal about him, it brought him 2 or 3 
HUNDRED new patients... -63“

NURSE GOLDIE = R.N.
I hope Sr....tries the Christopher ear treatment. It 
really works. BUT = so does Dr. Kirchner's "GREEN DRINK" 
and the Harmony System poultice of Lemon-juice and Olive 
Oil plus an Electric-pad, Lo-heat. Years and years ago, 
before I ever heard of Dr. C...I had a bad case of Otis- 
Med i a (0T0SCLER0SIS?)=of the right Ear. I was on Day- 
Duty 7AM to 3PM = it kept getting worse and worse. The 
Floor Superintendent insisted upon me letting one of 
our Specialists look at my Ear, and much against my 
Will, I let him. He insisted upon me coming to his Office 
after Duty. He irrigated my Ear and put a Heat Lamp on 
for 20 minutes and gave me a Prescription for Aureomycan 
capsules, but I never even got it fi11ed.(SULPHA-COAL- 
TAR=DERIVATIVE? One of the "WONDER" Drugs that you WONDER 
what it will do to you next?)

I began instead to use Dr. Kirchner's "GREEN DRINK1- 
with plenty of water in between drinks and at night put 
my Olive-Oil and Lemon-juice Poultice to my Ear with the 
Electric-pad underneath, as Heat goes UP = and- slept on 
the affected Ear-side. Did it ever drain out good! 

The Doctor had said in 10 days I'd have to have a 
Mastoidectomy = in 10 days I never knew that I had any 
Ear-trouble! I carried Thermos bottles on Duty with me, 
with the "GREEN DRINK" = and went off all solid Food. 
I never lost a Day's work. MOTHER NATURE DOES WONDERS 
if given a fair chance.

I believe Dr. C...is probably helping more people 
by Lecturing, and with his Book and Tapes, than he would 
have had if the "POWERS THAT BE" had not stopped his 
Herbal Practice. (Another good Reason for SDA Doctors 
to pay their UNION DUES = to the JUNTO and CABALA = set 
up a Boothe in LLU = to take after the Natural Healing 
School with the Whip of the LAW = and Ending up doing 
away with ELLEN WHITE and HERBAL ISM - they will soon 
have so much DISEASE = the coming 
RH Al:11. Isa.28:22. 10:23. 
SG 4:58. Keep them SO BUSY 
a 11 around them,
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HOXSEY always said: 
right."

sure 
i ng.

"Whatever you do, just spell my name
I don't think< though = that he received as much 

Persecution as Dr. Adolphus Hohensee. What that, man went 
through! L have the whole story here. Sometime maybe you'd 

(No, thanks? I have head enough!) 
cover was very good we thought! She 

I've gotten clear, away from Draw-
to read i t.
Dor is 1 s “FOX" 
is a good Artist.
Hope I can get back to it....In The Most Holy Place

Goldie Popielak. 

^FEED you.
aper bags in the Car.

Dear Bro. Ted:
You have,, in the OH I (^PENNSYLVANI A AREA - 

some of the Richest Land on Earth. I am an Expert on Soils. 
We ran an "ILLUSTRATION STATION" for the Government. It is 
a small "EXPERIMENTAL FARM"=to show the people of the Area * 
how to Farm, and what kinds of Seed to use for that Area. 
We held the World's Record for Oats = 222 Bushel to the 
Acre. Year after Year without fail we always had the high
est Yield per Acre of Wheat = of any Government Station 
all through Canada and the USA. We beat them all. We did 
NOT go by "MOON PLANTING."

Our Soil was much like Ohio soil. It was black Loam 
underlaid by a yellowish Butter-colored Clay^ Below that 
was Blue Clay. All great men of Earth were raised on Clay 
Soil. This can go from LOAM to CLAY to GUMBO. The way to 
make Bricks = i s to stir Clay. So you have to watch how 
you prepare CLAY SOIL. If you can get on it at all = 
with just Harrows = this will open the sticky locked 
Clay soil. MARVELOUSLY! UNBELIEVABLY!

For a small Garden Plot = hit it as soon as you can 
in the Spring with a Garden Rake. Perhaps a kind of a 
chopping action. Or just Raking. This unlocks the Soil 
so it acts like a Wick = you will be amazed how the Top 
of that Soil will dry out in a Day of right weather. 
Then stir that around = a bit deeper = and THEN and first 
THEN = bring in your deeper Eguiptment. So the dry soil 
will aerate the Soil as you Plow or Roto-till. If you have 
a Rototiller = just go over it as quick and as shallow as 
you can = let it set for a couple Days = before you go 
Deeper. Otherwise you will ruin that good Soil.

Of course I realize it runs in streaks - better areas 
and GUMBO areas. All this can be improved with Dressing. 
Watch the Ads to see if you can pick up spoiled HAY-PEA^ 
VINES=SOYA BEAN VINES-CORN STALKS. You can break down any 
thing like that with Layering it in a COMPOST PILE for a 
Year. FEED the Soil and it will FEED you. You can haul a 
good deal of TURKEY=CH ICKEN YnSfaper bags in the Car. -64- 
Hope you have a good Garden...
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UNRELIABILITY of MAN?

Dear C1i nes:
Thank you for Writing. You can obtain the 

MINISTRY from BBH = ABC = from the Conference.

Dear Bro. Colson:
Yes - we are "LAMPOONING1- the FORDS, 

the REAS, and the CHURCH-LEADERS that laid the Founda
tion for this "OMEGA." I am afraid to read these SDA 
Writers = I have 2 Books on D&R = by HASKELL = sent to 
me by the Courtesy of Bro. Ray of Canada. As I began = 
I see 2 Errors to start with. The PUBLISHERS said that 
Sr. White said HASKELL should write on D&R = she said 
JUST= THE=0PP0SITE! "When the Books of DANIEL and the 
REVELATION are better UNDERSTOOD...till the TIME of 
the END...and the ABOMINATION that maketh DESOLATE set 
up...This is the suggestion that I made to Elder Has
kell which resulted in the Book he Published. THE~NEED= 
IS=NOT=FILLED=BY=THIS=BOOK...A MESSAGE that will AROUSE 
the Churches IS=TO=BE=PROCLAIMED...As we NEAR the Close 
of Time..." TM 112-117. (VERY STUDIOUSLY THEY LEAVE OUT 
THE DATE of such a crucial Testimony. And what did they 
LEAVE OUT in all those ‘s? Today they are Wiser = 
today_they _ LEAVE _OUT_=_W£ thou t_the_i4_. ____ _____It is sure Nice to be ONE=STEP=AHEAD=OF=THEmT Satan does 

not have EVERYTHING his way. -65=

Dear Sr. Poole: 
Somehow I have your June 15,1981 letter= 

also Jan.3,1982. Yes, many people when they find out 
what's going on = cannot Sleep = "all Night."

Let’s be REALISTIC. Hasn't it come to our attention 
all our Life = how FEW can be TRUSTED? Do we not know 
the Story of the Bible = of Business = of Nations = the 

Then why should it be such a sur
prise that this Church has been taken over by DECOYS OF 
SATAN = also ca11ed:"COUNTERFEITS"=(GC 464)=and we see 
them now in the "OMEGA!" But it is interesting to see 
how DESPERATELY the Church Leaders are at work to DENY 
any "OMEGA" around or any RIGHT for a "NEW MOVEMENT" to 
come. (Again we refer to GC *t6M . Now they are calling 
in the LAWYERS for their Last Battle. They are in MID
NIGHT DARKNESS and the only ones who do not know it are 
those who have ever lived in EUPHORIA = just like those 
on POT and DOPE = the Bible calls it "DRUNKENESS." Un- 
ablt to face Reality. It also takes COURAGE to face 
REALITY. Like a Mother who discovers her Child is. on 
Dope = so this beloved Church has gone astray = like 
iO_the_Days_of_JEZEBEL_and_ELIJAH^—PK_227.___ ______



any Time.

Then AFTER THAT we are 
so T6:418.) =

LAODI- 
(Also T1:331. T3: 

like 
-66-

think the Date that EGW wrote this = i s by
I think this is in RH A3:492,495♦ Aug. 

"HASKELL" Testimony.
Also RH A3:438. 1897. T6:128,133. And I

i t back < • 
___ No Wri ter, 

has DARED bring this out = please explain RH A^:385,548.
Feb.25,1902. FIRST CHURCH = EPHESUS = NOW! Applied to the 
PRESENT ADVENTIST CHURCH = NOW No Preacher would dare 
explain that = or he would lose his License = OVERNIGHT! 
T8:98. T4-.286. COR 120. TM 300.

In the 6 BIG BOOKS of the R&H ARTICLES = she puts the 
SDA Church - LAODICEA = 87 Times. SARDIS = 14 Times. 
EPHESUS = 42 Times. PERGAMOS 1 Time. THYATIRA = 1 Time. 
NEVER ONCE IN THE SDA CONDITION = but the CHURCH TRIUMPHANT 
=PHILADELPHI A = 21 Times.

You will find places where she puts the "CHURCH" - 
(1)=SARDIS = then we go to (2)=PHILADELPHEA = (if you read 
the "WHOLE" of Rev.3=you come to "PHILADELPHIA" FIRST and 
then to = (3)=LA0DICEA = the "LAST" Church and also the 
"LOST" Church = the "FOOLISH" VIRGIN Church who go to the 
COMMON "MARKET-PLACE" in this MIDNIGHT HOUR = desperately 
striving to find some "LIGHT" from BILLY GRAHAM = F.F.BRUCE= 
FOOLISH LAODICEANS! TM 130,126. RH A2:420. Aug.26,1890. 
A3:291-2. Sept. 17,1895- T5:21,83,101. TM 445- Jan.11,1897.)

FIND=THE=SAME=THI NG! Many other Places = see LAST PAGE 
of MH 516. Rev.3:20. Then AFTER LAODICEA is DEAD and GONE - 
EGW shows us Rev. 2:17 = PERGAMOS. Then she shows its Rev. 2: 
26-28. THYATIRA. Until we END up with Rev.3:12. PHILADELPHIA! 
THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT! When all other Churches are DEAD 
and GONE = PHILADELPHIA REMAINS in 100 to 200 References.

FIND=THE=SAME=THING! Rev.2:5. EPHESUS! FIRST CHURCH 
CONDITION! AA 587- Then AFTER THAT we go to Rev.3:20. LAODI
CEA. AA 587.(Bottom of Page.) Then AFTER THAT we go to Rev. 
14:1. The "REMNANT" Church! The 144,000 Church! The PHILA
DELPHIAN CHURCH! AA 590-1.

FIND=THE=SAME=THING! LAST CHURCH CONDITION = FOOTNOTE 
REFERENCE = DA 280 = Rev.3:17,18. 
taken to CANDLESTICK REMOVED! Rev.2:4,5-(Al 
(Also PP 348.)=AFTER LAODICEA is EPHESUS! DA 280. 
CEANS are here shown to be "PHARISEES!" 
193. SM 2:376. COL 117,158,160. TM 79,294.) Who, 
EPHESUS=will be "SPEWN OUT!" DA 280,268,475,603.

Dear Bro. Ray:
I 

going by page 116. I think this is 
1897- FCE 473. T5:273. Find another 
RH A4-.548. 1903. 
have about 20 more = for anyone who wants to study this. 
That it is NOT necessarily a "BOOK" that will be Written — 
but an "UNDERSTANDING" of the BIBLE BOOKS of D+R. I do not 
intend to „study the Haskell Book - it starts right out just 
following the Pattern of URIAH SMITH. I can send 

Sr.. White applies the 7 Churches = NOW
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ANOTHER SHOT!
Calling in a Battery of JESUITS = "Following in the Track 
of ROMANISM!"TM 362. Or TALMUDISTS = or just plain "ONE- 
WORLDER I LLUMINATI !"= or just plain "HI RELINGS!"=who will 
do ANYTHING for HIRE! [See what happens to the "HIRELING 
PRIESTS!"—EW 15,124.] (EW 282. GC 656.) As Winter's Night 
settles on the Earth “ the Birds have gone South = their 
Songs are Stilled = the BIG=MOUTHED FROGS of Rev.16 come 
out to CROAK thei r LAST = -67_

URIAH SMITH.
7 2 ZZttZe PAeocheAb iat in a. Rom =
They toZd NOAH = MhZch May to go =
"SELL the. OZdWAeck!"=they baZd one, Day = .
"Look at the otheA Stde = 'tZb BLACK and GREY!"
"Lt mZZZ NEVER ^Zoat!=oaA ScZentZbtb bay = 
Make a Bon-^Ztbe = by MhZch to PAay = " =

at AUCTION!"= borne mcac heaAd to bay = 
^oa FIRE-WOOD!" = oa"GIYE=IT=AWAY!" =

Ln the SanctaaAy above = tn the HoZy PZace =
TheAe aAe 1 ChaAchcb = each one on a Race = 
Chnibt MaZkb tn theiA mtdbt = ReveZattonb 1:13 and 20. 
Bat URIAH SMITH baZd = mach moAe than PLENTY!

He RANTED and he ROARED = 6 DZed that Day =
He bAoke them = thAQjM them aZZ aMay = 
"0NLY=0NE^IS-LEFT!”= he baZd MZth GZee =_ „
He ^oand thib oat = ^Aom the HoZy See =
ELLEN WHITE maote = thib they MoaZd do = (TM 107) = 
ChAibt MoaZd be CAZppZed = coaZd MaZk no moAe = 
MaAAy LAODICEA! = not 7 = not 2 =
OnZy ONE Zb Ze^t! = MaAAy that WhoAe! =
MaAAy that Bag! = Love that Hag! =
"FZnd no FaaZt!" = Zet heA a ViAgZn be = 
Jubt Zike JEZEBEL = bo Zb bhe =
So bayb URIAH SMITH = btZck Mdth me! =
They changed, hib Boo kb = 5 TZmeb oa moAe =
Ube'd hZb Name = Mhen he Ztved no moAe =
LZke Zn Noah’b Day = HZitoAy ib Repeated =
In the Mobt HoZy PZace = they mZZZ NEVER be Seated =
"THROW OUT ELLEN WHITE!"= ib noM the CAy =
"GZve ab BARABBAS BRINSMEAD!"= at Zeabt Me mZZZ TAy = 
To go BACK to EGYPT!= Mith WILSON ab KZng! =
BaZZd ab a GoZden CaZ^ = Me mZZZ Fcoa = not a ThZng!
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TlME=TO=MAKE=A=FLYER! That goes to more = than just 1,000, 
and with Postage what it is = we spent $10,000.oo over and 
above what was sent in = a Service of Love =

D.A.DELAFI ELD croaks his Last = Christ went into the 
MOST HOLY PLACE!"=to meet BALLENGER-FORD=LEE=ha1f-way = 

to "DEDICATE"=the 1'SANCTUARY1-which a LAWYER never does = 
the "JUDGE" came FIRST! EW 56. 1846 BROADSIDE.

But the SANCTUARY was BUILT = and DEDICATED! LONG BEFORE 
THAT! for did not MOSES BUILD! = according to the PATTERN ~ 
of the HEAVENLY! did he or did he not? Was there a SANCTU
ARY THEN? or was there NOT? Did God leave the HEAVENLY to 
be "DED I CATED'^un t il 1844? or is this just a GUISE - to UNITE 
ALL FACTIONS = as the JEWS did as^ they rushed them all into 
the Holy City - the only Place of SAFETY! as they gave the 
"LOUD CRY!"=against the ROMANS = their "LOUD CRY!"=A.D.70.. •'

We need no URIAH SMITH nor any HASKELL noramy DELAFIELD 
to tell us that NO COURT CAN SIT = NO JUDGE CAN PRESIDE = 
NO ANGEL RECORDS READY = unless FIRST=FIRST=FIRST= it was 
all "DEDI GATED!"-before the "LAWYER" comes. NO=LAWYER=DEDT- 
CATES=THE=COURT^CHAMBERS! IT=HAS=TO=BE=THE—JUDGE=ONLY?

That is the Joke in the MAXWELL BOOK p.60. Christ is 
FIRST CROWNED AS "JUDGE"-after the 1,000 Years! GC 666. 
"DEDICATION" comes FIRST = the COURT* SITS and is in READI
NESS = SECOND! GOD THE FATHER = THE SUPREME JUDGE = has 
EVERYTHING IN READINESS = DEDICATION = SITTING = BOOKS = r 
ANGELS = ALL IS READY! and Christ is not to be FOUND!

This is Rev.4:..and 5:..... the Throne is set = the 
4 and 20 Elders are seated = the One on the Throne has a 
BOOK in His hand = but the PROSECUTING ATTORNEY is MISSING! 
"And I wept much.....!"-Rev.5:4. And THAT, my Friend = is 
1844 and NOTHING BUT 1844. Not one Minute SOONER! TM 112- 
132. T3:312,329. COL 294 (298) , 179-189'.

Daniel 7:9-13,22-26. 8:9-14J 7,23~25. 9*.16-20,26-7. 
10:14. 11:31-35,38-40. 12:4,7-13; Hosea 4:14. T9:14» T5: 
212. RH A3-:287,273,437. Tl :58. T5:753; Ps. 74:7.

To say with these DOUBTERS and UNBELIEVERS and BASKET 
OF SNAKES = that Christ went INTO the MOST HOLY PLACE in 
AD 31=is a FLAT = TOTAL DENIAL of the Third Angel's Mes
sage. He was NOT COMMISSIONED = no JUDGMENT was- SET in the 
SECOND APARTMENT *= until 1844. NOTHING in AD 31. THE THRONE 
(THRONES=1846 Broadside. Daniel 7*.9.)=were NOT "SET" until 
I "SAW THEM SET!"=in 1844. IT WAS FIRST FINALLY OPERATIONAL 
in 1844 and not one Minute SOONER. I Daniel SAW until the 
THRONE(THRONES)were "SET!11 = 1844; SO=FAR=AWAY the Father 
and Son had to come there in a "FLAMING CHARIOT!" Perhaps 
on another Planet. "HEAVEN is My THRONEy and the EARTH is 
My FOOTSTOOL!" = They TWIST the little Bird-House "SHADOW" 
into the REALITY! Did you ever Study the UNIVERSE? -68-



A GREAT TRUTH!
The. Chimch- Leaden had The. Ptat^okm=the. Pfen=the. BookA= 
to COUNTER the. Btbte. and the. Testimonies that God'a peo
ple. wM be. HATEP=SPOKEN AGAlNST=THROWN Into Jail and 
Pang zons perhaps "SEPARATELY and ALONE!” T5:463. EW 105.

No, no, no! The FROOMS and the PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPT. = 
would not allow this! They must WIN=THE=WORLD! I wonder 
what they do with this Statement: ''..they will=not=recog- 
nize the Work of God when the LOUD CRY...shall be heard... 
CONTRARY(WEBSTER:the very Opposite of!)^ CONTRARY to any 
Human-Planning !”_TM 300.

There is NO SALVATION = except in the LIGHT. We realize 
we are in a "BATTLE=TO=THE=F1N1SH!" EM 69. And this will 
grow: "FIERCER and FIERCER!" = "SATANlthe. ANTICHRIST!)= 
u)M take. the. Field and PERSONATE CHRISTI"'70“317;W!-0. 
N0W=IS=THE=TI ME! to be FIRMLY ESTABLISHED on the Holy 
Writings = that that Day does not sweep us along with the 
"SENSELESS MOB!"=hiding in the Shadow of the BIGGEST CROWD-. 
Do something with your Property NOW! Tomorrow the "INFURI
ATED MOBS!"=vi])] Scrounge from vacant House to vacant House, 
seeing if they can find a Can of something. EW 56-8.PT 71“2. 
RADIO-ACTIVITY and DISEASE-GERM WARFARE3 will leave the 
Houses = empty Hui ks^_The_Habj_tatyon_of _Rats^________ __
Have no Fear - we are not obligated to send out ONE PAPER. 
We thank all those who have stood by us = some for 20 Years 
we appreciate them all. We realize our Work is needed now 
as they are TEARING DOWN the MESSAGE, starting with:"MEW 
who stand in very responsible Positions at the HEART of 
the Work are ASLEEP. SATAN has PARALYZED THEM...TO=TEAR= 
DOWN... A PROFESSION (Faith " ALONE !_") A PROFESSION... is NOTH
ING !.. .CHRIST=HAS=DEPARTED.~ His Spirit has been quenched 
in=the=Church!...A PROFESSION...is utterly VALUELESS... 
THEIR=ONLY=HOPE=OF=SALVATION is to SEPARATE from the World 
...There are HYPOCRITES now who will TREMBLE when they ob
tain a view of THEMSELVES!" T2-.439-446. -69-

Choose ye this Day. Some will Oppose. Some will Agree = 
but we feel very Sorry for those who play it NEUTRAL = 
who will "WAIT=AND=SEE!" In the meantime they CLAIM to 
be VERY "BROAD-MINDED"3 we can tell you from many YEARS 
of EXPERIENCE-the Lord DROPS them = and not too long later- 
they are 0N=THE=0THER=SI DE! Just about EVERY TIME! They 
will ACT so "FRIENDLY" at the Meetings = but if you heard 
NOTHING from them before the Meetings = and NOTHING after = 
they are but 1ike a Door on its Hinges = and will be found 
in the Crisis Hour - yelling: "CRUCIFY HIM!"-thus they 
imagine they wi11 save their own Hide. THAT is the PERFECT 
WAY = to be Lost.



2 Kings
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"A NOBLE 
wh^P-St Ml 
a Rockf'^he passengers were AWAKENEll^r&^Ly to see 
HOPELESS CONDITION , and..jn th the SHIP they sank J^^Tlse — 
NO MORE. The MAN a? the Helm had LIGHT,
...They become SPIRITUALLY BLIND." SM 2:128. TM 397.FE 348:
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'‘ING^T^^AY ACROSS Ti

"A CONSPIRACY OF... \
PROPHETS...LIKE A ’

ROARING LION." Eze.22:2

"THERE IS A LION IN I
THE WAY." Prov. 22:1


